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Few calls are dreaded more than the one that 17 of my colleagues received last year. That call was mine, asking each of them if they would be kind enough to write a chapter for a new textbook. Early in one's career, one might reasonably imagine that it would be flattering to be asked this. Certainly the invitation implies a certain level of recognition and esteem, but this request presented to an overworked surgeon whose reputation is already well established is, in all honesty, seldom welcomed. Writing a chapter for a new textbook is hard work with little upside. The effort occupies hours of what little “free” time the surgeon may have, he or she is guaranteed to be paid absolutely nothing, and, for the most part, all of the effort is lost in anonymity. One’s name on a list of contributors—that’s about it.

So why did all 17 of these people agree to take on this project? I would like to think some of it was out of friendship. I am certain that this played a small role, but the major motivation, I think, is that everyone believed in the project and wanted to be a part of it. This is a textbook written specifically for residents in training and young ophthalmologists who want to become better cataract surgeons. Every one of the contributors was at one time a young cataract surgeon, hoping to become a better one. Every one of us was once helped by teachers and mentors to whom we will always be grateful. Every one of us wants to give back a little and honor those who helped us by passing forward what we have learned. I think it’s as simple as that.

I want to express my deepest gratitude to each one of the selfless physicians who worked so hard to make this text the great success that it is. And my special thanks goes out to the hardy few who went the extra mile—those who not only accepted the burden but truly seemed to relish it. To Howard Fine, who helped tremendously with the early planning of the text (including choosing the title); to Mark Packer and David Chang, who actually volunteered to do more work than I asked of them; and to Richard Hoffman, who did a spectacular job, both in the text and in the video supplement, painstakingly itemizing the loading and insertion techniques of all the major IOLs in use today.

My gratitude and thanks also goes out to Debra Toulson and Jennifer Cahill of SLACK Incorporated, both for their patience in putting up with me over the past 6 months and for their expert and conscientious efforts which have allowed this text to become a reality.
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I realize that you have opened this text to learn phacoemulsification and that you are anxious to get on with it. Yet something compels me to ask you to slow down, if only for a moment. Before we hurry ahead, I need to tell you where we came from and how we got to the place we are today.

When I was a resident, the best that ophthalmology had to offer a cataract patient was a bloody operation, a painful eye, and a lifetime of aphakia. We operated with loops, not microscopes, and made a 180-degree incision while an assistant surgeon held a silk retraction suture placed through the cornea. The cornea was folded back on itself, allowing the surgeon to place a cryoprobe on the surface of the cataract. A large ice ball formed, the zonules were “gently” broken, and the entire lens, capsule and all, was delivered. If no vitreous followed the lens, we congratulated ourselves and proceeded to quibble about how many sutures were needed. Should we use five or seven? The suture material was so large the knots could not be buried.

In the 1960s and much of the 1970s, this intra-capsular cataract extraction was hailed as the “perfect” procedure by experts of the day. Countless lectures were given, describing seemingly important refinements in this procedure, and there was general agreement, especially in academic institutions, that cataract surgery had reached its ultimate zenith. Those with ideas to the contrary were not welcomed. Most unwelcomed of all was Charles Kelman.

Kelman came upon the idea of phacoemulsification while sitting in a dental chair, having his teeth cleaned. It occurred to him that the same ultrasonic energy used to remove tartar could be used to remove the nucleus of a cataractous lens.

Kelman’s first phacoemulsification instruments were clumsy and difficult to use. Techniques for performing phaco were in their infancy, and the early complication rates, including “dropped nucleus” and corneal decompensation, were very high. There were at that time no effective instruments or techniques for retrieving the nucleus from the vitreous cavity, and eyes with retained nuclear material often progressed to phthisis. To help prevent this terrible complication, Kelman advocated subluxing the nucleus into the anterior chamber. In the early machines, the fluidics was very primitive, and high levels of ultrasonic energy were needed to emulsify the nucleus. The role of the endothelium in corneal health was poorly understood, and viscoelastic materials had yet to be developed. Eyes undergoing phacoemulsification in those days were frequently “lost” due to corneal decompensation, and Kelman’s new method for cataract surgery was rejected by virtually everyone. Kelman was seen as reckless by most surgeons and was personally reviled by many. To his assistance came a handful of surgeons who saw both the potential of Kelman’s ideas and the necessity of developing safer techniques for the new procedure.

Most ophthalmologists of that era operated with only one hand. With intracapsular surgery only one hand is needed to engage the nucleus and lift it out of the anterior chamber. Richard Kratz was one of the first surgeons to realize that phacoemulsification needed a new and innovative approach, a “bimanual technique.” He understood the need to control the nucleus to prevent complications. Kratz devised techniques for tipping the proximal aspect nucleus out of the capsular bag and bringing it into the iris plane. This was accomplished by introducing a second instrument through a side port incision. Held in this position, the nucleus could be emulsified with less risk of damage to the posterior capsule and less trauma to the corneal endothelium. The bimanual approach was quickly adopted by “early adapters” in the mid-1970s. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, hundreds of surgeons came to learn the new technique for phacoemulsification from Kratz. They returned to their practices to perform phacoemulsification with greater safety, and, gradually, the procedure began to become more popular.

Monumental improvements in intraocular lens (IOL) technology were beginning to occur simultaneously with the advances in phacoemulsification techniques. Efforts to combine anterior chamber and iris-supported IOLs with intracapsular surgery had proven largely unsuccessful. The introduction of the posterior chamber IOL by Steve Shearing in 1977 led to a revival in extracapsular surgery. In the 1950s, extracapsular surgery had been abandoned in favor of intracapsular surgery because of problems of retained cortex and postoperative inflammation. With the advent of the
operating microscope and improvements in hand-held aspiration-irrigation systems, standard extracapsular surgery became much “cleaner.” This reduction in postoperative inflammation with the new standard extracapsular methods and the maintenance of a posterior capsule that provided support for Shearing’s new posterior chamber IOL suddenly made extracapsular surgery much more appealing to surgeons.

Shearing’s innovation was a change that made a huge difference in ophthalmology. Cataract surgery skyrocketed in popularity with the introduction of the posterior chamber IOL. Like phacoemulsification, posterior chamber lenses were initially rejected by many as inherently dangerous. The great fear was that posterior chamber IOLs would ultimately float in the vitreous cavity, but as positive experience with the new lenses increased and long-term success became established, this new IOL technology was universally embraced.

By the mid-1980s, there were two camps of posterior chamber lens users: those who performed standard extracapsular surgery and inserted the lenses through an 8- to 11-mm incision, and those who performed phacoemulsification and then enlarged the phaco incision to 6 mm in order to implant the IOL. All IOLs at this time were made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). Conventional extracapsular surgeons in the mid-1980s were very much in the majority. They saw little advantage in adopting phacoemulsification with all of its inherent difficulties and challenges as long as the incision needed to be enlarged for IOL insertion.

Thomas Mazzocco changed this. The “Mazzocco Taco,” a plate-shaped IOL made of silicone, was the first IOL designed to be rolled and inserted through an incision smaller than 6 mm. Many surgeons believed only in the sanctity of PMMA and doubted that a foldable material such as silicone would remain biologically inert or that it would remain clear over the course of time. Fortunately, the detractors, once again, were wrong. With the eventual development of a foldable IOL that could be placed through an unenlarged 3-mm phaco incision, the advantages of small incision surgery were finally realized.

The foundations were now in place for the steady evolution in materials and techniques that have made phacoemulsification one of the safest and most elegant procedures in medicine today.

David Miller and Roger Stegmann introduced sodium hyaluronate to ophthalmology in the late 1970s and over the past three decades continuous improvements in ophthalmic viscoelastic devices have added greatly to the safety of cataract surgery.

Topical anesthesia was reintroduced to modern cataract surgery by Richard Fichman in the late 1990s and, to the surprise of most ophthalmologists, both retrobulbar and peribulbar injections of anesthetics were found to be largely unnecessary with the new surgical techniques.

Innovations by Michael McFarland, Paul Ernest, and Howard Fine in incision construction have allowed us to design better, stronger incisions, some of which no longer require sutures.

The can opener capsulotomy, the age-old mainstay of extracapsular surgery, was replaced by Howard Gimbel and Thomas Neuhann with the continuous curvilinear capsulotomy in the early 1990s. This innovation resulted in greater stability of the capsular bag during phacoemulsification and improved the centration of IOLs postoperatively, but its introduction led to other challenges. The nucleus of a dense cataract could no longer be tipped easily into the pupillary plane for emulsification. New techniques had to be developed for disassembling the nucleus within the capsular bag. Howard Gimbel and John Shepherd developed “divide and conquer” techniques in the early 1990s, followed soon by Kunihiro Nagahara who introduced the first of the many chopping techniques now used widely by surgeons all over the world. These techniques, which all require the ability to move the nucleus within the capsular bag without placing undue stress on the zonular support of the capsule, were made possible by the development of hydrodissection and hydrodelineation techniques pioneered by Aziz Anis and Howard Fine.

IOL technology has continued to advance with lens edge configurations that delay the onset of capsular opacification and lens optics that improve the quality of vision through aspheric design. Capsular tension rings now reduce the risks of capsular destabilization during our most challenging cases.

Last, but certainly not least, phacoemulsification technology has constantly improved with innovations in fluidics, power control, and duty cycles. These improvements in phacoemulsification provide the surgeon with a level of control and safety that even Charles Kelman could not have imagined. What comes next? What will be the direction of change that makes surgery safer, easier, more reliable, and more efficient?

Thirty-five years ago, it would have been impossible for any one person to guess where the collective genius of a generation of eye surgeons was about to take us. No one knew then what the future would bring, and no one knows now. Only one thing is certain. Those of
you who are just beginning to learn phacoemulsification today will be part of that future. You are the next generation of innovators. Your challenge is to resist the notion that everything worthwhile has been discovered, that all the obstacles have been surmounted, and that there is nothing left to do. You are our future and there will be much left for you to do.
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This excellent text serves an important need in furthering the "science" of cataract surgery. The history of progress in surgery, in general, contrasts in many ways with the rest of medicine. The initial "barber surgeons" of England were looked down upon by the elitist and self-declared medical intellectuals who called themselves physicians. In contrast to the perception of surgery as a crude assault on the body, the tools of the physicians included observation, dietary manipulation, pharmacologic therapy, and scientific study. Surgeons learned their crafts via apprenticeships and accumulated anecdotal experience, but "medicine" was a science.

This legacy persisted for quite a while. Prospective, randomized, controlled clinical trials became routine in the evaluation of new proposed medical therapies. But rarely was this methodology embraced by surgeons, who would declare preeminence of their own surgical techniques after reporting small case series in which no control group was included. In the United States, a group of ophthalmologists actually sued in an effort to prevent the National Institutes of Health from carrying out a prospective study of one eye operation.

Early in my own career, it was common to hear interesting expressions from surgeons such as "in my hands." In at least some cases, this was a mechanism for explaining away a lack of replication of claimed outcomes by other surgeons or medical centers. I have witnessed surgeon innovators ridiculing surgeons in the audience who described complications after trying the new surgical procedure, complications that the innovator claimed could never occur. "Perhaps you should go back and repeat your residency if you cannot perform a simple operation," said one guest lecturer to a skilled local ophthalmic surgeon in California who did not see the same uniformly wonderful results in his patients. With the passage of time, it has become clear to me that in every case the observant practitioner was correct, and the indignant surgeon-innovator was too personally invested in his or her work to be objective.

Fortunately the field has evolved, and the term surgical science is no longer an oxymoron. Prospective controlled trials comparing surgical interventions and devices are no longer rare, and the claims from the podium of charismatic surgical "thought leaders" are no longer routinely accepted as valid substitutes for objective data.

At the same time, our society is tasking surgeons in general and ophthalmologists in particular with figuring out how to do more surgery, with better outcomes and at lower costs. The looming demographic tidal wave of the baby boomer generation has led ophthalmic manpower studies to predict a 30% undersupply of ophthalmologists within a decade or two in the United States. The prevalence of cataracts and other age-related eye diseases will increase dramatically; the number of ophthalmic surgeons will not change appreciably. Not content to simply see our profession deal with this volume, our society demands that we reduce the cost of this care, improve the results (eg, eliminate the need for corrective eye wear for distance, near, and intermediate vision postoperatively after cataract surgery), and reduce the risks of endophthalmitis and other complications. In short, ophthalmic surgeons will need to do more with less.

We are also asked to change how we transform new ophthalmology residents into capable surgeons. The apprenticeship model of "see one, do one, teach one" is being replaced by a more rigorous approach of communicating the underlying scientific principles of surgery, breakdown of multistep procedures into their component parts, and "certification" of trainees as having mastered each of these steps. Pedagogical scientists tell us that this will accelerate the progress of new surgeons, more quickly identify strengths and weaknesses of budding surgeons so that deficiencies can be quickly corrected, reduce the likelihood of complications during the early part of the learning curve, and ensure society that the new surgeons we train possess the required competencies.
This text reflects the positive trends in how we are coming to embrace the science of ophthalmic surgery. The physics that drives our cataract surgical instruments, the detailed exploration of techniques for each step of the procedure, the optics of vision correction, and the outcomes data that speak to the quality of our interventions are all beautifully illustrated. I believe this will prove a valuable resource for beginning surgeons who will want to immerse themselves in the details of surgical technique before performing those techniques on their first patients, as well as for more experienced surgeons looking to continuously improve the outcomes for their patients.

Peter J. McDonnell, MD
Director of The Wilmer Eye Institute
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
Baltimore, MD
Modern cataract surgery is one of medicine’s finest achievements. No procedure today is more gentle, safe, and successful; more important to the quality of life and well-being of patients; or more beneficial to society as whole than is phacoemulsification. The procedure is also a marvel to behold. It is an art form, and, once learned well, it is a joy to perform.

In the hands of a skilled surgeon, phacoemulsification is a masterful ballet of efficiency and grace. Each precise and carefully practiced step leads fluidly to the next. For a number of years, I have had the pleasure of training a wonderful group of young resident surgeons in phacoemulsification. This experience as a teacher and my own 30 years as a phaco surgeon have taught me the value of understanding phacoemulsification as a series of thoughtfully considered steps. Each step of phacoemulsification must be understood thoroughly, learned perfectly, and practiced repeatedly before the procedure can be executed with consistent proficiency.

Phacoemulsification is unforgiving. If there is a stumble on any one step, the next step becomes more difficult and things begin to go badly. When each sequential step is performed well, however, the procedure seems to glide effortlessly and a magical thing occurs. The surgeon’s hands create something that is not only good but lovely to behold.

More than a dozen of the world’s finest surgeons have come together in this text to help you learn to perform phacoemulsification at its highest level. Each has chosen one or more aspects of the procedure and has carefully analyzed the steps that are critical to the successful performance of that part of the surgery. Whenever it is useful, the authors have also provided narrated video footage that illustrates the key instructional points made in the text. This complete video reference should prove to be an invaluable resource as you learn to achieve excellence phacoemulsification.
In recent years, advances in cataract surgery have lead to greater levels of refractive precision, faster visual rehabilitation, and improved comfort and safety. Refinements in phacoemulsification techniques and intraocular lens (IOL) technology deserve much of the credit for these advances, but innovations in anesthesia, especially topical anesthesia, have also played an important role in improving outcomes and hastening visual recovery.

While topical anesthesia is favored by many surgeons for the majority of their cases today, proper patient screening and careful preoperative planning are necessary in order to choose the best anesthesia for an individual patient. Mastery of all of the available techniques—intracameral, topical, parabulbar (sub-Tenon’s), peribulbar, and retrobulbar anesthesia—along with an understanding of their advantages and disadvantages, is necessary in order to provide the highest level of care for all patients. The goal of this chapter is to define and describe the indications and techniques for each of these approaches.

**Applied Anatomy**

A basic knowledge of orbital anatomy is essential to understand the effects and potential complications of orbital anesthesia.

Intraocular pressure may be elevated after the injection of even modest amounts of anesthetic into the orbit. The orbit has an average volume of 30 cc. A sudden increase in orbital volume associated with the injection of anesthetic results in the transmission of force anteriorly, causing compression of the globe.

The floor of the orbit is the shortest of the orbital walls and extends only 35 to 40 mm from the orbital rim. The 38-mm needle used in retrobulbar anesthesia, therefore, has the potential to damage the optic nerve in a significant percentage of the population.\(^1\)

The abducens, oculomotor, and nasociliary nerves pass through the annulus of Zinn. The trochlear nerve enters outside of the annulus to supply the superior oblique. Placement of anesthetic within the intramuscular cone, whose apex is the annulus of Zinn, typically results in the paralysis of the oculomotor and the abducens but not the trochlear. The superior oblique is often spared, and cyclotorsion may still occur even with a well-placed retrobulbar injection.

Sensory innervation to the cornea and superonasal conjunctivae is provided by the nasociliary nerve that is within the muscle cone. The remaining conjunctival sensation is provided by the remaining branches of ophthalmic nerve (frontal and lacrimal) and two divisions of the maxillary nerve, which supply the lower
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lid and conjunctiva (enters via the inferior orbital foramen). All of these additional somatosensory nerves lie outside of the muscular cone. For this reason, a retrobulbar block can still leave areas of the conjunctiva sensitive to pain and touch.

The dura surrounding the optic nerve is continuous with the dura of the brain. Inadvertent injection of anesthetic into the subdural space within the nerve, therefore, can result in brainstem anesthesia.

**Preoperative Evaluation**

Careful patient screening is essential in order to determine which form of anesthesia is best suited for an individual. A surgeon should develop a checklist to avoid missing data that can influence the choice of anesthesia. A history and physical examination, with review of medications, is an excellent starting point for evaluation. Particular attention should be given to the patient’s ability to communicate, lie flat and still, and follow directions. A history of congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic bronchitis, claustrophobia, anticoagulation status, and use of alpha-blockers (tamsulosin) should be addressed with each patient.

Retrobulbar and peribulbar anesthesia generally provide excellent intraoperative pain control with the added benefit of complete or partial akinesia and visual block. General anesthesia may be utilized when generalized muscle paralysis is an additional factor to ensure surgical success. Topical anesthesia should be reserved for communicative and calm patients who have no relevant comorbidities. The surgeon should be experienced and expecting a shorter surgery without anticipated complications or added procedures. Longer procedures that may require iris manipulation or scleral suturing may benefit from retrobulbar or peribulbar anesthesia for improved iris and ciliary body anesthesia. While most patients can lie still, some may not be able to follow directions and are not well suited for topical anesthesia. Patients who have psychiatric disease or other comorbidities that prevent them from lying still may be candidates for general anesthesia.

The information contained in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 can serve as general guidelines for anesthesia selection. In some instances, reviewing the procedure and different anesthesia approaches with the patient is useful. This allows the patient to self-assess his or her preferences. The discussion also allows the patient to ask questions and develop greater comfort with the surgeon and surgery.

**Retrobulbar Anesthesia**

Multiple protocols have been published with a common goal of improving the efficacy and safety of retrobulbar anesthesia. Complications arising from retrobulbar anesthesia include retrobulbar hemorrhage, globe/nerve perforation, extraocular muscle injury, and brainstem anesthesia/death. Other disadvantages include the need for increased sedation, a postoperative eye patch, longer visual recovery, ptosis, chemosis, subconjunctival hemorrhage, and increased posterior pressure during surgery. The most feared complication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1-1</th>
<th>Contraindications to Local Anesthesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tremor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Claustrophobia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Poor communication/language barrier/deafness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Long operative time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absolute</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inability to cooperate (eg, schizophrenia, dementia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Uncontrolled coughing/movement disorder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1-2</th>
<th>Contraindications to Topical Anesthesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Photophobia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deafness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Long operative time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absolute</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Poor communication/language barrier/deafness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cannot follow directions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Insufficient pain control (as in prior eye surgery)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of retrobulbar injection, perforation of the globe, is more common with eyes of higher axial length and/or staphyloma.  

A well-placed retrobulbar block usually results in excellent akinesia and sensory block with some visual block also. As previously noted, motor nerves within the muscle cone, the abducens, oculomotor, as well as the sensory nasociliary nerve, are affected, but because the trochlear nerve passes outside the cone, superior oblique muscle innervation is usually spared and cyclo torsion may still occur. Most surgeons supplement retrobulbar blocks with topical anesthesia to complete anterior segment anesthesia because portions of the trigeminal, which supply the conjunctiva and lid, also pass outside the muscle cone.  

The goal of retrobulbar anesthesia is the placement of anesthetic into the intramuscular cone located behind the globe and anterior to the orbital apex. Structures traversed by the retrobulbar needle include the skin, orbital septum, periocular tissue/fat, and the intramuscular connective tissue. Structures to be avoided include blood vessels, extraocular muscles, the globe, and the optic nerve. The technique detailed below is designed to avoid these structures and give reliable and reproducible anesthesia. Each surgeon will develop personal amendments, but the basic tenets apply.

Injectable mixtures should include a total volume of 10 cc or less composed of 2% lidocaine without epinephrine mixed 50:50 with 0.75%. Note that this 50:50 mixture dilutes each component to half the original concentration. Some surgeons may prefer 4% lidocaine, if available, to yield a final effective concentration of 2% lidocaine. The addition of bupivacaine increases the duration of action. If hyaluronidase is available, it can also be added to the mixture to speed diffusion of the medication and improve akinesia and sensory block. Hyaluronidase can also decrease posterior pressure by causing the volume to distribute more quickly. Fifteen to 20 units of hyaluronidase per mL of solution can be used.

A 38-mm (1.5-inch) 23-gauge needle with a rounded point (Atkinson) is preferred. A standard sharp point needle has the advantage of passing through tissues more easily with less discomfort, but the reduced sensory feedback during injection and higher potential for injury to ocular structures favors the Atkinson or blunt-tipped needle.  

A 38-mm (1.5-inch) 23-gauge needle with a rounded point (Atkinson) is preferred. A standard sharp point needle has the advantage of passing through tissues more easily with less discomfort, but the reduced sensory feedback during injection and higher potential for injury to ocular structures favors the Atkinson or blunt-tipped needle. A 10-cc syringe is also preferred over a 5-cc for better tactile control of injection pressure and enough volume to change needles and continue with facial nerve blocks after retrobulbar injection using the same syringe.

Retrobulbar anesthesia is performed prior to sterile prep. The patient is positioned flat on the operative bed. At the level of the forehead, 1-inch silk, plastic, or paper tape can be used to secure the head to the table if an assistant is not available. Intravenous propofol or Versed (Hospira, Lake Forest, IL) should be administered in conjunction with an analgesic, such as fentanyl, to help prepare the patient for injection. If propofol is used, time for the medication to take effect should be allowed. Testing the lack of orbicularis contraction by gently brushing the eyelashes can help verify adequate sedation.

Following surgery, the eye should be patched. This is because the retrobulbar block reduces sensation of the eye (which results in a reduced blink reflex), provides akinesia (which causes a transient diplopia), and reduces vision (which is frightening to the patient). The patch may be removed after 4 to 6 hours in patients who have received only lidocaine. When bupivacaine is used, the patch should remain for not less than 8 hours.

Parabulbar (Sub-Tenon’s) Anesthesia

Some surgeons have adopted the technique of using a blunt-tipped cannula intraoperatively to inject the same anesthetic mixture. This is known as a parabulbar block. Parabulbar blocks can be placed as a planned anesthesia or can be utilized intraoperatively if the patient is uncooperative or has inadequate pain control with topical/peribulbar anesthesia.

This technique avoids the hazards of a sharp needle placement into this space and is a safer alternative to retrobulbar anesthesia, but it can also result in increased chemosis, subconjunctival hemorrhage, and incomplete anesthesia if the cannula is not advanced in the sub-Tenon’s space. Damage to the vortex veins has also been reported. Onset is rapid, but the added dissection can add to operative time. The disadvantages such as the need for patching with delayed visual rehabilitation apply, as with retrobulbar anesthesia.

Peribulbar Anesthesia

The injection of anesthesia within the orbit without directing the needle inside the muscle cone reduces the risk of damage to vital structures. The soft tissue, intramuscular septae are incomplete and allow for the diffusion of medication into the cone, resulting in akinesia and visual block, as well as sensory denervation to the nasociliary and extraconal divisions.
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of first and second divisions of the trigeminal nerve. This technique relies on larger volumes (7 to 10 cc) and works best if supplemented by 500 units of hyaluronidase. Sedation with propofol, as with retrobulbar anesthesia, is preferred.

Sensory block and akinesia are dependent on diffusion, therefore this technique requires reassessment of akinesia (if desired) after 5 to 7 minutes. If adequate medial rectus akinesia is not obtained, the peribulbar injection can be repeated using the same technique targeting the medial fat compartment. Up to 24% of patients will require this supplemental 3- to 5-cc block. The entrance site for the supplemental block is just nasal to the medial rectus, adjacent to the caruncle, and parallel to the medial orbital wall in the same fashion as described above. Higher volumes overall are used, therefore orbital pressure is increased and ecchymosis and chemosis are more likely than with the retrobulbar block. Reports of retrobulbar hemorrhage and globe perforation have also been published but are less common. This technique has reported anesthetic pain control similar to retrobulbar placement, but has an improved safety profile. Overall, the advantages of peribulbar anesthesia should be weighed against the frequent need for supplemental anesthesia, incomplete akinesia, the larger volume of anesthesia, and longer time required for complete diffusion.

**TOPICAL AND INTRACAMERAL ANESTHESIA**

As phacoemulsification techniques have advanced, incision size has decreased, the need for iris manipulation has diminished, and operative time has lessened. These changes have resulted in a decrease in the need for complete akinesia, long duration of ocular anesthesia, and intensity of iris and ciliary body sensory block. Topical and intracameral anesthesia alone can provide adequate anterior segment anesthesia for noncomplex phacoemulsification with proper patient selection. Use in trabeculectomy, secondary sutured IOLs, and pterygium excision has also become more common.

Topical anesthesia avoids the systemic and ocular risks of the previously described modalities. In addition, it allows for quick visual recovery. Monitored anesthesia care can be used, but surgery can also be performed without intravenous agents (discussed below). It should be noted that many surgeons who use retrobulbar or peribulbar block use topical and/or intracameral anesthetic in addition to help complete the anterior segment sensory block. Communicative, calm, cooperative patients are candidates for topical anesthesia. Careful patient selection is important.

Multiple agents are available for topical anesthesia and include tetracaine 0.5% drops, Tetravisc 0.5% gel (Ocusoft, Richmond, TX), lidocaine 2% jelly, Xylocaine 4% (AstraZeneca, Wilmington, DE), and bupivacaine 0.75%. Topical agents are placed at least 5 to 10 minutes prior to surgery. They provide excellent intraoperative pain control and also allow the patient to have less discomfort from the Betadine prep prior to draping.

Drop preparations are generally administered in two to three repeated doses separated by 5 to 10 minutes. Gel preparations have the benefit of coating the eye without requiring repeated doses. If used prior to dilating agents, gels can interfere with absorption. Therefore, many surgeons place a liquid preparation such as proparacaine 0.5% or tetracaine drops first and then complete the dilation protocols. After the pupil is dilated and 5 to 10 minutes prior to entering the operating room, Tetravisc or lidocaine gel can be placed into the eye. Lidocaine gel can be more viscous and at times more difficult to place under the lids to anesthetize the superior and inferior conjunctiva and fornices. Tetravisc has an intermediate viscosity and therefore spreads like a liquid drop but also coats like a gel. Each surgeon should develop a simple, reproducible protocol for topical anesthesia that can be performed efficiently by the surgical staff. One other variant on this form of anesthesia includes soaking a sponge with both dilating and/or anesthetic drops (perilimbal anesthesia) and placing it in the inferior fornix for 10 to 15 minutes. Anecdotal reports suggest that soaked pledgets can deliver higher concentrations of both anesthetic and mydriatic medications, but the actual procedure of sponge placement can be more intrusive than drops alone.

Topical anesthesia alone may not provide adequate iris and ciliary body anesthesia. Therefore, many surgeons will supplement with intracameral 1% nonpreserved lidocaine. After the initial paracentesis is created, approximately 0.5-cc nonpreserved lidocaine is instilled into the anterior chamber. Uncomplicated cataract surgery can be performed with topical anesthesia alone, but prospective trials suggest an additional anesthetic benefit to intracameral lidocaine. This additional agent represents a very quick, extra step in cataract surgery. At 1% concentration, endothelial cell toxicity has not been demonstrated in humans.
The additional anesthetic effect makes any iris touch or manipulation more comfortable. If a scleral sutured posterior chamber lens, pupil expansion device, or iris stretching is necessary, intracameral anesthesia can be a useful adjunct. Other agents such as epinephrine or phenylephrine can also be added to this intracameral solution. These and other techniques are discussed in other portions of this text.

**Facial Nerve Blocks**

Occasionally, a patient may have difficulty with relaxing his or her orbicularis oculi muscle. Many times this is anxiety related, other times it may be an idiosyncratic reflex specific to that individual. Psychiatric disease can be a risk factor. If intravenous agents fail to reduce squeezing, facial nerve blocks in combination with any of the anesthetic modalities above can allow the surgeon to have improved control. Generally, patients who require facial nerve blocks are good candidates for retrobulbar/peribulbar anesthesia because of associated Bell's phenomenon. Facial nerve blocks can be performed at any portion of the extracranial course after it exits the stylomastoid foramen. The nerve gives off multiple branches as it courses from behind the ear over the angle of the mandible, penetrating the parotid gland and dividing into its terminal branches, including the temporal and zygomatic, which supply the orbicularis. Types of facial nerve blocks are differentiated by their location, and each has inherent advantages and disadvantages.

Careful placement of additional anesthetic in the inferior fornix and anterior lateral orbit as the needle is withdrawn during retrobulbar and peribulbar anesthesia can also result in seventh nerve block in up to 88% of cases by continued diffusion. Although less reliable, this can obviate the need for a separate facial nerve block.

The Nadbath block is directed at the exit of the nerve at the stylomastoid foramen. Respiratory and vocal chord paralysis have been reported with inadvertent injection into the jugular foramen. Prolonged facial nerve block has also been reported. This technique avoids ecchymosis of the face and is less painful, but also can temporarily paralyze multiple divisions of the facial nerve.

The O'Brien is placed more distally just below the zygomatic arch, anterior to the tragus. This site can be more painful and can also cause paralysis of the lips and lower face in addition to the intended superior divisions.

The modified Van Lint targets the terminal branches at the lateral canthus and lid. This technique avoids the paralysis of the other divisions of the seventh nerve but can cause lid ecchymosis and edema. Facial nerve blocks are best done with conscious sedation usually directly after retrobulbar or peribulbar block while the propofol is still at maximal effect. The same 10-cc syringe can be used if appropriate by changing the needle to a conventional sharp point 1-inch 30-gauge or 27-gauge needle.

**Conscious Sedation and General Anesthetic Agents**

Cataract surgeons should possess a basic understanding of common anesthetic agents. Many times feedback from the patient is only perceived and communicated to the surgeon intraoperatively. The surgeon may also better understand the needs of each patient, having treated him or her for many years, than the anesthesiologist present for the surgery. An understanding of the common medications and their relative analgesic, anxiolytic, and amnestic properties will allow the surgeon to help tailor preoperative planning and intraoperative supplementation.

Monitored anesthesia care involves intravenous sedation and analgesia with noninvasive monitoring. This allows for less physical stress on the patient. The patient is able to respond to commands, facilitating surgery, and recovery is quicker. Conversion to general anesthesia is still possible. Commonly used single agents include opiates (fentanyl), benzodiazepines (midazolam), and propofol.

Propofol (Diprivan [AstraZeneca]) is a short-acting induction agent that provides temporary sedation without analgesia. Propofol can be used prior to retrobulbar block placement. Although the block can be placed without propofol, this agent provides a short duration of deep sedation with amnesia. Testing lack of orbicularis contraction by gentle eyelash stimulation can be a helpful measure of adequate sedation prior to retrobulbar placement. Hypotension and temporary apnea are possible, therefore pulsoximetry and blood pressure monitoring are essential.

Fentanyl and midazolam (Versed) can be used alone or in conjunction. Fentanyl, a short-acting narcotic, provides analgesia with some mild anxiolysis. Midazolam is an excellent anxiolytic and can also have an amnestic effect. Midazolam is short acting, water soluble, and has no analgesic properties. Both have a quick onset of action and can be augmented dur-
ing surgery for added effect. Midazolam can have a disinhibiting effect that can result in a lack of patient cooperation. This disinhibition and confusion is more common in the elderly and quite rare in younger patients. In some circumstances, patients can attempt to sit up or remove their draping. Therefore, careful attention and communication with the patient and anesthesiologist during surgery should be maintained in order to continually assess patient comfort and mental status.

Cooperation with adequate pain and anxiety control is the goal of every cataract surgery. The surgeon’s demeanor and communication can help supplement pharmacologic anesthesia. Some individuals may experience pain but not alert the surgeon for fear of “interfering” with the surgery. It can be useful to briefly describe to the patient what to expect in the operating room and encourage him or her to verbally express discomfort so that added analgesia can be provided.

**STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO RETROBULBAR ANESTHESIA**

Step 1. **Anesthetic Preparation.** A 38-mm (1.5-inch) 23-gauge needle with a rounded point (Atkinson) on a 10-cc syringe is preferred. Ten cc containing 2% lidocaine without epinephrine mixed 50:50 with 0.75% bupivacaine and 10 to 15 units hyaluronidase per cc (optional) can be used.

Step 2. **Patient Position.** The assistant should be present at the head of the bed, facing the feet, holding the head securely with both hands. One finger can be used to lift the upper lid of the operative eye to allow the surgeon to visualize the globe throughout the procedure (Figure 1-1). The surgeon should be on the same side of the bed as the operative eye. The lower eye lid skin should be cleaned with an alcohol swab.

Step 3. **Needle Placement.** The needle tip, bevel down, is advanced parallel to the orbital floor, entering at the lateral third of the inferior lid. The patient’s eye should be in primary position (Figures 1-2 and 1-3).

Step 4. **Needle Advancement.** The surgeon’s index finger can be used to palpate and displace the globe superiorly as the needle is positioned to create adequate space for the needle to pass inferior to the globe between the lateral and inferior rectus muscles. Resistance to the rounded needle can be noted when the orbital septum is reached. Once the needle has passed the equator of the globe (the halfway point of the needle should be at the level of the iris), the needle is then angled superior and slightly medial toward the muscular cone to a location posterior to the macula. A small amount of anesthesia can be injected as the needle is advanced.

Step 5. **Entering the Muscle Cone and Injecting.** Resistance and relief can be detected as the needle enters the muscle cone. The syringe plunger should be gently withdrawn to ensure a blood vessel has not been entered prior to injection. Depending on anticipated cone volume, 2.5 to 4.0 cc should be injected. An additional 1 to 2 cc can be injected as the needle is withdrawn.

![Figure 1-1. Proper patient stabilization and position for retrobulbar/peribulbar anesthesia.](image1)

![Figure 1-2. The retrobulbar/peribulbar needle should enter at the lateral one-third of the lower eyelid below the globe with the eye in primary position. Supplemental medial peribulbar blocks enter between the caruncle and medial rectus.](image2)
Step 6. Assessment. Gentle “on and off” digital pressure should be used for 2 to 4 minutes to help facilitate diffusion of the anesthesia. Checking for the amount of akinesia can help assess the success of the retrobulbar block within a few minutes of placement. If progressive proptosis, hemorrhagic chemosis, or unexplained posterior pressure during surgery is detected, retrobulbar hemorrhage should be suspected. Immediate lateral canthotomy and cantholysis is the treatment of choice. Some surgeons proceed with surgery immediately once retrobulbar pressure is reduced. Most surgeons prefer to delay the procedure and wait a sufficient time for recovery and reassessment.

Step-by-Step Approach to Peribulbar Anesthesia

Step 1. Anesthetic Preparation. A 25-mm 23-gauge needle with a rounded point (Atkinson) on a 20-cc syringe is preferred. Ten cc containing 2% lidocaine (without epinephrine) mixed 50:50 with 0.75% bupivacaine and 10 to 15 units hyaluronidase per cc is used.

Step 2. Patient Position. The assistant should be present at the head of the bed, facing the feet, holding the head securely with both hands. One finger can be used to lift the upper lid of the operative eye to allow the surgeon to visualize the globe throughout the procedure. The surgeon should be on the same side of the bed as the operative eye. The lower eye lid skin should be cleaned with an alcohol swab.

Step 3. Needle Entry and Injection. The entry point is at the outer third of the lower eyelid where the floor meets the lateral wall. The needle is advanced, bevel down, parallel to the floor until the needle base is at the level of the iris. Aspiration first and then 7 to 10 cc of anesthetic solution is injected.

Step 4. Supplemental Block. Supplemental block if incomplete anesthesia is placed in the same fashion medial to the medial rectus adjacent to the caruncle. The needle is advanced parallel to the medial wall and 3 to 5 cc of the same mixture is injected.

Step-by-Step Approach to Parabulbar (Sub-Tenon’s) Anesthesia

Step 1. Conjunctival Incision. An incision is made with a Wescott scissors between the superior rectus and lateral rectus 9 to 10 mm posterior to the limbus down to bare sclera. The scissors are used to bluntly dissect posteriorly to allow space to advance the cannula (Figure 1-4).

Step 2. Anesthetic Placement. A 5-cc syringe with a blunt-tipped cannula containing a 50:50 lidocaine 2% (without epinephrine) and bupivacaine 0.75% mixture is advanced around the equator of the globe into the anterior intraconal space. It is important to directly visualize the blunt cannula entering under Tenon’s capsule (Figure 1-5). The cannula should follow the curve of the globe posteriorly. Two to 3 cc should be injected.

Step-by-Step Approach to Topical and Intracameral Anesthesia

Application of Topical Anesthetic

Tetracaine or proparacaine is used in two to three divided doses in each eye prior to surgery. The first dose is given just prior to dilating agents and then repeated every 5 to 10 minutes with each application of dilating
drops. One additional application just prior to surgery may be necessary. If Tetravisc is utilized, one dose 5 to 10 minutes prior to surgery is placed in each eye.

**Intracameral Anesthesia**

Sterile, intracameral 1% nonpreserved lidocaine in a 1-cc syringe with a blunt cannula is prepared. After the initial paracentesis is created, approximately 0.5-cc nonpreserved lidocaine is instilled into the anterior chamber. Viscoelastic should be instilled into the anterior chamber after at least 5 seconds to allow anesthetic effect.

**Step-by-Step Approach to Facial Nerve Blocks**

A 27-gauge or 30-gauge 1-inch needle on a 5-cc syringe is preferred. Two percent lidocaine with epinephrine is mixed 50:50 with 0.75% bupivacaine for facial nerve blocks (Figure 1-6).

**Nadbath**

Step 1. **Palpate the Location of the Stylo mastoid Foramen.** Use an alcohol swab to clean the area. The needle is entered perpendicular to the skin 2 mm anterior to the anterior-superior margin of the mastoid process behind the ear.

Step 2. **Anesthetic Application.** Two to 3 cc of 2% lidocaine alone or mixed 50:50 with 0.75% bupivacaine is injected. This technique avoids ecchymosis of the face and is less painful but also can temporarily paralyze multiple divisions of the facial nerve.

**O’Brien**

Step 1. **Palpate the Zygomatic Process Anterior to the Tragus.** Use an alcohol swab to clean the area. This method involves blocking the nerve above the condylid process anterior to the tragus just below the zygomatic process.

Step 2. **Anesthetic Application.** Inject a volume of 1 to 2 cc. This site can be more painful and can also cause paralysis of the lips and lower face in addition to the intended superior divisions.

**Van Lint (Modified)**

Step 1. **Primary Injection.** Use an alcohol swab to clean the lateral canthal area. At 1 cm lateral to the canthal angle advance the needle to the suborbicularis plane and then inject 1 to 2 cc. Be careful to avoid local, superficial blood vessels.

Step 2. **Anesthetic Supplement.** Via the same skin entrance, direct the needle cephalad and caudal into the lid. Inject 1 cc as the needle is withdrawn, in each direction. This technique avoids the paralysis of other divisions of the seventh nerve but can cause lid ecchymosis and edema.
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A small astigmatically neutral cataract incision is one of the fundamental benefits of phacoemulsification and foldable intraocular lenses (IOLs). When intracapsular and standard extracapsular surgery were the mainstay of ophthalmology, the customary surgical approach was the fornix-based peritomy, followed by a superior limbal or scleral incision, closed with interrupted and/or running sutures. Astigmatic instability, associated with uneven suture tension in the short term and wound separation with flattening of the corneal curvature in the long term, was an unfortunate but unavoidable feature of these long incisions. Phacoemulsification has been embraced by ophthalmic surgeons in large part because small incision surgery provides patients with an opportunity for more rapid visual recovery and for greater refractive stability.

Evolution of the Sutureless Incision in Phacoemulsification

McFarland reported the first series of patients undergoing phacoemulsification with a sutureless incision in 1990. His original approach involved a standard scleral tunnel technique, performed superiorly with a conjunctival peritomy. Ernest analyzed McFarland’s sutureless incision and observed that McFarland’s scleral tunnel involved a dissection into corneal tissue. He theorized that the water-tight nature of the incision was due in large part to an internal corneal flap that behaved like a flutter valve. Ernest subsequently performed cadaver studies and, utilizing manometric pressure testing, concluded that the strongest and most stable design for a sutureless incision was one in which the width and depth of the incision were equal. In the early 1990s, foldable IOL technology had not evolved sufficiently to allow IOLs to be inserted through incisions smaller than 3.5 to 4 mm. For this reason, Ernest initially advocated scleral- or limbal-based incisions with an internal corneal flap of 1.5 mm or more. With improvements in IOL delivery systems in the mid-1990s, it became possible to perform the entire phaco procedure with lens implantation through an incision of 3 mm or less. Once incisions were of this size, both limbal and “clear corneal” incisions were found to be of virtually equal strength as long as the equality of incisional width and internal length were maintained. Topographic studies, moreover, performed by Menapace and his colleagues on a variety of clear corneal incision configurations determined that square incisions in which the internal length of the incision equaled its width provided the greatest astigmatic stability both in the short and longer term.
The widespread use of topical anesthesia techniques that require no patch postoperatively have helped to fuel the adoption of the clear corneal sutureless incision, first described by Fine in 1994. Partly for reasons of improved surgical efficiency, partly for better cosmesis, and partly for greater refractive stability, a majority of US cataract surgeons now perform temporal clear corneal incisions without sutures. A recent survey reveals that approximately 75% of American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery members now favor this clear corneal approach when performing phacoemulsification. It should be noted that there has been some confusion over the years regarding the classification of incisions by location. This has led to misunderstanding and disagreements, fostered in some instances by nothing more than differences in semantics. A straightforward classification by Fine suggests that the term clear corneal be used for incisions with an external entry anterior to the conjunctival insertion. Using Fine's nomenclature, limbal incisions are those made through the limbus and conjunctival insertion, and scleral corneal incisions are those posterior to the limbus, usually requiring a peritomy.

Three basic entry approaches for clear corneal incisions have been proposed. Charles Williamson has suggested that a shallow groove be made at the entry site. Using Williamson's technique, anterior dissection of the incision into corneal stroma begins at the base of the groove. David Langerman has described the use of a deeper groove of approximately 450 microns that he believes may add stability to the incision. With Langerman's technique, the corneal tunnel begins at approximately two-thirds of the depth of the groove. Fine advocates a single plane entry without a groove. All three of these approaches have been utilized successfully by thousands of surgeons. Recent optical coherence tomographic (OCT) imaging, reported by Fine and his colleagues, suggests that the creation of an entry site groove may result in a slight radial slippage of the corneal flap both externally and internally. This separation of the external and internal flap margins was not seen on OCT images of clear corneal incisions made with a single plane entry. These findings need to be confirmed with additional studies, but they suggest that grooved incisions may result in more flattening of the corneal curvature in the axis of the incision than single plane incisions. Other minor objections to grooved incisions are that a gap caused by the groove at the incision entry can result in a mild foreign body sensation, mucous pooling, and a more prolonged disruption of epithelial coverage of the incision.

**Concerns of Hypotony and Endophthalmitis**

The concern has been raised that sutureless clear corneal incisions may be associated with a higher risk of endophthalmitis. A series of 15,000 clear corneal procedures at the Moran Eye Center at the University of Utah revealed an incidence of endophthalmitis of one in 400, whereas a smaller series of 1200 cases performed with corneoscleral tunnel incisions at the same institution showed no cases of postoperative infection. Likewise, Nagaki et al and Cooper et al have reported a higher incidence of endophthalmitis with clear corneal vs scleral tunnel incisions at their institutions. Other authors have suggested a temporal correlation between an apparent overall increase in the rate of endophthalmitis and the widespread use of clear corneal sutureless incisions.

One widely held belief is that postoperative hypotony is a major risk factor for endophthalmitis. Singleton et al have reported an intraocular pressure of 5 mm or less in 20% of patients with clear corneal sutureless incisions during the first 30 minutes after cataract surgery. McDonnell and colleagues, using India ink in the vicinity of sutureless clear corneal incisions, have demonstrated the ingress of extraocular fluids under conditions of hypotony. Poor wound construction, especially in more anteriorly located incisions, is widely believed to be a major risk factor for postoperative hypotony.

Other structural factors may predispose to hypotony and postoperative endophthalmitis. Miller and his colleagues at Bascom Palmer Eye Institute observed that 86% of cases of endophthalmitis at their institution occurred with the clear corneal incisions placed in an inferotemporal location. Other investigators have pointed out that incarceration of a flap of Descemet's membrane into the posterior lip of the incision may lead to hypotony. Thermal injury, excessive manipulation, and "fish mouthing" of the incision are other causes for poor sealing and increase the risks of hypotony.

**Meticulous Construction Necessary**

Masket and Belani have demonstrated that sutureless clear corneal incisions that are meticulously constructed with a square or "nearly square" configuration show no evidence of hypotony in the early postoperative period. Monica and Long have described the long-term safety of clear corneal "tunnel" incisions.
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and Fine, Hoffman, and Packer have reported a large series of sutureless clear corneal incisions over a 10-year period without a single case of endophthalmitis. However, I have had a similar experience. I have performed over 8000 clear corneal incisions without a case of postoperative infection. It must be understood, however, that the threshold for placement of corneal sutures should be very low. It is impossible for any surgeon to make a “perfect” clear corneal incision with every effort. At the end of each case, every incision must be critically evaluated and carefully tested. If there is evidence that the internal length of the incision is too short or that the incision is poorly constructed in any way, the incision should be sutured.

**ASTIGMATIC CONSIDERATIONS**

Phacoemulsification surgeons today fall into two groups: those who always approach the eye from a temporal location and then perform limbal relaxing incisions when necessary in the steep axis, and those who make their incision on the steep corneal axis and then make limbal relaxing incisions, as needed, opposite and adjacent to the incision. The temporal clear corneal incision is favored by many because of ease of access and because of the astigmatic neutrality afforded by this approach. While studies have shown that small scleral corneal tunnel incisions made superiority result in astigmatic changes similar to small temporal clear corneal incisions, clear corneal incisions made superiority clearly result in greater and less predictable astigmatic shifts than do temporally placed clear corneal incisions. It has even been demonstrated that superior oblique clear corneal incisions result in greater astigmatic shifts than do temporal clear corneal incisions. These studies confirm the usefulness of the temporally placed clear corneal incision for the maintenance of astigmatic neutrality, but they suggest that incisions placed superiority should be scleral corneal.

**STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO THE CLEAR CORNEAL INCISION**

**Step 1. Stabilize the Globe.** Stabilize the globe using a ring holder placed at the limbus (Figure 2-1).

**Step 2. Enter at the Limbal Arcade.** Using a trapezoidal blade that is precisely matched in width to your phaco tip, enter at the end of the terminal vessels in the limbal arcade. Placement of the entry at this location allows the surgeon to develop an incision that is as long internally as it is wide without extending too far into the anterior cornea and also helps the surgeon to avoid cutting through the conjunctiva (Figure 2-2). If the incision is made too posteriorly, infusion of fluids with the phaco tip can create conjunctival chemosis that can result in pooling of extracocular fluids over the surface of the cornea and reduced visualization. If conjunctival chemosis occurs, it can be relieved easily by snipping through the conjunctiva radially and in both lateral directions at the limbus.

**Step 3. Make the Intrastromal Length of the Incision Equal to the Width of the Incision.** Direct the tip of the blade anteriorly under direct visualization until the tip of the blade has reached an intrastromal length equal to or slightly longer than the width of the blade (Figure 2-3). If the incision is made much longer than the width of
the incision, introduction of the phaco tip may create folds in Descemet’s membrane, which makes visualization of the anterior chamber difficult. As emphasized above, incisions shorter than the width of the incision are likely to leak.

Step 4. **Complete the Internal Incision.** Direct the tip of the blade parallel to the iris plane and enter the anterior chamber (Figure 2-4). Be sure that the internal incision is complete, but be careful; if you are using a side cutting blade, do not enlarge the incision inadvertently. This can result in poor fluidics during the procedure and an incompetent incision at the end of the case.

Step 5. **Carefully Examine and Hydrate the Incision.** At the end of the procedure, fill the anterior chamber and inspect the incision carefully. Make sure that there is no evidence of incarceration of a Descemet’s flap in the incision, that the architecture of the incision is square, and that the incision is secure even to rigorous external pressure (Figure 2-5). Gently hydrate the margins of the incision and all side ports with balanced salt solution (BSS) (Figure 2-6).

Step 6. **If the Incision Is Not “Rock Solid” Perfect, Suture It.** If the incision is poorly constructed or if it can be made to leak with rigorous external pressure, suture the incision and then reexamine. If a Descemet’s flap is observed, gently irrigate the flap into the anterior chamber and suture the incision. Use additional sutures, if necessary, to ensure competency.
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**Step-by-Step Approach to the Scleral Corneal Incision**

Step 1. **Perform a Peritomy.** Create a fornix-based peritomy, removing all Tenon’s fibers for better hemostasis. Cauterize lightly. Excessive cauterization can result in scleral shrinkage, which can lead to increased postoperative astigmatic changes and poor approximation of the margins of the external incision (Figure 2-7).

Step 2. **Create a Scleral Groove and Scleral Tunnel.**

Make a scleral groove 1 to 2 mm posterior to the limbus at a depth of approximately 250 microns (Figure 2-8). The width of the scleral groove should be equal to or only slightly wider than the width of the keratome, which will be used to make the internal entry into the anterior chamber. Using a “crescent blade,” create a scleral tunnel by dissecting into clear cornea at least 1.5 mm anterior to the limbus (Figure 2-9). Care must be taken not to make the scleral groove and tunnel dissection significantly wider than the keratome used to enter the anterior chamber. This may lead to difficulties with chamber maintenance as it may result in a widening of the internal incision and excessive outflow of irrigating fluids during phacoemulsification.

Step 3. **Complete the Internal Incision.**

Using a keratome that is precisely matched to the width of your phaco tip, direct the blade parallel to the iris plane and enter the anterior chamber at the end of the scleral tunnel (Figure 2-10). The use of a keratome that is too narrow for the phacoemulsification instrument may lead to restriction of flow through the irrigation sleeve, overheating of the phaco tip, and thermal injury to the incision. The use of a keratome that is too large results in excessive outflow around the irrigation sleeve and difficulties with anterior chamber maintenance during the procedure.

Step 4. **Examine and Hydrate the Incision. If the Incision Is Not Perfect, Suture It.**

At the end of the procedure, examine the incision carefully. The incision should be square or nearly square with an internal corneal incision of at least 1.5 mm. If the incision appears well constructed, gently hydrate the margins of the incision and all side ports with BSS and fill the anterior chamber (Figure 2-11). If a Descemet’s flap is observed, gently irrigate the flap into the
anterior chamber and suture the incision. If the incision is poorly constructed or if it leaks with rigorous external pressure, suture the incision and reexamine. Use additional sutures, if necessary, to ensure competency.
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Cataract extraction by the extracapsular method requires an opening of the anterior capsule. Before Charles Kelman’s development of phacoemulsification, when standard extracapsular surgery was performed routinely, the capsule was opened with a multi-jaw forceps, pinching it until it tore from both sides. Typically, an Aruga forceps was used (Figure 3-1). As large an opening as possible was ideal because the lens nucleus was then expressed from the capsular bag into the chamber and out of the incision. Kelman described a more controlled opening using a blunt cystotome, creating a triangular tear (the so-called "Christmas tree" tear) starting from the 6 o’clock position of the pupil (Figure 3-2). The torn capsular tag was pulled out of the superior incision and cut off, creating a triangular opening (Figure 3-3). The triangular opening technique was then modified with additional tears (Figure 3-4), and eventually the “can opener” technique evolved with multiple tears placed in a circular fashion. This technique helped to reduce the risks of engagement of the capsular flaps during phacoemulsification and cortex removal because the multiple small tears resulted in smaller capsular flaps (Figure 3-5). The mechanical stress on the margin of the can opener capsulotomy, caused by sculpting and manipulation of the nucleus, however, sometimes resulted in the radial extension of one of the small tear notches. These tears then extended to the periphery of the capsule and “zipped” around the equator, resulting in a posterior capsular tear. As phacoemulsification techniques progressed from anterior chamber emulsification to in-the-bag disassembly of the nucleus, manipulation within the capsular bag increased and the need to develop a more tear-resistant opening in the anterior capsule became increasingly critical. The development of a continuous circular capsular tear technique, which came to be called continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis (CCC), greatly increased the safety of cataract surgery. Highly resistant to the development of radial tears, CCC greatly reduced the risk of intraoperative posterior capsular tears and paved the way for the development of a variety of lens disassembly techniques, which also increased the safety of phacoemulsification. CCC also increased the ability of surgeons to place both loops of an intraocular lens (IOL) within the capsular bag more reliably and, because the circular capsular opening helped to ensure symmetrical capsular contraction forces, the technique helped to obtain and maintain better centration of the IOL.

After its introduction, CCC gradually became adopted by ophthalmic surgeons because of its clear advantages. The technique, however, is not as easy to
perform as the can opener technique. The successful performance of a complete curvilinear tear is one of the most difficult maneuvers of cataract surgery. Although the development of improved ophthalmic viscoelastic devices and the use of capsular staining techniques have helped to facilitate the performance of CCC, the risk of losing control of the tear and allowing it to extend to the equator, combined with the difficulties of making the capsulotomy both central and of an optimum size, is a constant challenge for every surgeon.

There are many ways to fashion a CCC. Some surgeons begin with a cystotome to start and then complete the CCC with a capsule forceps (Figure 3-6). Some use a cystotome alone to complete the entire circular tear. Others use a forceps to puncture the capsule and then complete the tear with the forceps. Some surgeons tear in a counterclockwise direction and others a clockwise direction. The Kraff-Utrata capsulorrhexis forceps is the most commonly used (Figure 3-7). A number of modifications and variations of the basic Kraff-Utrata design are available that the surgeon may choose from. Standard capsulorrhexis forceps require at least a 2.5-mm incision to work through. If one works through smaller incisions for microincisional, coaxial, or bimanual phacoemulsification, micro-forceps, usually 20-gauge, designed for vitreoretinal work or for small corneal incisions, may be used (Figure 3-8).

The choice of an ophthalmic viscoelastic device (OVD) significantly affects the performance of capsulorrhexis. At zero shear, higher molecular weight, cohesive OVDs, such as Healon GV or Healon 5 (AMO, Santa Ana, CA) or DisCoVisc (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX), are better at maintaining space than are lower molecular weight, dispersive OVDs. Dispersive
OVDs, such as Healon D (AMO) and Viscoat (Alcon), offer more coating and provide more protection for the corneal endothelium during phacoemulsification, but when there is no fluid movement in the eye (zero shear), these OVDs are more runny and less retentive than are the higher molecular weight OVDs. A cohesive, highly retentive OVD provides the most flattening of the anterior capsule and the most stable anterior chamber during capsulorrhexis. It is more difficult, however, to pull the torn flap of tissue through a highly cohesive OVD. Using these viscoelastics, care is required when tearing the capsule with the forceps or cystotome. One must be careful not to allow the tear to turn centrally, as this tends to make an opening smaller than desired. With these highly retentive viscoelastics, however, it is easier to prevent the tear from radializing. This allows for the performance of a safe capsule opening in more challenging cases such as eyes with very shallow chambers, loose or missing zonules, children's cataracts, and in lenses that are mature and intumescent.
These higher molecular weight OVDs are particularly helpful when opening the capsules of young people and children where the lens material is soft and the capsule is very elastic. With a cohesive, high molecular weight viscoelastic, one is able to flatten the anterior capsule and equalize the pressure on each side of the capsule. A flat capsule rather than a dome allows for a more controlled CCC opening. In addition, these high molecular weight viscoelastic materials are helpful with intumescent cataracts. Surgeons have long known that emptying of the capsular bag of soft cloudy liquid material through a small opening prior to CCC makes the procedure more controllable. Before stains such as trypan blue (Vision Blue, Dutch Ophthalmic, Exeter, NH) were available, surgeons performed this aspiration technique when the lens material was mostly liquid but completely white and under a lot of pressure. This approach should be kept in mind for special situations such as a rapidly developing traumatic cataract and for fibrotic anterior capsules that require cutting with micro-scissors (Figure 3-9). The fibrosis may be better visualized after soft cortical material has been aspirated, a red reflex obtained, and more viscoelastic has been added.

**Step-by-Step Approach to Continuous Curvilinear Capsulorrhexis**

**Step 1. Select the Optimal OVD(s) for the Specific Case.** As noted previously, cohesive high molecular weight OVDs provide optimal flattening of the anterior lens capsule and are better at chamber maintenance than are dispersive, low molecular weight OVDs. In cases of extremely dense cataracts, or if an endothelial dystrophy...
exists, a dispersive OVD may be used to coat
the endothelium for increased protection, and
then a more retentive, cohesive OVD may be
used to fill the anterior chamber for capsulor-
hexis.

Step 2. Begin the Tear Centrally and Create a Capsular Flap. Once the anterior chamber is filled
with viscoelastic, the capsule is punctured cen-
trally with a sharp bent cystotome needle or
a sharp capsule forceps and the tear guided
away from the center in a direction that will
enable the surgeon to easily grasp the develop-
ing flap with the forceps. This may be just a
vertical tear away from or toward the incision
or a curving tear that is directed radially to the
desired diameter of the CCC. The tear is then
continued in a circumferential direction to cre-
ate a flap edge. Using the forceps or additional
OVD under the flap, elevate the flap vertically
into the anterior chamber to make it easier to
grasp with forceps.

Step 3. Grasp the Flap and Begin the Curvilinear Tear. Once the flap is elevated, grasp the flap
with the forceps and continue the circular, or
at least curvilinear, tear until it is complete.
When performing capsulorrhesis, the flap
must be regrasped or reengaged a few times
to control the direction of the tear. The more
difficult the direction of the curvilinear tear is
to control, the more frequently the flap must
be released and regrasped. Each time the flap
is released, be sure to elevate the flap edge in
order to make the flap easier to grasp again.

Step 4. Optimize Control of the Tear. Control of the
direction of the tear is optimized when the flap
is regrasped near the point of tearing. The flap
is then folded on itself, and a shearing tech-
nique is used to better direct the tear. Tear-
ing the capsule by simply pulling the capsule
centrally gives the surgeon less control of the
direction of the tear. Folding the capsule over
itself, moreover, causes less stress on the zo-
nular ligament and prevents the capsule from
shifting from a tug on the zonules while the
tear is fashioned. Such a shift can result in an
eccentric opening in the capsule or one that is
larger than desired. In routine cases this shear-
ing technique can be combined with direct
tearing for some portions of the circle. When
direct tearing is used, one has to be aware of
vector forces and watch the point of tearing
rather than the point of the forceps. The vec-
tor force required to direct the tear appropri-
ately varies as the tear progresses around the
circle. The capsule is more elastic and less
“brittle” in young eyes, and the direction of
the force of the forceps is usually quite radial
centripetally or toward the center of the pupil.
It is sometimes necessary to pull in a direction
90 degrees from the direction of the tear. In
these eyes it is important to release frequently
to verify the diameter of the tear as the zonules
and the capsule are so elastic. It is also very
important to regrasp every 1 or 2 clock hours
to keep control of the direction and diameter
of the tear.

Additional Points of Importance

The ideal diameter of the capsular opening is now
widely believed to be about 5 mm. This allows the
CCC rim to cover the edge of the 6-mm IOL optic.
Nishi and Nishi have shown that there is less fibrous
opacification of the posterior capsule postoperatively
if the margin of the anterior capsule rim does not touch
the posterior capsule. This also makes it important to
make the capsular opening as central as possible and
not too oval or outside of the diameter of the optic in
any meridian.

In 2005, Tassignon et al of Belgium introduced
a newly designed ring caliper to facilitate the sizing
and centration of the CCC along the alignment of the
first and third Purkinje reflexes as observed under the
microscope. Most surgeons do not have this device
available and simply make their best effort to center the
CCC and to make it of an optimal size. Some surgeons
place a ring mark on the cornea with a zone marker to
assist in sizing and placement of the CCC.

If the CCC ends up too small or is eccentric, a
technique that I have described as “two-staged CCC”
may be considered to enlarge it or make it more round.
This technique may also be used to start a tear going
in the opposite direction from one that has radialized
or to convert a small can opener opening to a CCC
(Figure 3-10). To start a new tear in the edge of an
existing opening, a scissor is used to make a very short
tangential cut. The new beginning flap is then grasped
with forceps and the new tear is continued around the
circle of desired diameter (Figure 3-11). If this new start
needs to be in the subincisional area, one may have to
make another capsule puncture with a sharp needle
or cystotome to start a new tear. Angled vitrectomy
scissors may be used as well for unusual situations.
Careful placement of a cohesive viscoelastic under and over the capsule is necessary to safely start the new tear.

A capsule with a fibrotic zone or an entirely fibrotic anterior capsule presents a challenge. If the fibrosis is just a band in a quadrant easy to reach with a scissors, one may cut through the band with the scissors. An elegant technique is to use a Fugo blade instrument (Medisurg Research and Management, Norristown, PA) which cuts with a plasma field around a fine filament. This device cuts with ease through fibrosis as well as normal capsule and can be used to enlarge CCCs or manage uncontrolled capsule tears. The device is also useful in the management of traumatic openings in the anterior capsule that cannot be safely handled with scissors and forceps.

Posterior continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis (PCCC) may also be performed. The same principles apply when creating an opening in the posterior capsule as in the anterior capsule. When opening the posterior capsule, one may decide to not prevent forward movement of the vitreous because a vitrectomy is planned and thus take no precautions to protect it. If, however, one wishes to avoid a vitrectomy and protect the vitreous, it is important to start the PCCC with a hooking snag rather than a cutting puncture. A small snag may be created using the barbed end of a disposable 27-gauge hypodermic needle. This small barb may be made by pressing the tip of the needle on the handle of a needle driver or forceps until a very small, right angle bend is made in the tip. Once the opening is made, the vitreous is pushed back with additional viscoelastic through the opening. The tearing is then continued and additional viscoelastic is added intermittently to keep viscoelastic under the capsule where the flap of capsule is being regrasped. The size of the PCCC should be at least 3 to 4 mm for a good-sized opening that will always be clear of secondary cataract, except in children where cells use the intact vitreous face as a scaffold and occlude the visual axis; in this case, when the technique of PCCC optic capture is planned, the opening should be about 4.5 mm (Figure 3-12). Openings larger than this may not capture the haptic optic junctions tightly enough to prevent lens epithelial cells from migrating behind the IOL to opacify the visual axis by depositing new lens material on the intact vitreous face (Figure 3-13). If the opening is smaller than 4.5 mm, and thus too small for optic capture, the two-stage technique may be used to enlarge it just as with the anterior capsule.

The PCCC may be used for access to the vitreous cavity for a number of indications such as the removal
of silicone oil, reduction of asteroid hyalosis, for anterior vitrectomy and antibiotic injection in cases of presumed postoperative endophthalmitis, and to prevent secondary cataract by preemptively opening the posterior capsule. Capsular dyes may be helpful when doing PCCC, especially when there is a poor fundus reflex, as with asteroid hyalosis and endophthalmitis. Indications for PCCC in order to prevent secondary cataract include severe kyphosis and socioeconomic barriers to Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy.

Openings in the posterior capsule may be made many years after primary surgery. This may be indicated when IOL removal and replacement or IOL repositioning is needed and membrane optic capture is planned to fix the IOL to the capsular membrane. If there is no fibrosis in a 4- to 5-mm zone of the capsular membrane, the opening may be made with the tearing techniques described above. If there is fibrosis present or the single posterior layer of capsule is not large enough for a desired 4- to 5-mm opening, the Fugo blade or scissors would have to be used with increased risk of disturbing the vitreous and of extension of the tear by the force required to get optic capture.

In secondary surgery for improved fixation, repositioning, or removal and replacement of an IOL, another fixation technique to utilize for fixation of the IOL to the capsule is capsular membrane suture fixation. In this technique the haptics of the IOL are sutured to the fibrotic elements of the capsular membrane to fix the IOL to the capsular membrane rather than leave it loose in the sulcus to erode iris pigment, erode iris vessels, and potentially become eccentric (Figure 3-14).
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Hydrodissection of the nucleus in cataract surgery has traditionally been perceived as the injection of fluid into the cortical layer of the lens under the lens capsule to separate the lens nucleus from the cortex and capsule. With increased use of continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis and phacoemulsification in cataract surgery, hydrodissection became a very important step to mobilize the nucleus within the capsule for disassembly and removal. Following nuclear removal, cortical cleanup proceeded as a separate step, using an irrigation and aspiration handpiece.

Fine first described cortical cleaving hydrodissection, which is a hydrodissection technique designed to cleave the cortex from the lens capsule and thus leave the cortex attached to the epinucleus. Cortical cleaving hydrodissection often eliminates the need for cortical cleanup as a separate step in cataract surgery, thereby eliminating the risk of capsular rupture during cortical cleanup.

**Step-by-Step Approach to Hydrodissection**

**Step 1.** Lift the Anterior Capsule Slightly With the Cannula. A small capsulorrhexis, 5 to 5.5 mm, optimizes the procedure. The large anterior capsular flap makes this type of hydrodissection easier to perform. The anterior capsular flap is elevated away from the cortical material with a 26-gauge blunt cannula (eg, No. K7-5150, Katena, Denville, NJ) prior to hydrodissection. The cannula maintains the anterior capsule in a tented-up position at the injection site near the lens equator. Irrigation prior to elevation of the anterior capsule should be avoided because it will result in transmission of a fluid wave circumferentially within the cortical layer, hydrating the cortex and creating a path of least resistance that will disallow later cortical cleaving hydrodissection.

**Step 2.** Inject Balanced Salt Solution (BSS). Once the cannula is properly placed and the anterior capsule is elevated, gentle, continuous irrigation results in a fluid wave that passes circumferentially in the zone just under the capsule, cleaving the cortex from the posterior capsule in most locations (Figure 4-1).

**Step 3.** Allow the Nucleus to Rise, Then Gently Tap It Down. When the BSS wave has passed around the posterior aspect of the lens, the entire lens will tend to bulge forward. This is because the
fluid is trapped by the firm equatorial cortical-capsular connections. The procedure creates, in effect, a temporary intraoperative version of capsular block syndrome as seen by enlargement of the diameter of the capsulorrhexis (Figure 4-2). At this point, if fluid injection is continued, a portion of the lens prolapses through the capsulorrhexis. However, if prior to prolapse the capsule is decompressed by depressing the central portion of the lens with the side of the cannula in a way that forces fluid to come around the lens equator from behind, the cortical-capsular connections in the capsular fornix and under the anterior capsular flap are cleaved. The cleavage of cortex from the capsule equatorially and anteriorly allows fluid to exit from the capsular bag via the capsulorrhexis, which constricts to its original size (Figure 4-3), and mobilizes the lens in such a way that it can spin freely within the capsular bag.

**Figure 4-1.** Anterior capsule is tented up by the cannula, fluid wave is moving posteriorly, and capsulorrhexis is enlarged (arrows=fluid wave).

Step 4. **Repeat Injection of BSS at the Opposite Distal Quadrant.** Repeating the hydrodissection and capsular decompression at the opposite distal quadrant may be helpful. Adequate hydrodissection at this point is demonstrable by the ease with which the nuclear-cortical complex can be rotated by the cannula.

**Figure 4-2.** Capsulorrhexis is enlarged by the posterior located fluid pushing the lens forward.

**Figure 4-3.** Return of the capsulorrhexis to its previous size after decompression of the capsule.

**Step-by-Step Approach to Hydrodelineation**

*Step 1. Use the Cannula to Locate the Endonucleus.* A 26-gauge cannula is placed in the nucleus, off center to either side, and directed at an angle downward and forward toward the central plane of the nucleus. When the nucleus starts to move, the endonucleus has been reached. It is not penetrated by the cannula. At this point, the cannula is directed tangentially to the endonucleus, and a to-and-fro movement of the cannula is used to create a tract within the nucleus.

**Hydrodelineation**

*Hydrodelineation* is a term first used by Anis to describe the act of separating an outer epinuclear shell

or multiple shells from the central compact mass of inner nuclear material, the endonucleus, by the forceful irrigation of fluid (BSS) into the mass of the nucleus.
Step 2. **Inject BSS to Create a Cleave Plane.** The cannula is backed out of the tract approximately halfway, and a gentle but steady pressure on the syringe allows fluid to enter the distal tract without resistance. Driven by the hydraulic force of the syringe, the fluid will find the path of least resistance, which is the junction between the endonucleus and the epinucleus, and flow circumferentially in this contour. Most frequently, a circumferential golden ring will be seen outlining the cleavage between the epinucleus and the endonucleus (Figure 4-4). Sometimes the ring will appear as a dark circle rather than a golden ring. Occasionally, an arc will result and surround approximately one quadrant of the endonucleus. In this instance, creating another tract the same depth as the first but ending at one end of the arc, and injecting into the middle of the second tract, will extend that arc (usually another full quadrant). This procedure can be repeated until a golden or dark ring verifies circumferential division of the nucleus.

**Additional Tips**

For very soft nuclei, the placement of the cannula allows creation of an epinuclear shell of any thickness. The cannula may pass through the entire nucleus if it is soft enough, so the placement of the tract and the location of the injection allow an epinuclear shell to be fashioned as desired. In very firm nuclei, one appears to be injecting into the cortex on the anterior surface of the nucleus, and the golden ring will not be seen. However, a thin, hard epinuclear shell is achieved even in the most brunescent nuclei. That shell will offer the same protection as a thicker epinucleus in a softer cataract.

Hydrodelineation circumferentially divides the nucleus and has many advantages. Circumferential division reduces the volume of the central portion of nucleus removed by phacoemulsification by up to 50%. This allows less deep and less peripheral grooving and smaller, more easily mobilized quadrants after cracking or chopping. The epinucleus acts as a protective cushion within which all of the chopping, cracking, and phacoemulsification forces can be confined. In addition, the epinucleus keeps the bag on stretch throughout the procedure, making it unlikely that a knuckle of capsule will come forward, occlude the phaco tip, and rupture.

Cortical cleanup is dramatically facilitated by cortical cleaving hydrodissection. After evacuation of all endonuclear material, the epinuclear rim is trimmed in each of the three quadrants, mobilizing cortex as well in the following way. As each quadrant of the epinuclear rim is rotated to the distal position in the capsule and trimmed, the cortex in the adjacent capsular fornix flows over the floor of the epinucleus and into the phaco tip (Figure 4-5). Then the floor is pushed back to keep the bag on stretch until three of the four quadrants of the epinuclear rim and fornical cortex have been evacuated. It is important not to allow the epinucleus to flip too early, thus avoiding a large amount of residual cortex remaining after evacuation of the epinucleus.

The epinuclear rim of the fourth quadrant is then used as a handle to flip the epinucleus. As the remaining portion of the epinuclear floor and rim is evacuated from the eye, 70% of the time the entire cortex is evacuated with it. Downsized phaco tips with their increased resistance to flow are less capable of mobilizing the cortex because of the decreased minisurge accompanying the clearance of the tip when going from foot position 2 to foot position 3 in trimming of the epinucleus.

After the intraocular lens (IOL) is inserted, these strands and any residual viscoelastic material are removed using the irrigation-aspiration tip, leaving a clean capsular bag.

If there is cortex still remaining following removal of all the nucleus and epinucleus (Figure 4-6), there are
three options. The phacoemulsification handpiece can be left high in the anterior chamber while the second handpiece strokes the cortex-filled capsular fornices. Often, this results in floating up of the cortical shell as a single piece and its exit through the phacoemulsification tip (in foot position two) because cortical cleaving hydrodissection has cleaved most of the cortical capsular adhesions.

Alternatively, if the surgeon wishes to complete cortical cleanup with the irrigation-aspiration handpiece before lens implantation, the residual cortex can almost always be mobilized as a separate and discrete shell (reminiscent of the epinucleus) and removed without ever turning the aspiration port down to face the posterior capsule.

The third option is to viscodissect the residual cortex by injecting the viscoelastic through the posterior cortex onto the posterior capsule (Figure 4-7). We prefer the hyaluronate dispersive viscoelastic device. The viscoelastic material spreads horizontally, elevating the posterior cortex and draping it over the anterior capsular flap (Figure 4-8). The peripheral cortex is forced into the capsular fornix at the same time. The posterior capsule is then deepened with a cohesive viscoelastic device (eg, Healon [AMO, Santa Ana, CA]) and the IOL is implanted through the capsulorrhexis, leaving the anterior extension of the residual cortex anterior to the IOL (Figure 4-9).

Removal of residual viscoelastic material accompanies mobilization and aspiration of residual cortex anterior to the IOL, which protects the posterior capsule, leaving a clean capsular bag.

**SUMMARY**

The lens can be divided into an epinuclear zone with most of the cortex attached and a more compact central nuclear mass. The central portion of the cataract can be removed by any endolenticular technique, after which the protective epinucleus is removed with all or most of the cortex attached. In most cases, irrigation and aspiration of the cortex as a separate step are not required, thereby eliminating that portion of the surgical procedure and its attendant risk of capsular disruption. Residual cortical cleanup may be accomplished in the presence of a posterior chamber IOL, which protects the posterior capsule by holding it remote from the aspiration port.
Hydrodissection and Hydrodelineation
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Figure 4-8. Posterior cortex fully draped on top of capsule and iris (arrows=edges of posterior cortex are elevated by viscoelastic).

Figure 4-9. Posterior cortex now draped back on top of the plate haptic IOL ready for mobilization.
The introduction of the continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis by Howard Gimbel and Thomas Neuhann in the early 1990s solved two critically important problems for phacoemulsification surgeons and created a new challenge. The traditional can opener capsulotomy, used for years by phaco surgeons, was prone to the development of radial tears. These tears often “zipped” around the equator of the lens capsule, extended to the posterior capsule, and were a major source of intraoperative complications. Even when the radial tears remained small and caused no intraoperative problems, asymmetric capsular contractional forces associated an irregular capsular margin frequently lead to intraocular lens (IOL) decentration. Gimbel and Neuhann’s new technique resulted in greater stability of the capsular bag. The old method of tipping the entire nucleus of a dense cataract into the pupillary plane could no longer be used. The new challenge for surgeons was to devise a method for removing an 8- to 10-mm nucleus through a 4- to 7-mm capsular opening.

Surgeons struggled initially as they attempted to modify their techniques of phacoemulsification to meet the challenge posed by capsulorrhexis. “Endocapsular” techniques of emulsifying the nucleus entirely within the capsular bag were proposed by a number of surgeons, but the awkwardness and inherent difficulties and dangers of performing these techniques prevented them from gaining wide acceptance. Gradually, a variety of techniques for cracking or fracturing the nucleus within the capsular bag evolved, and the approach of first disassembling the nucleus and then bringing sections of the nucleus into a “safe zone” for emulsification became the foundation of all phaco techniques used today.

The term divide and conquer was first proposed by Howard Gimbel. Dr. Gimbel described a systematic fracturing of the nucleus within the capsular bag using the phaco tip and a surgical spatula. John Shepherd modified Gimbel’s approach and developed an elegant technique for divide and conquer that is widely used.
today. This technique involves the creation of two deep grooves in the nucleus that intersect centrally, followed by the cracking of the nucleus into four separate quadrants.\(^7\) Kunihiro Nagahara soon followed with an alternative approach for disassembling the nucleus, using a horizontal chopping technique.\(^8\) His innovative concept of using the phaco tip to stabilize the nucleus and then to use a chopping device to create countertractional forces within the nucleus is the basis of a variety of chopping techniques used today. The horizontal chop involves placement of a chopping device under the anterior margin of the capsulorrhexis and then, after stabilizing the nucleus with the phaco tip, pulling the chopper horizontally toward the center to the nucleus. The vertical chop technique utilizes a sharp chopper that is embedded in the nucleus centrally. The chopper is pushed downward as the phaco tip is lifted upward, creating a cleavage plane. As a fissure develops, the crack is completed by separating the chopper and phaco tip in a direction 90 degrees to the axis of the cleavage plane.

Divide and conquer, horizontal chopping, and vertical chopping techniques all have one thing in common: they create cleavage planes that allow the surgeon to disassemble the nucleus into smaller fragments. These smaller fragments can then be drawn away from the capsule and into the center of the anterior segment where they can be emulsified more safely. The fundamental difference in these techniques is the direction of the forces that create the cleavage planes. With divide and conquer techniques, the forces are radial and centrifugal. With horizontal chop, the forces are radial and centripetal. With the vertical chop, the forces are anterior-posterior and centrifugal. This tectonic concept of disassembly techniques is best understood diagrammatically (Figures 5-1 through 5-3). In the following parts of this chapter, these three standard techniques of nucleus management will be discussed in detail, using both coaxial and bimanual methods of phacoemulsification.
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Part B: Divide and Conquer

D. Michael Colvard, MD, FACS

Divide and conquer is the most versatile and reliable of all methods for nuclear disassembly. Surgeons new to phacoemulsification often view divide and conquer as a beginning technique, yet because of its many virtues, divide and conquer is widely used by experienced surgeons both as a primary approach and as a dependable fallback maneuver in difficult cases.

ADVANTAGES OF THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Requires Less Bimanual Manipulation and Lower Vacuum Setting

Divide and conquer is easier to learn than chopping techniques, and it is a safer procedure for beginning surgeons. Chopping techniques require the surgeon to impale the nucleus, using phaco power and high vacuum, and simultaneously engage and crack the nucleus using a chopper in the second hand. The basic fracturing maneuver of divide and conquer is less demanding. It requires the opposing action of both hands, but this is accomplished under nonturbulent conditions without the use of phaco power or vacuum. Divide and conquer, moreover, can be performed effectively with lower levels of vacuum and flow than chopping techniques. This leads to greater anterior chamber stability and prevents structures in the anterior chamber from moving too quickly.

Relies Primarily on Visual Assessments

The successful performance of divide and conquer relies primarily on visual, rather than tactile, signs. Groove depth, a fundamental assessment in divide and conquer, is judged by the light reflex of the fun-
dus, especially in denser nuclei. This assessment is a relatively easy one to make, even for the inexperienced surgeon. Chopping techniques rely more heavily on kinetic and tactile clues, which must be learned and vary greatly from patient to patient.

More Protective of the Corneal Endothelium

Divide and conquer tends to be more gentle on the corneal endothelium because the technique creates space in the posterior chamber and encourages phacoemulsification farther from the endothelium. Chopping techniques can be performed safely, but there is a tendency with these techniques to bring the nuclear fragments into the anterior chamber where phaco energy is more damaging to the cornea.

Useful for Nuclei of All Densities

Divide and conquer is a highly versatile procedure that can be used effectively for a full range of nuclear densities from the very soft to the most dense. Chopping techniques that depend on the phaco tip to impale and stabilize the nucleus work best on medium to dense nuclei. With divide and conquer, small variations of technique allow the surgeon to manage cataracts of all densities.

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIVIDE AND CONQUER

The basic divide and conquer technique involves the creation of two deep grooves in the nucleus that intersect centrally, followed by the cracking of the nucleus into four separate quadrants. This cracking is accomplished by placing a spatula or chopping device at the base of one side of the groove and the phaco tip at the other side. Using either direct or cross-action force with these instruments, the vertical margins of the groove are separated, and the nucleus is fractured along the axis of the groove. Proper placement of the cracking instrument and the phaco tip at the base of the groove is critical to the success of this maneuver (Figure 5-4). If the instruments are placed along the anterior margin of the groove, the forces created by the separation of the instruments will tend to compress rather than crack the nucleus (Figure 5-5). Care should be taken also to make sure that cleavage of the nucleus is complete before an attempt is made to remove the quadrants. Nuclear fracture should occur centrally first. Repositioning of the instruments may be necessary to extend the fracture to the peripheral rim of the
nucleus. Once the fracture extends the periphery in all quadrants, the quadrants should mobilize easily. Each quadrant is then engaged by the phaco tip and brought into the pupillary plane in the center of the pupillary axis for safe phacoemulsification.

**DIVIDE AND CONQUER:**

**A STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH**

**Step 1. Choose a Keratome That Fits the Phaco Tip.** Make sure that the width of the keratome you are using is a perfect fit for your phaco tip. Too small an incision can restrict infusion and result in an incisional burn. Too large of an incision will result in excessive outflow of fluid and chamber instability.

**Step 2. Create a 5- to 7-mm Capsulorrhexis.** Make your capsulorrhexis 5 to 7 mm in diameter. If the capsulorrhexis is too small, mobilization of the quadrants of the nucleus is made difficult. This is particularly true of larger, denser nuclei. Be careful, however. Attempts to make a larger capsulorrhexis may increase the risk of “losing the rhexis” and creating a posterior tear.

**Step 3. Hydrodissect.** Hydrodissect thoroughly (see Chapter 4). Prior to introducing the phaco tip, place additional viscoelastic in the anterior chamber and use a chopper to check the mobility of the nucleus. The nucleus should spin freely within the capsular bag. If it does not, spend the extra time to complete the hydrodissection. This is time well spent. Failure to free the nucleus from its cortical attachments at this stage of the procedure will force you to struggle with nuclear rotation later and increase the risk of zonular injury.

**Step 4. Sculpt the Nucleus.** Using moderate flow, low phaco power, and low vacuum, begin the sculpting of the grooves. Low vacuum will allow you to create the grooves without engaging and grabbing the nucleus. Start the groove at the proximal margin of the capsulorrhexis. Carry the groove across to the distal margin. Use phaco power only as you sculpt forward. This will reduce phaco time and help to limit the phaco energy released in the anterior chamber (Figure 5-6).

**Step 5. Deepen the Grooves.** Carry the groove posteriorly until you see a good fundus reflex. As a rule of thumb, three times the width of the phaco tip is usually deep enough for most nuclei. Softer nuclei are often not as thick axially as dense nuclei. Care must be taken not to groove too posteriorly in these eyes.

**Step 6. Complete Grooves Before Cracking.** Before attempting to crack the nucleus, rotate the nucleus 90 degrees and create the second groove, intersecting centrally with the first. The nuclear plate is easier to rotate if both grooves are made prior to cracking. Also make sure that you do not leave a mound of unsculpted nucleus at the intersection of the two grooves. This can make cracking more difficult and can
be avoided by simply carrying each sculpting pass continuously across the intersection (Figure 5-7).

Step 7. **Crack the Nucleus Into Quadrants.** With the phaco device in irrigation only, place the phaco tip and a second instrument at the base of the groove, distal to the intersection of the two grooves. Spread apart and gently lift the edges of the groove until a crack is seen posteriorly in the nuclear plate. Reposition the instruments as necessary to complete the crack through the peripheral rim of the nucleus. Rotate the nuclear plate, using a chopper or spatula, and repeat this maneuver until all four quadrants are freely mobile. Take the time to make sure that disassembly is complete before moving to the next stage of the procedure. As previously noted, the most common error made by beginning surgeons is the failure to place both of the instruments at the base of the groove. The spreading of instruments placed too anteriorly in the groove creates vectors that compress rather than separate the posterior aspect of the groove (Figures 5-8 and 5-9).

Step 8. **Phaco the Quadrants.** After the nuclear plate is disassembled, you can begin the process of
removing the individual quadrants of nucleus. Using higher flow and vacuum levels, engage a nuclear quadrant distal to the intersection of the grooves. Right-handed surgeons will find it easier to engage the distal quadrant to the left. Impale the quadrant, wait just a moment for vacuum to increase and then draw the quadrant to the center of the pupil in the pupillary plane, and begin emulsification. The second instrument should be used to keep the nuclear fragment in the pupillary plane well away from the corneal endothelium (Figures 5-10 and 5-11).

**ADDITIONAL TIPS**

For very dense nuclei, several modifications of technique are useful. First, retract the phaco irrigation sleeve, exposing slightly more phaco tip. This allows the phaco tip to impale and to cut dense nuclei more efficiently. Second, attempt to make the capsulorrhexis wider for very dense nuclei. Dense nuclei also tend to be very large nuclei. A small capsulorrhexis makes delivery of large dense nuclear sections into the pupillary plane more difficult. Trypan blue facilitates visualization of the capsule and makes creation of a larger capsulorrhexis safer and easier, especially for beginning surgeons. Third, make the angle of intersection of the grooves 60 and 120 degrees, rather than at 90 degrees. Remove one of the 60-degree "quadrants" first. This smaller segment will slide into the pupillary axis more easily than larger, wider sections of the dense nucleus. Fourth, use a chopping device to break larger sections of hard nucleus into more manageable segments. For the surgeon unaccustomed to using a chopper, this can be done safely once the nucleus is brought into the pupillary plane and away from the posterior capsule.

For very soft nuclei, disassembly in the usual manner can be difficult because the nuclear material tends to crumble rather than crack. Fortunately, soft nuclei usually do not need to be cracked. In these cases, once the nucleus is freely mobile after hydrodissection and hydrodelineation, and the grooves have been completed, simply engage each quadrant with the phaco tip in irrigation and aspiration and fold the nuclear segments into the pupillary plane. Ultrasonic energy is often not needed for removal of soft nuclei.

**Part C: Phaco Chop Techniques**

David F. Chang, MD

Phaco chop refers to an advanced set of phaco techniques that should not be attempted until one has already mastered the divide and conquer method. Compared to chopping, the latter method is easier to learn because it is much less dependent upon bimanual
instrument coordination. The phaco tip essentially performs a lamellar dissection of the nucleus as the central trough is sculpted. For this reason, experience with divide and conquer phaco teaches resident surgeons about the relative dimensions and densities of the entire spectrum of nuclei. Furthermore, if attempts at chopping the nucleus fail, divide and conquer becomes a reliable backup technique.

**Classification of Chopping Techniques**

Since Kunihiro Nagahara of Japan first introduced the concept of phaco chop in 1993, many different chopping variations have been described. This wide assortment of modifications can be confusing to residents and transitioning surgeons. For simplification, I first proposed that all chopping methods be conceptually divided into two general categories: horizontal and vertical chopping. Both variations share the same advantage of manually fracturing the nucleus but they accomplish this objective in different ways. The classic Nagahara technique exemplifies horizontal chopping, so named because the instrument tips move toward each other in the horizontal plane during execution of the chop (Figure 5-12). In vertical chopping, the two instrument tips move toward each other in the vertical plane as the chop is performed in order to fracture the nucleus (Figure 5-13).

The stop and chop method of Paul Koch is a hybrid of divide and conquer and chopping, which avoids having to make the difficult first unsculpted chop. Although chopping the heminuclei does reduce total phaco time, significant ultrasound energy is still necessary in order to sculpt the central trench. For this reason, stop and chop does not deliver the full benefits of nonstop chopping that are listed below. Takayuki Akahoshi and Jochen Kammann pioneered the variation of prechopping the nucleus prior to insertion and use of the phaco tip. The inability to immediately aspirate lens debris created with the initial chop, however, may impair visibility for subsequent steps. With dense nuclei it is also difficult to tell how deeply the splitting instrument has penetrated and how close it is to the posterior capsule. Finally, prechopping requires additional steps and instrumentation that are unnecessary when the phaco tip itself is utilized as the chopping platform.

**Four Advantages of Phaco Chop**

The following four advantages are universal to both horizontal and vertical chop.

**Reduction in Phaco Energy and Heat Delivery**

Pure chopping techniques eliminate lens sculpting. Ultrasound energy is not required to subdivide the nucleus and is reserved for the phaco-assisted aspiration of mobile fragments. The marked reduction in phaco power and energy is particularly important for brunescent nuclei where the risk of endothelial cell loss, wound burn, and posterior capsule rupture is higher.

**Reduction in Stress on the Zonules and Capsular Bag**

The capsular bag immobilizes the nucleus during sculpting, and removing a bulky brunescent lens may become problematic for this reason. Unlike a soft nucleus that absorbs instrument pressure like a pillow, a large rigid lens directly transmits instrument forces, such as sculpting, rotation, and cracking directly to the capsular bag and zonules. In contrast, with chopping it is the phaco tip that braces and immobilizes the nucleus against the incoming mechanical force of the chopper (see Figures 5-12D and 5-12E). The manual forces, generated by one instrument tip pushing against the other, replace the need for ultrasound energy to saw through the nucleus. In addition, these manual instrument forces are directed centripetally inward and away from the zonules, rather than outward toward the capsule. This significant difference in zonular stress is readily appreciated when chopping and sculpting are compared from the Miyake-Apple viewpoint in cadaver eyes.

**Supracapsular Emulsification**

Chopping provides many of the same advantages of so-called supracapsular phaco techniques. With phaco chop, emulsification of nuclear fragments is not performed until they have been elevated out of the capsular bag. This allows nearly all phacoemulsification to be performed centrally in the pupillary plane at a safe distance from both the endothelium and posterior capsule (see Figure 5-13K). The phaco tip does not need to travel beyond the central 2- to 3-mm zone of the pupil, which decreases the chance of inadvertently cutting the iris or capsulorrhexis edge in small pupil
cases. In contrast to supracapsular techniques such as phaco flip, however, the all-or-none requirement of prolapsing the entire nucleus anteriorly through the capsulorrhexis is avoided.

Decreased Reliance on the Red Reflex

The increasingly brighter red reflex appearing at the base of the trench during sculpting allows us to judge the depth of the phaco tip and its proximity to the posterior capsule. In contrast, the instrument maneuvers performed during chopping are more tactile and kinesthetic. Because it is not necessary to directly visualize the precise depth of the phaco tip, chopping is advantageous in the presence of a poor red reflex, such as with diminished corneal clarity, smaller pupils, and mature nuclear or cortical cataracts (see Figure 5-12).

In addition to improved surgical efficiency, safety is enhanced by these aforementioned attributes of reduced phaco power, reduced zonular stress, decreased reliance on the red reflex, and the supracapsular and central location of emulsification. These universal advantages that both horizontal and vertical chopping share make them optimal techniques for difficult and complicated cases. The improved ability to handle brunescent nuclei, white cataracts, loose zonules, posterior polar cataracts, crowded anterior chambers, capsulorrhexis tears, and small pupils should be the primary motivation for a divide and conquer surgeon to transition to phaco chop.3,4,13,14

**Horizontal Phaco Chop**

The horizontal chopping technique relies upon compressive force to fracture the nucleus. This exploits natural fracture planes in the lens created by the lamellar orientation of the lens fibers. Hydrodelineation is particularly important for horizontal chopping because it decreases the diameter of the endonucleus that must be peripherally hooked and divided by the chopper.3 In addition, the soft epinucleus provides a working zone for the horizontal chopper where it can be manipulated peripheral to the endonuclear equator without overly distending or tearing the capsular bag. Finally, the epinuclear shell restrains the posterior capsule from tumbling toward the phaco tip as the final endonuclear fragments are emulsified.

**Horizontal Chop: A Step-by-Step Approach**

**Step 1. Place the Chopper Tip in the Epinuclear Space.** The critical first step is to hook the nuclear equator with the chopper tip within the epinuclear space of the peripheral capsular bag prior to initiating the horizontally directed chop (see Figures 5-12A through 5-12C).3 Prior to placing the chopper, the central anterior epinucleus should be aspirated with the phaco tip (see Figure 5-12A). This allows one to better visualize and estimate the size of the endonucleus and the amount of separation between the endonucleus and the surrounding capsular bag. The chopper tip touches and maintains contact with the anterior endonucleus as it travels peripherally beneath the opposing capsulorrhexis edge (see Figure 5-12A). This ensures that the chopper tip stays within the bag as it descends to hook the endonucleus peripherally. Although some surgeons tilt the chopper tip sideways to reduce its profile as it passes underneath the capsular edge, this is generally unnecessary unless the capsulorrhexis diameter is small. Instead, the horizontal chopper tip can remain in a vertical upright orientation because, like an elastic waistband, the capsulorrhexis will stretch to accommodate it without tearing (see Figure 5-12B).

Once it reaches the epinucleus junction, the vertically oriented chopper tip descends into the epinuclear space alongside the edge of the endonucleus (see Figure 5-12C). This step is easiest to perform with a smaller endonucleus surrounded by a large epinucleus. Nudging the nucleus with the chopper confirms that it has hooked the equator and that it is within, rather than outside, the capsular bag. Trypan blue dye improves visualization of the anterior capsule for this step and is a useful teaching aid (see Figures 5-12A through 5-12C).15

**Step 2. Impale and Immobilize the Nucleus With the Phaco Tip.** Next, one must deeply impale and immobilize the nucleus with the phaco tip (see Figure 5-12D). The phaco tip should be directed vertically downward and positioned as proximally as possible in order to maximize the amount of nucleus located in the path of the chopper. If the depth of the phaco tip is too shallow, sufficient compression of the central nucleus cannot occur. Once impaled, the phaco tip holds and stabilizes the nucleus with vacuum in foot pedal position 2.

**Step 3. Execute the First Chop.** The chopper tip is drawn directly toward the phaco tip, and upon contact, the two tips are moved directly apart.
Figure 5-12A. Horizontal chop of mature white cataract following trypan blue capsular staining. Chang microfinger-style horizontal chopper (Katena, ASICO) maintaining contact with anterior endonuclear surface.

Figure 5-12B. The horizontal chopper passes beneath distal capsulorrhesis edge while oriented vertically.

Figure 5-12C. The horizontal chopper tip drops into the epinuclear space and hooks the nuclear equator.

Figure 5-12D. Phaco tip impales centrally with 320 mmHg vacuum.

Figure 5-12E. Chopper cuts toward the fixating phaco tip.

Figure 5-12F. Instrument tips separate upon contact to split the nucleus in half.
from each other (see Figures 5-12E and 5-12F). This separating motion occurs along an axis perpendicular to the chopping path and propagates the fracture across the remaining nucleus located behind and beneath the phaco tip. The denser and bulkier the endonucleus, the further the hemisections must be separated in order to cleave the connecting nuclear attachments. Thanks to the elasticity of the capsulorhexis, a wide momentary separation of large heminuclei will not tear the capsular bag.

In order for the initial chop to succeed, enough of the central endonucleus must lie within the path of the chopper. Particularly if the anterior epinucleus has not been removed, it is easy to misjudge the depth of the two instrument tips. If the phaco tip is too superficial or too central, or the chopper tip is not kept deep enough throughout the course of the chop, the nucleus will not fracture. Instead, the chopper will only score or scratch the anterior surface. The larger and denser the nucleus is, the more important and more difficult proper positioning of the two instrument tips becomes. A counterproductive but natural tendency to elevate the chopper tip during the chop arises from a fear of perforating the posterior capsule.

The tactile “feel” of the horizontal chop will vary significantly as one proceeds up along the spectrum of nuclear density. A soft nucleus has the consistency of soft ice cream and no resistance is felt as the chopper is moved. With a medium-density nucleus, the chopper encounters slight resistance, indicating that some compression is taking place. This resistance is much greater while chopping a dense nucleus, where the compressive force is followed by a sudden snap as the initial split occurs. To develop sufficient compressive force, one must move the chopper tip directly toward the phaco tip until they touch before commencing the sideways separating motion. Veering the chopper tip to the left as it approaches the phaco tip limits the compressive force and causes the nucleus to swivel.

**Step 4. Remove the First Chopped Fragment.** Upon completion of the initial chop, the nucleus should be divided in half. After rotating the bisected nucleus 30 to 45 degrees in a clockwise direction, repeating the same steps of hooking the equator and chopping toward the phaco tip creates a small, pie-shaped fragment (see Figures 5-12G through 5-12K). The strong grip afforded by high vacuum facilitates elevation of this first piece out of the bag. Insufficient holding force may be the result of inadequate vacuum settings or failure to completely occlude the tip. Burst mode enhances the phaco tip’s purchase of a firm nuclear piece by better preserving the initial seal around the opening.

**Step 5. Chop and Phaco Additional Nuclear Segments.** Every subsequent chop is a repetition of these steps, and each wedge-shaped piece is emulsified as soon as it is created. Once half of the capsular bag is vacated, the phaco tip can impale and transport the remaining heminucleus toward the center of the pupil. This allows the horizontal chopper tip to be positioned...
under direct visualization against the outer edge of the heminucleus and without having to pass it beneath the anterior capsule. One advantage of horizontal chopping is that larger nuclear pieces can be subdivided into smaller and smaller fragments. The size of the pieces should be kept proportional to the size of the phaco tip opening. Poor followability and excessive chatter of firm fragments engaged by the phaco tip may indicate that they are too large. Because of their greater overall dimensions, brunescent nuclei will need to be chopped into many more pieces than softer nuclei.

**Vertical Phaco Chop: A Step-by-Step Approach**

For each of the two different chopping techniques, one should position the more important instrument first. This means initiating horizontal chop by first hooking the nucleus with the chopper tip. With vertical chop, the nucleus should first be impaled with the phaco tip.

**Step 1. Impale the Nucleus With the Phaco Tip.**

Similar to horizontal chop, it is helpful to first aspirate the anterior epinucleus (see Figure 5-13A). Whereas sufficient depth of the chopper tip is the key for horizontal chopping, an adequately deep purchase with the phaco tip is the most crucial factor in vertical chop (see Figure 5-13B). This is because the centrally impaled phaco tip must completely immobilize the nucleus against the incoming sharp chopper tip in order to generate enough shearing force to fracture it. The need for a strong purchase is also why high vacuum and burst mode are more critical for vertical than for horizontal chop.

**Step 2. Incise the Nucleus With the Vertical Chopper, Then Lift With the Phaco Tip.**

Whereas the horizontal chopper moves inward from the periphery toward the phaco tip, the vertical chopper is used like a spike descending from above to incise the nucleus just anterior to the centrally impaled phaco tip (see Figure 5-13C). Depressing the sharpened chopper tip downward while simultaneously lifting the nucleus slightly upward imparts a shearing force that fractures the nucleus (see Figures 5-13D and
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Figure 5-13A. Vertical chop. Chang vertical chop-per (Katena, ASICO) in profile following aspiration of the anterior epinucleus.

Figure 5-13B. Central nucleus is impaled with the phaco tip using burst mode and 399 mmHg vacuum. Note the retraction of the phaco sleeve to permit deeper penetration.

Figure 5-13C. Sharp vertical chopper tip is positioned just anterior to the phaco tip prior to incising into the nucleus.

Figure 5-13D. As the chopper tip descends into the nucleus, the phaco tip lifts slightly.

Figure 5-13E. Further penetration of the chopper tip results in a fracture line.

Figure 5-13F. Sideways separation of the tips completes the division of the nucleus.
This contrasts with the compressive force produced by horizontal chopping. After initiating a partial-thickness split, the embedded instrument tips are used to pry the two hemisections apart (see Figure 5-13F). Just as with horizontal chopping, this sideways separation of the instrument tips extends the fracture deeper until the remainder of the nucleus is cleaved in half. The vertically chopped edges appear sharp, like pieces of broken glass, because there is none of the crushing force that characterizes horizontal chop.

**Step 3. Chop All Fragments Before Removing Them.**

In horizontal chop, sequentially removing each newly created fragment provides the chopper with increased working space within the capsular bag. In contrast, one need not remove the vertically chopped pieces until the entire nucleus is fragmented. This is because the presence of the adjacent interlocking pieces better stabilizes and immobilizes the section that is being chopped (see Figures 5-13G through 5-13I). In contrast to horizontal chopping, the vertical chopper is never placed peripheral to the equator of the nucleus. Therefore, removing fragments to vacate space within the capsular bag early on provides no real advantage (see Figure 5-13K).

**Comparing Horizontal and Vertical Chop—Which Technique?**

Although I use both techniques with equal frequency, each employs different mechanisms that have complimentary advantages and disadvantages. It is worth learning and utilizing both variations for this reason. Vertical chopping requires less dexterity of the nondominant hand and is therefore easier for most transitioning surgeons to learn. Vertical chopping also requires a nucleus that is brittle enough to be snapped in half, which means that it is ineffective for soft nuclei. The ability of the horizontal chopper tip to easily slice through a soft nucleus instead of fracturing it makes horizontal chopping the method of choice for these cases.

Horizontal chop is also my preference for loose zonule cases, such as traumatic cataracts. Because
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of the oppositely directed, compressive instrument forces, horizontal chop produces the least amount of nucleus movement or tilt. Finally, horizontal chop is more effective for subdividing smaller, mobile nuclear fragments—particularly brunescent ones. Attempting to vertically chop and shear such fragments will often dislodge the small piece instead. Trapping and then crushing fragments between the horizontal chopper and the phaco tip will immobilize and divide them most effectively.

The limitation of horizontal chopping is in its relative inability to transect thicker brunescent nuclei. Indeed, horizontal chopping should never be utilized in the absence of an epinuclear shell since there will be insufficient space in the peripheral bag to accommodate the chopper. Frequently, the horizontally directed path of the chopper is not deep enough to sever the leathery posterior plate of an ultra-brunescent nucleus. If this occurs, the partially chopped pieces will still be connected at the apex, like flower petals. In such cases, one should try to inject a dispersive viscosurgical device (OVD) through one of the incomplete cracks in the posterior plate to distance it from the posterior capsule. Since a dispersive OVD resists aspiration, the surgeon can attempt to carefully phaco through the remaining connecting bridges.

Because vertical chop is more consistently able to fracture the leathery posterior plate, it is well suited for denser nuclei. With an ultra-brunescent lens, the vertical chopper should approach the embedded phaco tip from a diagonal angle. This provides more of a horizontal vector force that pushes the nucleus against the tip, while the downward vertical vector force initiates the fracture. This “diagonal” chop therefore combines the mechanical advantages of both strategies. With denser nuclei, one should also begin by sculpting a small pit or half trench centrally. By entering at the base of the pit, the phaco tip can impale more deeply than would have been possible without this preliminary debulking. Retracting the irrigation sleeve further maximizes penetration. One should later switch to horizontal chopping for subdividing brunescent fragments into smaller pieces. This will improve followability and reduce endothelial cell loss due to chatter and particle turbulence at the phaco tip.

**Stepwise Game Plan for Learning Horizontal Chop**

Of the two different techniques, the greater requirement for bimanual dexterity with the chopper makes horizontal chopping more difficult to learn. The most difficult steps are the initial ones—the first chop across the entire unsculpted diameter of the nucleus and removal of the first segment. Each subsequent step becomes progressively easier as additional space is vacated within the capsular bag. Logically, the safest strategy would allow surgeons to learn the steps in the reverse order, starting with the easiest maneuvers first. In the proposed game plan, the component skills can be isolated, developed, and rehearsed while performing divide and conquer or stop and chop cases. These principles and the same stepwise learning progression are equally applicable to mastering vertical phaco chop.
Transitioning to Phaco Chop: A Step-by-Step Approach

Step 1. Practice Using a Chopper as the Second Instrument for Divide and Conquer. The larger profile of the chopper tip is both unfamiliar and intimidating for those accustomed to a spatula-like second instrument. In chopping, one must be able to manipulate the chopper shaft and tip without deforming the side-port incision. In preparation for chopping, one should become adept with using the chopper as the second instrument during divide and conquer.

Step 2. Use the Chopper to Move and Manipulate Nuclear Quadrants. Two additional exercises can assist in developing the necessary horizontal chopper skills. When performing divide and conquer, use the microfinger-shaped chopper to tumble the quadrants out of the capsular bag. This provides practice with using the chopper to hook the equator of the endonucleus, and this skill is easier to learn with mobile quadrants that are not tightly wedged within the capsular bag. This identical maneuver can later be used to tumble chopped fragments out of the bag if necessary. Explore the capsular bag with the horizontal chopper following removal of the endonucleus. Surgeons are usually surprised at how deeply the chopper tip must be lowered in order to contact the central posterior capsule (Figure 5-14). Visualizing and understanding this spatial relationship is invaluable in overcoming the fear of lacerating the posterior capsule with the chopper.

Step 3. Practice Chopping the Quadrants. In divide and conquer, the first heminucleus is further divided into two quadrants that are elevated and emulsified in the pupillary plane. Take the opportunity to chop each quadrant into smaller pieces. By holding the quadrant away from the anterior or posterior capsule in the center of the pupil, one can visualize in three dimensions how best to orient the horizontal chopper in order to split the nucleus. After removing the first two quadrants, carry the remaining heminucleus to the center of the pupil where it can be chopped without having to pass the chopper tip peripherally beneath the anterior capsule. Chopping these larger mobile segments also allows the surgeon to experience the tactile feedback of chopping through nuclei of varying density.

Step 4. Master Stop and Chop. After sculpting a groove and cracking the nucleus in half, the chopper must be passed peripherally beneath the anterior capsule to hook the equator of the heminucleus. This is considerably easier than chopping the entire unsculpted endonucleus for three reasons. First, one is chopping across a shorter distance (the radius instead of the diameter). Second, by placing the phaco tip into the trough and up against the side of the heminucleus, proper depth and positioning of the phaco tip are ensured. Finally, the trough provides some vacant space, which facilitates removal of the first chopped fragment.

Step 5. Next Master Partial Stop and Chop. The next intermediate training step is what this author calls "partial" stop and chop. After sculpting one half of a groove, the nucleus is rotated for 180 degrees and the remaining unsculpted portion is chopped in the following manner. The phaco tip is impaled into the remaining ledge of nucleus where the groove ended centrally. The partial groove ensures that the phaco tip will be impaled at an appropriately deep level. One can draw the nucleus toward the phaco incision using a high vacuum purchase. This often exposes the distal equator of the endonucleus, which can be hooked with the horizontal chopper under direct visualization. The ensuing full-thickness chop is easier thanks to
the partial groove having already thinned out the proximal nucleus (like a scored aspirin tablet). Unlike Dewey’s original description, this “partial” stop and chop technique emphasizes the key skill of hooking the nuclear equator with the chopper, which alternatively can be performed prior to impaling the nucleus with the phaco tip.15

Step 6. Proceed to “Pure” Horizontal Chop. After mastering “classic” and “partial” stop and chop, one is now ready to progress to pure horizontal chopping in which the entire nuclear diameter is cleaved in half without any sculpting (see Figures 5-12A through 5-12F).3 For horizontal chop, softer and smaller endonuclei should be mastered before progressing to firmer and larger endonuclei. Horizontal chopping in particular requires significant bimanual dexterity, and the chopper must be maneuvered like a rowboat oar with the side-port incision serving as the stationary fulcrum. Just like a golfer practices swings, a helpful exercise is to perform “practice” chops in the anterior chamber above the stationary fulcrum. Just like a golfer practicing swings, a helpful exercise is to perform “practice” chops in the anterior chamber above the nuclear field prior to initiating the first chop.15 This allows the surgeon to verify proper orientation of the chopper tip and shaft as he or she practices the full sequence of motions. If the surgeon finds that the chopper is disturbing or displacing the incision or that the hand position is awkward or uncomfortable, it is better to correct the problem at this point rather than after the chopper is inside the capsular bag.

**Summary**

Horizontal and vertical chopping are variations that rely upon different mechanisms to provide complementary advantages and common benefits. Mastering both methods affords surgeons greater flexibility in dealing with the wide range of nuclear densities and other surgical variables.3,17 With dense lenses, one may employ both techniques during the same case.17 Transitioning surgeons should consider learning vertical chopping first. In addition to increasing surgical efficiency for routine cases, chopping provides an increased margin of safety for complicated cases (see Figure 5-12).3,13,14

A more detailed discussion of chopping techniques is available in the author’s book Phaco Chop: Mastering Techniques, Optimizing Technology, and Avoiding Complications,7 from which much of this content was excerpted.
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Part D: Bimanual Vertical Chop Technique

Mark Packer, MD, FACS, I. Howard Fine, MD, and Richard S. Hoffman, MD

Recent advances with the AMO (Santa Ana, CA) WhiteStar “micro-pulsed” technology markedly reduce the risk of thermal injury to the eye and allow today’s surgeon to perform microincisional bimanual phacoemulsification. In our experience, separating the inflow from the outflow in a phaco procedure has several advantages. These include superior control of the globe, enhanced cortical cleaving hydrodissection, use of irrigation fluid as an instrument to mobilize material, and reduced effective phaco time.

**Bimanual Vertical Chop: A Step-by-Step Approach**

**Step 1.** Create Microincisions Sized Precisely to Match the Phaco Instrumentation. To begin the bimanual vertical chop technique, start with a paracentesis type of incision to the left and the right, constructed with a trapezoidal blade. The blade selected should create an incision that measures 1.2 mm internally, precisely the size required for 20-gauge instrumentation used for bimanual microincisional phacoemulsification. Fill the anterior chamber with a dispersive viscoelastic that will remain in the eye during our high-flow, high-vacuum chop technique.

**Step 2.** Perform Capsulorrhexis Using Microincision Forceps. The capsulorrhexis may begin with either a linear central capsular tear created with a capsulotomy needle or with a simple pinch of the central capsule, using microincisional forceps. These forceps are then used to perform a continuous curvilinear capsulotomy through the small side-port incisions on the right or the left. The microincision forceps (MST, Redmond, WA), designed to open and close through a 1.2-mm incision, allow excellent control of the capsulorrhexis; additionally, the small incisions facilitate control of the capsulorrhexis because the viscoelastic does not exit the eye. Loss of chamber stability, caused by the outflow of viscoelastic material through a larger standard phaco incision, can make the creation of a round central capsulorrhexis more difficult. One of the advantages of microincision techniques is that the chamber remains very stable during the completion of the capsulorrhexis. This allows us to better control the size, diameter, and position of our capsulorrhexis.

**Step 3.** Hydroadissect and Hydroleminate the Nucleus. Cortical cleaving hydrodissection is performed by tenting up the anterior capsule and injecting balanced salt solution under the rim of the capsule. A fluid wave then advances completely across the posterior capsule. Frequently, the fluid wave is trapped temporarily between the lens and the posterior capsule, which causes the lens to prolapse anteriorly. Repositioning the lens by pushing posteriorly with the cannula in the center decompresses the fluid that is trapped, forcing it around the equator and lysing the corticocapsular connections. The lens is then rotated to make sure it is free. Hydrolemination can be carried out by embedding the tip of the cannula in the center of the lens and advancing until the resistance of the endonucleus is encountered. A slight to-and-fro motion of the cannula will create a small space into which balanced salt solution is injected. The fluid flows between the endonucleus and the epinucleus, forming the golden ring seen in Figure 5-15.

![Figure 5-15. The golden ring formed by hydrolemination is clearly visible as the phaco needle is embedded in the nucleus. The nucleus is held firmly with high vacuum in foot pedal position 2. Note that aspiration flow and power are at zero and vacuum is at maximum with occlusion.](image-url)
Step 4. Embed the Nucleus With the Phaco Needle; Stabilize the Nucleus With the Vertical Irrigating Chopper, Then Lift With the Phaco Needle to Create a Vertical Chop. The phaco needle is then embedded proximally with high vacuum and 40% power (Figure 5-16). A vertical irrigating chopper is then used to split the nucleus in two pieces. As vacuum builds to occlusion, the endonucleus is held firmly by the phaco needle. At the moment occlusion is reached, the aspiration flow rate drops to zero. Then move into foot position two so that high vacuum is maintained and the power goes to zero (see Figure 5-15). The blade of the
irrigating vertical chopper is brought down just distal to the phaco tip as the phaco tip is lifted slightly. As a full-thickness cleavage plane develops, dividing the nucleus in two, separate the chopper and the phaco needle to ensure a complete chop (Figure 5-17).

Figure 5-17. The phaco needle is pulled up and to the right as the chopper blade slices into the nucleus just in front of the needle and is then pulled to the left and down, effectively hemisecting the cataract.

Figure 5-19. The remaining quadrant of the heminucleus is lifted and consumed. Note the rim of intact epinucleus (visible from about 9 o’clock to 1 o’clock), which serves to protect the capsule.

**Step 5. Chop and Phaco Additional Nuclear Segments.** The lens can then be rotated with the irrigating chopper so that the first heminucleus can be chopped. If there is a disparity in size, the larger half is moved distally and chopped next. The phaco needle is now embedded to the right using high vacuum and low levels of power. The surgeon may then either make additional chops or, alternatively, a quadrant-sized piece may be chopped off and consumed (Figure 5-18). The remaining quadrant of the first heminucleus may then be impaled with the phaco tip and aspirated (Figure 5-19).

To address the second half of the nucleus, it is first rotated with the irrigating chopper so that it is in the distal capsule. The phaco needle is embedded in the smaller heminucleus and it is subdivided with the irrigating chopper, again using high vacuum and low levels of power (Figure 5-20). As the final quadrant is grasped and pulled centrally for aspiration, the sharp blade of the irrigating chopper is turned sideways as a safety precaution (Figure 5-21).

Figure 5-18. Following a second chop, the first quadrant is lifted and pulled centrally where it is consumed with high vacuum and low levels of ultrasound power application.

**Step 6. Aspirate the Epinucleus.** To address the epinucleus, reduce phaco settings, turning down both the vacuum and flow rate. The rim of the epinucleus is then trimmed, disallowing the epinucleus from flipping into the phaco needle with the stream of irrigation fluid or the irrigating chopper itself. The advantage of the trimming procedure lies in the aspiration of cortical material from behind the epinuclear shell. In most cases, this step eliminates the need for irrigation/aspiration prior to IOL insertion. Once three quadrants of the epinuclear shell have been rotated and trimmed, the final quadrant is used to flip the epinuclear bowl into the phaco needle (Figure 5-22). Following aspiration of the epinucleus the capsule is often entirely clean of cortex (Figure 5-23).
Step 7. Enlarge the Microincision or Create a New Incision for IOL Implantation. The incision for the lens is constructed with the differentially beveled 3D Blade (Rhein Medical, Tampa, FL), which reproducibly creates a 2.5-mm incision at the shoulders. The relatively larger incision (approximately 2.5 mm) that is constructed for IOL insertion seals quite nicely because it has been only minimally disturbed. We always perform stromal hydration at all the incisions and perform a Seidel test at the conclusion of the case. Careful attention to sealing clear corneal incisions may be critical for the prevention of postoperative infection.

**SUMMARY**

Bimanual phaco with a vertical chop technique allows efficient lens extraction with rapid visual rehabilitation. Tangible benefits of separating inflow from outflow include enhanced cortical cleaving hydrodissection, use of irrigation fluid as an instrument to mobilize material, and reduced effective phaco time.
Every cataract surgeon should have a game plan for when and how to perform an anterior vitrectomy following posterior capsule rupture. This chapter will review the goals, the indications, and the techniques of an anterior vitrectomy. Understanding and mentally rehearsing these strategies will better prepare cataract surgeons to make correct decisions amidst the stress of an unexpected complication.

**Managing Posterior Capsular Rupture—A Step-by-Step Approach**

**Step 1. Attempt to Avoid Vitreous Loss Following Posterior Capsular Rupture.** In many instances with a torn posterior capsule, it is possible to avoid rupturing the hyaloid face. The surgeon must avoid immediately withdrawing the phaco tip upon recognizing a posterior capsular defect. This abruptly unplugs the incision and allows the anterior chamber to collapse. The sudden posterior pressure gradient will rupture an intact hyaloid face, and vitreous will prolapse to the incision, expanding the capsular rent in the process.

This undesirable cascade of events can be averted by filling the anterior chamber with a dispersive ophthalmic viscosurgical device (OVD) such as Viscoat (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX) or Healon GV (AMO, Santa Ana, CA), prior to removing the phaco tip. Dispersive OVDs are preferable to cohesive OVDs in the face of a capsule tear. This is because dispersive OVDs are better at maintaining space and resisting aspiration during phacoemulsification and irrigation/aspiration ([I/A] see Chapter 11). As the dispersive OVD is injected through the side-port opening, the surgeon moves from foot pedal position 1 to 0. Once the chamber is filled with OVD, the posterior capsule cannot bulge forward as the incision is unplugged. If one resumes phacoemulsification or cortical cleanup, the same maneuver must be repeated whenever the instruments are removed.

**Step 2. Manage the Nucleus Following Posterior Capsule Rupture.** Early recognition of posterior capsule rupture is the key to avoiding a dropped nucleus. It is much easier to remove the nucleus while it remains anterior to the posterior capsule defect. Because they approach the nucleus from above, subsequent
instrument and fluidic forces will eventually expand an unrecognized capsular defect enough to allow the nucleus to sink posteriorly. One must often rely upon indirect clues to recognize a posterior capsular defect because the iris and the nucleus obscure the zonular and posterior capsular anatomy. Sudden deepening of the chamber with momentary expansion of the pupil, the transitory appearance of a clear red reflex in the periphery, and the inability to rotate a previously mobile nucleus can all indicate capsular or zonular rupture. More obvious and ominous signs would be excessive tipping or lateral mobility of the nucleus or partial posterior descent of the nucleus.

If the remaining nucleus or fragments can be elevated into the anterior chamber with a dispersive OVD, one can insert a trimmed Sheet's glide through the phaco incision to serve as an artificial posterior capsule, as described by Marc Michelson. The glide can prevent lens material from dropping posteriorly and will shield the phaco tip from aspirating vitreous from below. The incision should be slightly widened to accommodate inserting the phaco tip above and alongside the glide. Maneuvers of the phaco tip should be minimized to avoid simultaneously moving the glide. This is one advantage of using bimanual microincisional phaco instrumentation through separate 1.2-mm side ports in this situation if the surgeon is adept at this technique.

**Step 3. If Necessary, Rescue the Partially Descended Nucleus, Using the Viscoat PAL Technique.**

How far the nucleus initially descends through a capsular defect will depend upon the vitreous anatomy. If the vitreous is too liquefied, the nucleus will rapidly sink to the retina, precluding any response by the cataract surgeon. Alternatively, the nucleus may partially descend onto an intact hyaloid face (Figure 6-1). Such slight posterior displacement can be very subtle. Finally, if the hyaloid face is ruptured, the nucleus may tip or partially descend until it is suspended and supported by formed vitreous. In this situation, a rescue technique may be possible.

Although tempting to do so, the worst tactic for recovering a partially descended nucleus is to try to chase and spear it with the phaco tip. Lacking the normal capsular barrier, the posteriorly directed irrigation flow will flush more vitreous forward, expanding the rent and propelling the nucleus away. Attempting to emulsify or aspirate the nucleus may ensnare vitreous into the large diameter phaco tip. Applying suction and ultrasound following vitreous incarceration can produce a giant retinal tear.

The safer alternative is to elevate the nucleus into the pupillary plane or anterior chamber from below. There are numerous obstacles to doing this, however. First, the pupil or capsulorrhexis diameter may be quite small, which may have predisposed the eye to capsular rupture in the first place. A small pupil or capsulorrhexis can impede elevation of a large nucleus and make it particularly difficult for a viscoelastic cannula to maneuver behind it. Prolapsed vitreous will further hinder such attempts to inject OVD beneath the nucleus. The nucleus may suddenly sink if these maneuvers induce further vitreous loss and prolapse.

Charles Kelman, MD, popularized the posterior assisted levitation, or “PAL,” technique in which a metal spatula, inserted through a pars plana sclerotomy, is used to levitate the nucleus into the anterior chamber from below. Compared to the phaco incision, a pars plana sclerotomy provides a much better instrument angle for getting behind the lens. Richard Packard and I subsequently published our results of using Viscoat and the Viscoat cannula to support and levitate the nucleus—the so-called Viscoat PAL technique.

After opening the conjunctiva and applying light cautery, a disposable microvitreoretinal
(MVR) blade (Alcon, Katena) is used to make a pars plana sclerotomy located 3.5 mm behind the limbus. An oblique quadrant should be selected, and these steps can be performed under topical anesthesia. The Viscoat cannula is then advanced and aimed behind the nucleus under direct visualization. The first step is to inject a bolus of dispersive OVD behind the nucleus to provide immediate supplemental support (Figure 6-2). Periodic palpation of the globe confirms that overinflation has not occurred. If the nucleus is subluxated laterally, directing OVD toward the region beneath it will often buoy the nucleus toward a more central position. This is preferable to blindly probing with a metal spatula. One should not attempt to float the nucleus into the anterior chamber using a massive infusion of OVD alone. Unlike using liquid perfluorocarbon in a vitrectomized cavity, an excessive injection of viscoelastic may overinflate the globe and cause vitreous expulsion through the sclerotomy. Instead, the cannula tip itself should be used to mechanically prop and levitate the nucleus into the anterior chamber (Figure 6-3). Small aliquots of additional dispersive OVD can be injected to help in the elevation and maneuvering of the nucleus. A small capsulorrhesis or pupil will stretch to accommodate the levitation of a greater diameter nucleus. The use of the dispersive OVD to first support and then to reposition the nucleus prior to definitive manual levitation is a major advantage of the Viscoat PAL variation. Because there is no aspiration involved, these PAL maneuvers should minimize iatrogenic vitreous traction and reduce the chance of touching the retina with a metal spatula tip. Once a fragment descends into the mid or posterior vitreous cavity, it is dangerous to blindly fish for it with any instrument. One should abandon the dropped nucleus and concentrate on removing the residual epinucleus and cortex, while preserving as much capsular support as possible. A thorough anterior vitrectomy must be performed prior to inserting the IOL. Since the vitreoretinal surgeon will later use a three-port fragmatome and vitrectomy technique to remove any retained nucleus, it is preferable to insert an IOL through the cataract incision during the initial surgery if possible.

Step 4. “Trap” Residual Lens Material in the Anterior Chamber and Manage Vitreous Loss Using a Dispersive OVD. Any residual nucleus retrieved with the Viscoat PAL technique can be removed using either of two techniques—resuming phaco over a Sheet’s glide or converting to a large incision manual extracapsular cataract extraction. At some point during this sequence, the phaco or I/A tip may ensnare prolapsing vitreous. To avoid vitreous traction, the surgeon must stop to perform an anterior vitrectomy before extraction of the remaining lens material can be resumed.

The most common practice is to place a separate self-retaining irrigating cannula through a limbal paracentesis and to insert the vitrectomy probe through the phaco incision. However, there are multiple drawbacks to this approach. First, the phaco incision is too large for the sleeveless vitrectomy instrument. This leaking incision affords poor chamber stability and
allows both irrigation fluid and vitreous to prolapse externally alongside the vitrector shaft. Second, performing the vitrectomy in the anterior chamber will tend to draw more posteriorly located vitreous forward. Finally, as more and more vitreous exits the eye through either the cutting instrument or the incision, the residual lens material that it was supporting will sink down toward the retina. It bears repeating that once the posterior capsule is open, it is the vitreous that is preventing the remaining nucleus and epinucleus from descending.

I have proposed a strategy, called the “Viscoat Trap” that, when combined with a pars plana anterior vitrectomy, can prevent this undesirable chain of events. The first step is to use a dispersive OVD, such as Viscoat or Healon D, to levitate any mobile lens fragments upward toward the cornea. Next, one completely fills the anterior chamber with OVD. Even though vitreous has already prolapsed forward, injecting OVD should not exert traction on the retina. The dispersive OVD can now support and trap the residual lens material in the anterior chamber as the vitreous is excised from below (Figure 6-4).

The Viscoat Trap is so named because of the need to employ a dispersive OVD. To effectively trap lens material, the OVD should be maximally retentive during conditions of high fluid movement. Dispersive OVDs, such as Viscoat and Healon D, resist aspiration by an I/A device or by a vitrectomy device more effectively than do cohesive OVDs. Moreover, the smaller size and molecular weight of dispersive agents makes a prolonged and protracted pressure spike less likely when small amounts are retained.

Step 5. Perform Anterior Vitrectomy Using Bimanual Pars Plana Approach. As with the Viscoat PAL, the pars plana sclerotomy is made 3.5 mm posterior to the limbus and can be performed under topical anesthesia. A disposable #19 MVR blade will create an adequately sized opening for most anterior vitrectomy cutters and should be advanced until it is visualized through the pupil. A self-retaining irrigating cannula is placed through a limbal paracentesis and angled toward the pupil. As described by Scott Burk, staining prolapsed vitreous with a triamcinolone suspension to improve visibility is an option, but I find that it is usually not necessary in this situation. The sleeveless vitrectomy shaft is inserted through the pars plana sclerotomy until the tip can be visualized in the retropupillary space. If it does not pass through the incision easily, it is important to slightly enlarge the opening rather than to force the entry.

Utilizing low flow and vacuum settings, and as high a cutting rate as possible to minimize vitreous traction, a thorough anterior vitrectomy is performed. One should focus posteriorly enough with the microscope to keep the tip under direct visualization at all times. One should attempt to keep the vitrectomy tip behind the plane of the pupil if possible. While any transpupillary bands of vitreous will still be severed, this will avoid removing the dispersive OVD that fills the anterior chamber (Figure 6-5). When properly performed, one will see that the anteriorly trapped lens fragments remain immobilized as the vitrectomy is being carried out from below. This is because two separate chambers have been formed by the OVD partition, such that the anterior chamber is isolated from the vitrectomized posterior chamber.

Using a pars plana sclerotomy is an underutilized option when performing an anterior vitrectomy. The principles of anterior vitrectomy technique are the same: one must not aspirate vitreous without cutting it, one should keep the vitrectomy tip under direct microscopic visualization, and one should not attempt to retrieve lens material that is in the
posterior vitreous cavity. The main advantage is that using a properly sized sclerotomy will decrease incisional leak and vitreous prolapse and should provide a better fluidic seal. Unlike with a limbal incision, the vitrector need not traverse the anterior chamber and disrupt the dispersive OVD partition, and it will not draw more vitreous forward into the anterior chamber. Performing the vitrectomy posterior to the plane of the pupil and capsulorrhexis also decreases the chance of inadvertently cutting either structure. If the capsulorrhexis is preserved, a foldable posterior chamber IOL may still be implanted in the ciliary sulcus. The sclerotomy can be closed with a single interrupted 8-0 Vicryl suture.

Following the retropupillary anterior vitrectomy, one can resume aspiration of the remaining cortex or epinucleus trapped in the dispersive OVD-filled anterior chamber (Figure 6-6).

**Step 6. Bimanual I/A of Residual Cortex.** Once the capsule or zonules have ruptured, bimanual I/A instrumentation is ideal for epinuclear and cortical extraction for several reasons. Access to subincisional cortex is improved. The tighter paracentesis incisions better restrain vitreous from prolapsing compared to using the phaco incision. Finally, this is a lower flow fluidic system compared to coaxial I/A. This permits the surgeon to work in “slow motion” by lowering the irrigation bottle and decreasing the aspiration flow and vacuum settings. If the aspirating ports again become entangled with vitreous, one can repeat the Viscoat Trap maneuver followed by additional pars plana anterior vitrectomy. Bimanual cortical I/A can then be resumed.

**Step 7. Implant IOL Following Anterior Vitrectomy.** If the capsulorrhexis is still intact, a three-piece foldable or nonfoldable posterior chamber IOL can be placed in the ciliary sulcus. After the haptics are first positioned in the sulcus, the optic should be captured behind the capsulorrhexis if possible. This will ensure excellent centration because the optic cannot move. First, one side of the optic is tilted back and beneath the capsular rim before repeating the same maneuver for the other side. This maneuver can be very challenging following a vitrectomy, however, and may not be possible if the capsulorrhexis diameter is too large.

If the capsulorrhexis is not intact, there may still be enough capsular support to put the posterior chamber IOL in the sulcus. Amidst the stress of managing an unexpected complication, some surgeons use the same foldable posterior chamber IOL they were planning to implant in the capsular bag. This is not recommended for several reasons. First, moving the axial IOL position slightly forward changes the effective power of the lens; you need to decrease the power by about 1 diopter to compensate for this position change. Second, nearly all foldable lenses are 13.0 mm or less long, which is too small for the ciliary sulcus in many eyes. Although the lens may center well in the operating room, if it is too short, it can eventually rotate and subluxate peripherally over time.
For this reason, it is preferable to have longer backup IOLs available, such as a 14.0-mm long three-piece polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) IOL, or the STAAR Surgical (Monrovia, CA) AQ-2010 foldable three-piece silicone lens with an overall length of 13.5 mm. A single-piece acrylic IOL should never be placed in the sulcus because the overall length is too short and the haptics are not rigid. In addition to poorly centering the lens, the thicker, sharp-edged haptics will rub against the back surface of the iris, causing iris transillumination defects and pigmentary glaucoma.

Although anatomical studies have shown that there is no reliable way to gauge the ciliary sulcus diameter according to external landmarks, it is helpful to measure the white-to-white corneal diameter intraoperatively. If it measures 11.5 mm or less, a standard 13.0-mm long foldable IOL will probably center well in the sulcus. Absent capsulorrhexis capture, a longer IOL should be considered, however, if the sulcus diameter is 12.0 mm or larger. An advanced option is to anchor the sulcus-fixated IOL by suturing one haptic to the iris. A single 10-0 polypropylene McCannel suture around one of the haptics will be enough to keep the lens from rotating or decentering. Finally, a properly sized and well-placed anterior chamber IOL is always an excellent option if posterior chamber IOL support is not ideal.

**Final Comments**

Cautious adherence to these principles described above may help surgeons to reduce the chance of dropping the nucleus following posterior capsular rupture. However, there is a potentially fine line dividing maneuvers that are reasonable and safe from those that are overly aggressive or dangerous. Cataract surgeons must be honest in assessing their own level of comfort and expertise. Timely surgical management of a dropped nucleus by a vitreoretinal surgeon at a later date is always preferable to overstepping this fine line.

**References**

Managing the Small Pupil

A small pupil increases the likelihood of intraoperative complications and was originally considered by Dr. Charles Kelman to be a contraindication to phacoemulsification. In 1985, Dr. Robert Osher presented a series of small pupil cases that were successfully managed, utilizing a modification of the United Surgical phacoemulsification machine that provided an improvement in fluidics control. Prior to the introduction of this modification, phaco machines had only maximum and minimum settings with a bottle height fixed by a cumbersome rod. Osher introduced a new concept: surgeon-controlled vacuum with continuous irrigation from a bottle of adjustable height, regulated by an automated IV pole. The result of this innovation was a reduction of anterior chamber turbulence and improved stability.

Introducing a technique called slow-motion phacoemulsification, Osher explained that, by lowering parameters, he was able to perform phacoemulsification effectively in spite of poorly dilating pupils. He presented a paper entitled “The GASP Technique” (Golly, Another Small Pupil) at the American Intra-Ocular Implant Society meeting and Dr. Kelman was a discussant. Dr. Kelman agreed that by modifying fluidic behavior and reducing surge, the surgeon could work near the iris with diminished risk of inadvertent iris and capsular damage. This is an approach that has stood the test of time.

Today’s surgeon has a wide range of choices for handling the small pupil. It is the purpose of this chapter to review these different options and also discuss the use of reduced phaco parameters in the management of specific surgical challenges associated with the miotic pupil. The second issue of the 2008 Video Journal of Cataract and Refractive Surgery provides video footage of each of the following categories.

Options for Pharmacologic Dilation

Traditionally, the use of topical mydriatics in the form of a sympathomimetic agent combined with a parasympathetic blocker fulfilled the goal of achieving mydriasis. Adding epinephrine to the balanced salt solution (BSS) infusion has supplemented and maintained dilation. With the introduction of Ocufen (Allergan, Irvine, CA), it was realized that a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) also contributed to maintenance of dilation by blocking the miotic effect of prostaglandins released when the iris was manipulated. A cotton pledget soaked in neosynephrine and placed at the limbus was very effective in achieving maximal dilation but fell out of favor because
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of systemic concerns. However, IOL Tech, a French company, introduced Mydriasert, a sustained-release product placed in the inferior fornix. Intracameral mydriatics were introduced by Dr. Björn Lundberg and Dr. Andes Behndig\(^2\) and by Drs. Cionni, Barros, Kaufman, and Osher.\(^3\) The instillation of 1% phenylephrine directly onto the anterior capsule has been found to be helpful in maintaining pupil size in patients with intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS) by Drs. Monvikar and Allen\(^4\) and Drs. Gurbaxani and Packard.\(^5\) Dr. Joel Shugar advocated “ShugarCaine” using 1:1,000 bisulfite-free epinephrine that is mixed in a 1:3 dilution with three parts BSS+ and one part nonpreserved lidocaine 4%. Approximately 1 mL of this mixture is slowly injected into the anterior chamber before instillation of the ophthalmic viscosurgical device (OVD).\(^6\)

**Viscomydriasis With Healon 5**

Pupillary dilation can be achieved by the injection of an OVD (viscomydriasis). Healon 5 (AMO, Santa Ana, CA), a high molecular weight sodium hyaluronate OVD, is uniquely capable of dilating and maintaining a wide pupil.\(^7\) By mechanically moving iris tissue toward the angle, Healon 5 is effective in expanding the pupil (Figure 7-1). Moreover, Healon 5 behaves as a highly retentive, semi-solid material that bows the iris posteriorly, resulting in a deeper chamber with additional dilation. Some pupils will enlarge dramatically with Healon 5, while others will dilate less. In virtually all patients, however, Healon 5 produces some useful viscomydriasis, it is often necessary to reinject Healon 5 in order to maintain the effect. This is because either the OVD is aspirated or it escapes through the incision, allowing the pupil to narrow. In order to use Healon 5 most effectively as a viscomydriatic, it is important to understand how to keep the Healon 5 in the anterior chamber.

Healon 5 behaves as a dispersive OVD when the vacuum is less than about 200 mmHg and the aspiration rate is about 25 cc/min or less. If the vacuum or aspiration rate exceeds these levels, the material behaves in a cohesive manner. This unique variable viscoelastic behavior allows the surgeon to keep Healon 5 in the anterior chamber during the phacoemulsification if vacuum and aspiration rates are maintained at low levels, and then remove the OVD material readily at the conclusion of the procedure, using higher vacuum and aspiration settings. Since ultrasonic energy is capable of shattering the tightly packed, long-chained molecules, it is best to avoid anterior chamber emulsification as fractured Healon 5 is less likely to resist aspiration forces. Moreover, if a high bottle height creates a high pressure in the eye, there is a greater likelihood that the Healon 5 will be “forced” either into the aspiration port or out through the incision, especially when the latter is poorly constructed or distorted. (See below for a step-by-step explanation of the use of Healon 5 in IFIS.)

**Stretching the Pupil**

Cutting or stretching the pupillary sphincter is another method of obtaining a larger pupil during surgery. The use of scissors to create multiple sphincterotomies was popular during the 1990s before Dr. Luther Fry popularized the pupil stretch technique.\(^8\) Pupil stretching is accomplished with two blunt instruments (eg, hooks, collar buttons, retractors, etc). Under the protection of an OVD, the hooks are introduced...
and placed in the same meridian 180 degrees away from one another. The iris is then stretched with each instrument simultaneously toward the angle, momentarily held, and then released (Figure 7-2). A second stretch can be performed 90 degrees away from the first if the surgeon desires. After pupil stretching, when OVD is reinjected, an enlargement of the pupil usually occurs. While small sphincter ruptures are visible at the slit lamp following surgery, the pupil generally retains a physiologic shape and functions normally.

Peripupillary Membranectomy
Another technique involving the pupillary sphincter is peripupillary membranectomy, which Osher described in the early 1980s. In cases of uveitis or chronic pilocarpine usage, the pupil is bound down by synechiae, which prohibit the pupil from dilating. A string-like fibrotic membrane at the border of the pupil can often be stripped, which serves to release the pupil (Figure 7-3).

Iris Hooks
Iris retractors are another option for achieving mechanical dilation. Prior to the introduction of microscopic hooks, surgeons occasionally used a retraction suture or deliberately prolapsed the iris into an incision to achieve a dilatory effect. Later, metal, fine wire, and prolene retractors were introduced by Drs. Mackool, Engels, and deJuan, respectively. Iris hooks may be disposable or reusable and may be anchored by adjustable corks, sliding tabs, or weights. The technique for inserting the iris hooks requires a carefully thought-out plan since tenting the iris toward the cornea should be avoided (Figure 7-4). In cases with a shallow chamber, an instrument introduced through a remote incision may help to usher the hook into position. The surgeon may vary the number of iris hooks as well as the incisions. A recent variant has been introduced by Drs. Oetting and Omphrey. These authors described the placement of a hook below the primary cataract incision, which creates a diamond-shaped pupil for optimal visualization and manipulation of the ultrasound and irrigation and aspiration (I/A) tips. While tiny sphincter ruptures can be observed at the slit lamp following surgery, the pupil usually regains normal size and function. Although some effort and time is
required to place iris hooks, the hooks are very effective in maintaining an enlarged and stable pupil during phacoemulsification.

**Surgical Instruments and Devices for Dilating the Pupil**

A number of devices have been developed that will facilitate pupillary dilation. The first such device was the Beehler dilator, manufactured by Moria (Doylestown, PA), which was composed of three prongs that would mechanically stretch the pupil. The Graether silicone pupil dilator and the Siepser hydrogel tire were designed to mechanically open and maintain the larger pupil. Morcher introduced a plastic incomplete circle (300 degrees) that would allow the surgeon to place this device at the pupilary border and the fixed diameter would mechanically enlarge the pupil. The Milverton Perfect Pupil, manufactured by Becton Dickinson (Franklin Lakes, NJ), was a similar design with a small handle. The most recent advance is an injectable ring developed by Dr. Boris Malyugin of Moscow and distributed by MST (Redmond, WA). The closed ring is injected through a small incision and its four scrolls capture and retract the pupil border, maintaining an adequate opening until the device is removed at the conclusion of the procedure (Figure 7-5).

**MANAGING CHALLENGING CLINICAL SITUATIONS**

**Intraoperative Floppy Iris Syndrome**

Prior to the excellent detective work of Dr. David Chang and Dr. John Campbell linking IFIS with tamsulosin use, surgeons were often mystified by a perplexing group of patients whose pupils did not dilate well and who demonstrated a progressive miosis during surgery. This group of patients also routinely demonstrated a reduction of the iris tone with intraoperative billowing and iris prolapse. Thanks to the efforts of Drs. Chang and Campbell, it is understood now that tamsulosin is a primary cause of iris dysfunction during cataract surgery. IFIS is among the most challenging situations encountered by the cataract surgeon. Healon 5, which can be used to maintain pupil dilation in patients with IFIS, is a very useful tool in the management of these cases.

**Management of Intraoperative Floppy Iris Syndrome, Utilizing Healon 5**

**A Step-by-Step Approach**

**Step 1. Dilate the Pupil and Stabilize the Iris.** First, with the cannula opening well beyond the incision, inject Healon 5 into the anterior chamber to create viscomydriasis. Simultaneously, the Healon 5 will also displace the iris.
posteriorly, which helps to prevent iris billowing and prolapse. Iris stretching with instruments is not advised in IFIS, as this may result in a further reduction in the tone. Intracameral phenylephrine or intracameral epinephrine, which tightens the iris diaphragm by stimulating the dilator muscle, may also be used.

**Step 2. Use “Slow Motion” Phaco to Disassemble and Emulsify the Nucleus.** To use Healon 5 most effectively, phacoemulsification is initiated with the bevel down, buried in the anterior cortex, using an aspiration rate of 25 cc/min and a vacuum of 250 mmHg (Figure 7-6). Since the tip opening is occluded by cortex below the Healon 5, the OVD is undisturbed as several bursts of ultrasound create a divot in the lens. Fluid exchange can then occur under the Healon 5 without thermal consequences. Before continuing the phacoemulsification, one must make certain that there is fluid movement through the phaco tip, as occlusion of the tip during the emulsification can lead to thermal injury. As soon as the divot in the anterior cortex is deepened to the nucleus, reduce the vacuum to 40 mmHg, rotating the bevel up in order to sculpt safely. Since occlusion does not occur during sculpting, there is not enough aspiration to draw the Healon 5 from the anterior chamber into the exposed port. The Healon 5, therefore, remains undisturbed. Working within the posterior chamber, carefully disassemble the entire nucleus within the capsular bag. Although we prefer a chopping technique, a divide and conquer technique is usually the best approach for the less experienced surgeon. Once the lens is divided into quadrants, the vacuum may be raised to 190 mmHg to facilitate the emulsification of the nuclear fragments. The surgeon should try to emulsify the nucleus within the capsular bag, leaving the Healon 5 undisturbed in the anterior chamber. The settings vary from surgeon to surgeon depending on the height of the table, the phaco machine, the incision size, power modulation, bottle height, type of sleeve, etc. However, once the principles of reduced vacuum and flow are understood and mastered, the surgeon is usually able to retain the Healon 5 and maintain pupillary dilation throughout the phacoemulsification procedure.

**Step 3. Removal of Cortex and Healon 5.** After phacoemulsification of the nucleus is complete, the cortex and Healon 5 are removed using standard irrigation and aspiration (I/A) and the capsular bag can be inflated with standard Healon or Healon 5. We prefer to use Healon 5 although special care must be taken to remove all of the Healon 5 after the intraocular lens (IOL) implantation. Healon 5 has a high molecular weight and can lead to markedly elevated postoperative intraocular pressures if this material is not removed in its entirety from behind the IOL.

In order to minimize the chance of late iris prolapse, the incision should be hydrated before inserting the I/A. After IOL implantation and removal of OVD from the capsular bag, intracameral miochol is injected to constrict the pupil. The combination of a hydrated small incision and a pharmacologically constricted pupil acts to reduce the tendency for iris prolapse.

**Uveitis**

Any previous inflammation may result in a bound down, small pupil with posterior synechiae between the iris and the lens. Separating the visible adhesions is often only the “tip of the iceberg” since the iris may also be adherent to the lens more peripherally. Occasionally, there is obvious retraction of the iris or retroillumination defects that may indicate extensive fibrosis, in which case visco separation or blunt dissection is necessary.
Chapter 7

Management of Iris Synechiae:
A Step-by-Step Approach

Step 1. Analyze the Extent of Pupillary Fibrosis and Lens to Iris Synechiae. Place Healon 5 in the anterior chamber to provide viscomydriasis as described above. Look for evidence of restricted dilation of the pupil and locate areas of adhesions of the iris to the lens capsule.

Step 2. Use Mechanical Measures to Open the Pupil, if Necessary. If there is evidence of pupillary fibrosis which prevents the dilation of the pupil with Healon 5, the surgeon may attempt to grasp the pupil margin with a micro-forceps and then with light traction, determine whether a peripupillary membrane is present. On occasion this membrane can simply be removed, freeing the pupil. If this is unsuccessful, the pupil should be stretched mechanically. Healon 5 should be utilized again in an effort to dilate the pupil. If an adequate pupil size cannot be obtained after these maneuvers, iris hooks may be employed as described above.

Step 3. Use Healon 5 and Blunt Dissection, if Necessary, to Lyse Iris to Lens Synechiae. Lyzing the synechiae at the pupillary border frequently can be accomplished with the Healon 5 cannula. More extensive fibrosis may require visco separation or blunt dissection. Subincisional adhesions may be separated with either a “J-shaped” cannula through the primary incision, a sweeping maneuver with the Healon 5 cannula from the side port, or an iridotomy may be performed to allow the introduction of either a spatula or the OVD cannula for viscodissection.

Whenever there is evidence of old intraocular inflammation, especially when the iris has undergone significant surgical manipulation, pericocular steroids and NSAIDs, as well as topical steroids, should be considered to prevent excessive postoperative inflammation and synechial recurrence.

Pseudoexfoliation

In pseudoexfoliation, careful preoperative biomicroscopy reveals the powdery white material that may or may not be present in the classic tri-zonal distribution. A weakness of zonules is associated with pseudoexfoliation, but in most instances, it is the small pupil that creates the greatest potential for intraoperative complications. Suboptimal dilation associated with pseudoexfoliation is fortunately not accompanied by either iris atonicity or iris synechiae, and the Fry pupil stretch technique is usually very effective in creating pupillary dilation.

Management of the Miotic Pupil in Pseudoexfoliation: A Step-by-Step Approach

Step 1. Dilate the Pupil Using Pupillary Stretching. After filling the chamber with Healon 5, two dull Y-hooks or collar button hooks are introduced, one through the main incision and the other through a side-port incision. Alternatively, two side-port incisions may be utilized. The tips of the hooks are advanced until the pupil margin is engaged in the same meridian but on opposite sides of the pupil. The distal hook is advanced while the proximal hook is retracted. The pupil is stretched and held in a stretched position for a moment. Care should be taken not to damage the anterior lens capsule. The hooks can be repositioned in a meridian 90 degrees away for an additional stretch if desired.

Step 2. Use “Slow-Motion” Phacoemulsification to Disassemble and Emulsify the Nucleus. Once the pupil has been stretched, the injection of Healon 5 will further widen the pupil. Slow-motion phacoemulsification with lowered parameters offers the best strategy to retain the Healon 5 and maintain dilation in cases of pseudoexfoliation. The technique for using Healon 5 with slow-motion phacoemulsification is the same as with IFIS. (See the above description of the use of slow-motion phacoemulsification, under the discussion of IFIS.) Should the surgeon encounter any signs of significant zonular weakness, he or she should be familiar with the use of iris/capsular retractors to stabilize the lens bag as well as a capsular tension ring (see Chapter 14, Capsular Tension Rings), which has greatly improved the management of this serious complication.

White or Brunescent Cataract

The mature cataract is often associated with a poorly dilating pupil. Even when the pupil dilates to 5 mm, the presence of a white or an extremely brunescent cataract compromises visualization of the anterior capsule. This reduced visualization makes the creation of a continuous curvilinear capsulotomy very difficult. With mature lenses, visualization of the anterior capsule is greatly facilitated by the use of capsule dyes,
such as indocyanine green, introduced by Horiguchi et al., and trypan blue, first described by Melles et al.

Staining the anterior capsule with these dyes can be accomplished by a number of different techniques, but we prefer a three-step method utilizing Healon 5.23

Capsule Staining, Utilizing Healon 5: A Step-by-Step Approach

Step 1. Place Healon 5 over the Anterior Capsule. Healon 5 is injected into the anterior chamber, being careful not to overfill it. Healon 5, which is highly retentive under conditions of low flow, provides a very stable chamber for intraocular manipulation.

Step 2. Create a Space Between Healon 5 and the Anterior Capsule. Inject BSS directly onto the anterior capsule, elevating the Healon 5 into the corneal dome while creating a thin layer of fluid directly over the anterior capsule.

Step 3. Inject Capsular Staining Dye Into the Supracapsular Space. Trypan blue is then placed into the thin BSS-filled space. This results in an even stain of the anterior capsule without creating an “ink blot” in the anterior chamber or forcing dye under pressure through the zonules into the vitreous cavity. The Osher dye cannula (Storz [Bausch & Lomb, San Dimas, CA] and Crestpoint Management [St Louis, MO]) has the port on the posterior surface of the cannula that allows the dye to be delivered precisely onto the anterior capsular surface. It may be necessary to inject additional BSS or Healon 5 to gain optimal visualization before proceeding with the capsulorrhexis.

Small Pupil Associated With Iridodialysis

Rarely, the anterior segment surgeon will encounter a traumatic cataract associated with extensive iris disinsertion. Depending upon the extent of the damage, the pupil may appear miotic and eccentric. The iris must be reattached to the sclera by a series of nonabsorbable horizontal mattress sutures. Following the repair of the iridodialysis, the use of iris hooks or pupil-expanding devices may be helpful if pharmacologic dilation still fails to achieve an appropriate pupil size.

SUMMARY

Dr. Charles Kelman, the father of phacoemulsification, alerted his disciples to the perils of operating upon the cataract patient with a small pupil. For many years, the small pupil was one of Dr. Kelman’s contraindications to phacoemulsification. Fortunately, advances in machine technology, viscosurgery, surgical techniques, and devices for mechanical dilation have made operating within the small pupil far more safe and compatible with an excellent visual outcome.
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Introduced by Dr. Charles Kelman in 1962, phacoemulsification machines have undergone constant improvement, ever increasing both their complexity and safety. There is one principle, however, that remains unchanged. All phaco machines consist of a computer to generate electrical signals and a transducer to turn these electronic signals into mechanical energy. The energy thus produced is passed through a hollow needle and is controlled within the eye to overcome the inertia of the lens and emulsify it. Once turned into emulsate, fluidic systems remove the emulsate, replacing it with balanced salt solution (BSS).

**Power Generation**

Power is created by an interaction between frequency and stroke length.

Frequency is defined as the speed of the needle movement. The manufacturer of the machine determines it. Presently, most machines operate at a frequency between 27,000 cycles per second (Hz) to 50,000 cycles per second. This frequency range is efficient for nuclear emulsification. Lower frequencies become less efficient and higher frequencies create excess heat.

Stroke length is defined as the length of the needle movement. This length is generally 2 to 6 mils (thousandths of an inch). Most machines operate in the 2 to 4 mil range. One mil is 25 microns. Therefore, most phaco needles travel a distance of 50 to 100 microns. The longer the stroke length, the greater the physical impact on the nucleus and the greater the generation of cavitation energy. Longer stroke lengths, like higher frequencies, however, tend to generate extra heat.

Stroke length is determined by foot pedal excursion in position 3 during linear control of phaco. As the foot pedal is depressed, the stroke length and therefore the power increase to the preset maximum. New foot pedals allow the surgeon to control the throw length in each major division, increasing the capability of the surgeon to manage control of both the fluidic and ultrasonic components of phaco.

**Tuning**

The central processing unit (CPU) of modern phaco machines recognizes when the phaco needle passes into different intraocular media. For example, the resistance of the aqueous is less than the resistance of the cortex, which in turn, is less than the resistance of the nucleus. As the resistance to the phaco tip varies to maintain maximum efficiency dependent on the machine, small alterations in frequency or stroke length are created by the tuning circuitry in the CPU.
This is important to minimize the excessive generation of ultrasonic energy, which is harmful to the intraocular contents. The surgeon will subjectively determine good tuning circuitry by a sense of smoothness and power.

**Phaco Energy**

The actual tangible forces that emulsify the nucleus are thought to be a blend of the “jackhammer” effect and cavitation energy.¹ The jackhammer effect is the physical striking of the needle against the nucleus. The cavitation effect is more convoluted. Recent studies indicate that there are two kinds of cavitation energy. One is transient cavitation and the other is sustained cavitation.

**Transient Cavitation**

The phaco needle, moving through a liquid medium at ultrasonic speeds, gives rise to intense zones of high and low pressure. Low pressure, created with backward movement of the tip, pulls dissolved gases out of solution, thus producing micro bubbles. Forward tip movement then creates an equally intense zone of high pressure. This initiates compression of the micro bubbles until they implode. At the moment of implosion, the bubbles create a temperature of 7204°C degrees and a shock wave of 5,171,100 mbar. Of the micro bubbles created, 75% implode, amassing to create a powerful shock wave radiating from the phaco tip in the direction of the bevel with annular spread. However, 25% of the bubbles are too large to implode. These micro bubbles are swept up in the shock wave and radiate with it. Transient cavitation is a violent event. The energy created by transient cavitation exists for no more than 4 milliseconds and is present only in the immediate vicinity of the phaco tip and within its lumen. It is this form of cavitation that is thought to generate the energy responsible for emulsification of cataractous material. Additionally, transient cavitation is instrumental in clearing nuclear fragments within the phaco needle, preventing repetitive needle clogging.

The transient cavitation energy can be directed in any desired direction. The angle of the bevel of the phaco needle governs the direction of the generation of the shock wave and micro bubbles.

I have developed a method of visualization of these forces called "enhanced cavitation." Using this process, it can be seen that with a 45-degree tip, the cavitation wave is generated at 45 degrees from the tip. Similarly, a 30-degree tip generates cavitation at a 30-degree angle from the bevel, and a 15-degree tip 15 degrees from the bevel. A 0-degree tip creates the cavitation wave directly in front of the tip and the focal point is 0.5 mm from the tip. The Kelman tip has a broad band of powerful cavitation that radiates from the area of the angle in the shaft. A weak area of cavitation is developed from the bevel but is inconsequential.

Taking into consideration analysis of enhanced cavitation, it can be concluded that phacoemulsification is most efficient when both the jackhammer effect and cavitation energy are combined. To accomplish this, the bevel of the needle should be turned toward the nucleus or nuclear fragment. This simple maneuver will cause the broad bevel of the needle to strike the nucleus. This will enhance the physical force of the needle striking the nucleus. In addition, the cavitation force is then concentrated into the nucleus rather than away from it. Finally, in this configuration, the vacuum force can be maximally exploited as occlusion is encouraged. This causes energy to emulsify the nucleus and be absorbed by it. A 0-degree tip automatically focuses both the jackhammer and cavitation energy directly in front of it. When the bevel is turned away from the nucleus, the cavitation energy is directed up and away from the nucleus toward the iris and endothelium.

**Sustained Cavitation**

If phaco is energized beyond 4 milliseconds, transient cavitation with generation of micro bubbles and shock waves ends. The bubbles then begin to vibrate without implosion. No shock wave is generated. Therefore, there is no emulsification energy produced. Sustained cavitation is ineffective for emulsification.

Water bath, hydrophonic studies indicate that transient cavitation is significantly more powerful than sustained cavitation. With this information in mind, it would appear that continuous phaco is best used to emulsify the intact nucleus, held in place by the capsular bag, during the sculpting phase of divide and conquer or stop and chop. Jackhammer energy is most important for emulsification in this setting.

Transient cavitation is maximized during micropulse phaco. This is best used during phaco of the nuclear fragments in the later phase of the above two procedures or during phaco chop procedures.

**Modification of Phaco Power Intensity**

Application of the minimal amount of phaco power intensity necessary for adequate emulsification of the
nucleus is desirable. Unnecessary power intensity is a cause of heat with subsequent wound damage, endothelial cell damage, and iris damage with alteration of the blood-aqueous barrier. Phaco power intensity can be modified by the following:

- Alteration in stroke length
- Alteration of duration
- Alteration of emission

**Alteration in Stroke Length**

Stroke length is determined by foot pedal adjustment. When set for linear phaco, depression of the foot pedal will increase stroke length and therefore power. New foot pedals, such as those found in the AMO (Santa Ana, CA) Sovereign/Signature and the Alcon (Fort Worth, TX) Infinity, permit surgeon adjustment of the throw length of the pedal in position 3. This can refine power application.

The Bausch & Lomb (Rochester, NY) Millennium/Stellaris dual linear foot pedal permits the separation of the fluidic aspects of the foot pedal from the power elements.

**Alteration of Duration**

The duration of application of phaco power has a dramatic effect on overall power delivered. Usage of pulse or burst mode phaco will considerably decrease overall power delivery. New machines allow for a power pulse of duration alternating with a period of aspiration only. Burst mode (parameter is machine dependent) is characterized by 80- or 120-millisecond periods of power combined with fixed short periods of aspiration only. Pulse mode utilizes fixed pulses of power of 50 or 150 milliseconds with variable short periods of aspiration only.

**Micro-Pulse (Hyper-Pulse)**

Through the development of highly responsive and low mass piezo crystals, combined with software modifications, the manufacturers of phaco machines have shortened the cycle of on and off time. This process, patented by AMO, is called “micro-pulse.” This technology is now available in most phaco machines.

A duty cycle is defined as the length of time of power on combined with power off. The short bursts of phaco energy followed by a short period without phaco energy allows two important events to occur. First, the period without phaco energy permits the nuclear material to be drawn toward the phaco tip to increase efficiency. Second, the absence of power allows inflow of irrigating fluid in the micro cavity between the phaco tip and nuclear fragment. This renewal of fluid is important to provide new fuel for transient cavitation as well as for cooling of the phaco tip.

The cool phaco tip has been termedcold phaco.

This is a misnomer as the phaco tip is not cold but warm. However, studies indicate that it will not develop a temperature greater than 55°C, the temperature required to create a wound burn. Phaco techniques such as phaco chop utilize minimal periods of power in pulse mode, or micro-pulse mode, to reduce superfluous power delivery to the anterior chamber. In addition, the use of pulse mode, or micro-pulse mode, to remove the epinucleus provides for an added margin of safety. When the epinucleus is emulsified, the posterior capsule is exposed to the phaco tip and may move toward it due to surge. Activation of pulse phaco, or micro-pulse phaco, will create a deeper anterior chamber to work within. This occurs because, as noted previously, each period of phaco energy is followed by an interval of no energy. The epinucleus is drawn toward the phaco tip during the interval of absence of energy, producing partial occlusion and interrupting outflow. This allows inflow to deepen the anterior chamber immediately prior to onset of another pulse of phaco energy. The surgeon will recognize the outcome as operating in a deeper, more stable anterior chamber.

**Pulse Shaping**

This is a modification of varying power duration. By changing the morphology of the power burst in hyper-pulse phaco, the power can be delivered with greater effectiveness. Different manufactures have developed different burst morphology.

AMO (Whitestar/Signature) uses increased control and efficiency (ICE). A 1-millisecond punch of power with an amplitude of 7% of the preset power maximum is delivered at the beginning of each burst. This “kicker” has two consequences. First, it drives the nucleus away from the phaco tip sufficiently to augment partial occlusion phaco. Second, it allows the phaco tip to accelerate to the preset velocity almost instantly. The result is more effective phaco of the fragments.

Bausch & Lomb (Millennium/Stellaris) has taken a different approach. They bring the power up to maximum more slowly. They believe the slow increase in power enhances partial occlusion by not pushing the fragment away from the phaco tip.
Alteration of Emission

The emission of phaco energy is modified by tip selection. Phaco tips can be modified to accentuate the following:
- Power
- Flow
- A combination of both

Power intensity is modified by altering bevel tip angle. Noted previously, the bevel of the phaco tip will focus power in the direction of the bevel. The Kelman tip will produce broad powerful cavitation directed away from the angle in the shaft. This tip is excellent for the hardest of nuclei. New flare and cobra tips direct cavitation into the opening of the bevel of the tip. Thus random emission of phaco energy is minimized. Designer tips such as the “Flathead” designed by Dr. Barry Seibel and power wedges designed by Mr. Douglas Mastel modify the direction and focus delivery of phaco energy intensity.

Power intensity and flow are modified by utilizing a 0-degree tip. This tip will focus power directly ahead of the tip and enhance occlusion due to the smaller surface area of its orifice. Small diameter tips, such as 21-gauge tips or flair tips, change fluid flow rates. Although they do not actually change power intensity, they appear to have this effect, as the nucleus must be emulsified into smaller pieces for removal through the smaller diameter tip.

The Alcon aspiration bypass system (ABS) tip modification is available with a 0-degree tip, a Kelman tip, or a flare tip. The flare is a modification of power intensity and the ABS a flow modification. In the ABS system, a 0.175-mm hole in the shaft permits a variable flow of fluid into the needle, even during occlusion. Therefore, occlusion is never allowed to occur. This flow adjustment serves to minimize surge.

Finally, flow can be modified by utilizing one of the microseal tips. These tips have a flexible outer sleeve to seal the phaco incision. They also have a rigid inner sleeve or a ribbed shaft configuration to protect cooling irrigant inflow. Thus a tight seal allows flow phaco without danger of wound burns. Phaco power intensity is the energy that emulsifies the lens nucleus. The phaco tip must operate in a cool environment and with adequate space to isolate its actions from delicate intraocular structures. This portion of the action of the machine is dependent upon its fluidics.

Vacuum Sources

There are three categories of vacuum sources or pumps. These are flow pumps, vacuum pumps, and hybrid pumps. The primary example of the flow pump type is the peristaltic pump. These pumps allow for independent control of both aspiration rate (flow) and aspiration level (vacuum). The primary example of the vacuum pump is the Venturi pump. This pump type allows direct control of only vacuum level. Flow is dependent upon vacuum level setting. Additional example types are the rotary vane and diaphragmatic pumps. The primary example of the hybrid pump is the AMO Sovereign/Signature peristaltic pump or the Bausch & Lomb Concentrix pump. These pumps are interesting as they are able to act like either a vacuum or flow pump depending on programming. They are generally controlled by digital inputs creating incredible flexibility and responsiveness.

The challenge to the surgeon is to balance the effect of phaco power intensity, which tends to push nuclear fragments away from the phaco tip, with the effect of flow, which attracts fragments toward the phaco tip, and vacuum, which holds the fragments on the phaco tip. Generally, low flow slows down intraocular events, and high vacuum speeds them up. Low
or zero vacuum is helpful during sculpting of hard or large nucleus where the high power intensity of the tip may be applied near the iris or anterior capsule. Zero vacuum will prevent inadvertent aspiration of the iris or capsule, avoiding significant morbidity.

**Surge**

A fundamental limiting factor in the selection of high levels of vacuum or flow is the development of surge. When the phaco tip is occluded, flow is interrupted and vacuum builds to its preset level. Emulsification of the occluding fragment then clears the occlusion. Flow instantaneously begins at the preset level in the presence of the high vacuum level. In addition, if the aspiration line tubing is not reinforced to prevent collapse (a function of tubing compliance), the tubing will have constricted during the occlusion. It then expands on occlusion break. This expansion is an additional source of vacuum production. These factors trigger a rush of fluid from the anterior segment into the phaco tip. The fluid in the anterior chamber may not be replaced rapidly enough by infusion to prevent shallowing of the anterior chamber. Therefore, with sudden volume reduction in the anterior chamber there is succeeding rapid anterior movement of the posterior capsule. This abrupt forceful stretching of the bag around nuclear fragments (especially if the fragment is hard with jagged edges) may be a cause of capsular tears. In addition, the posterior capsule can be literally sucked into the phaco tip, tearing it. The magnitude of the surge is contingent on the duration of occlusion and the pre-surge settings of flow and vacuum.

Classically selecting lower levels of flow and vacuum control surge. The phaco machine manufacturers help to decrease surge by providing noncompliant aspiration tubing that will not constrict in the presence of high levels of vacuum. More important are the following noteworthy new technologies:

- **CASE: AMO Sovereign/Signature**—Microprocessors sample vacuum and flow parameters 50 times a second, creating a "virtual" anterior chamber model. At the moment of occlusion, the computer senses the decrease in flow and instantaneously slows the pump to stop surge production. The Alcon Infinity works in a similar manner.
- **Dual Linear: Bausch & Lomb Millennium/Stellaris**—The dual linear foot pedal can be programmed to separate both the flow and vacuum from power. In this way, flow or vacuum can be lowered before beginning the emulsification of an occluding fragment. The emulsification therefore occurs in the presence of a lower vacuum or flow so that surge is minimized.
- **ABS: Alcon Infinity/Legacy**—The ABS tips have 0.175-mm holes drilled in the shaft of the needle. During occlusion, the hole provides for a constant alternate fluid flow. This will cause dampening of the surge on occlusion break.

**Nonlongitudinal Phaco: Modification of Fluid Control by Power Modulations**

Three significant, trend-setting technologies have revolutionized the way power is modulated. When employing these power modulations, the duration of power operation and the motion of needle movement are significant on their effect on fluid flow and occlusion. These modulations have an effect on the fluidic balance during phaco, which is as important to chamber maintenance and ease of removal of nuclear fragments as the preset vacuum and flow.

- **Micro-Pulse Phaco**—Discussed previously, the rapid 4-millisecond power on cycle maximizes the development of transient cavitational energy. All cavitation energy in the 4-millisecond burst is capable of emulsifying tissue. The ensuing 4-millisecond period of aspiration replenishes fluid at the phaco tip and cools it. The use of micro-pulse phaco is necessary to create the shift in phaco technique from post-occlusion phaco to partial-occlusion phaco.
- **Torsional Phaco (Alcon Infinity Ozil Handpiece)**—Classic phaco has utilized a phaco tip that moves forward and backward, or longitudinally. Torsional phaco is defined as a 32-kHz oscillatory movement of an angled (Kelman) phaco tip. This can be combined with longitudinal movement of the needle at 44 kHz. The torsional component is linear and the longitudinal component can be micro-pulse. The potential flexibility of this system is enormous.
- **Ellips Phaco (AMO Signature)**—In this system the longitudinal movement of the phaco tip at 38 kHz is combined with a transversal motion at 26 kHz. The resultant movement of the needle can be described as prolate-spheroid (shaped much like an egg cut in half).
Partial-Occlusion Phacoemulsification

The way to avoid surge is to prevent total occlusion entirely. By definition, a surge requires total occlusion. In partial-occlusion phaco, micro-pulse phaco is the catalyst. The nuclear fragment is brought close to the phaco tip with a 4-millisecond period of aspiration until the fragment partially occludes it. With the onset of a 4-millisecond burst of phaco energy, the fragment is emulsified before it can totally occlude the phaco tip. Therefore, flow never falls to zero and vacuum never builds to maximum. Surge is avoided. This appears to be an exceptionally proficient process of emulsification. It allows for fragment removal with minimal energy intensity and duration and results in a deep and controlled anterior chamber.

Torsional (Ozil) technology (Alcon) and Ellips (AMO) also generate preocclusion phaco. The oscillatory movements of the phaco tip automatically knock the fragments off the phaco tip. Unlike longitudinal phaco where the removal of tissue is described as coring, the removal with nonlongitudinal phaco is described as shaving. Since the oscillatory movement holds lens material close to the phaco tip without total occlusion, the partial occlusion environment of this system generates remarkable followability and deep, stable anterior chambers.

**Phacoemulsification**

**Technique and Machine Technology**

The patient will have the best visual result when total phaco energy delivered to the anterior segment is minimized. Additionally, phaco energy should be focused into the nucleus. This will prevent damage to iris blood vessels, trabecular meshwork, and endothelium. Finally, proficient emulsification will lead to shorter overall surgical time. Therefore, a lesser amount of irrigation fluid will pass through the anterior segment. The general principles of power management are to focus phaco energy into the nucleus, vary fluid parameters for efficient sculpting and fragment removal, and minimize surge.

Generally, all phaco procedures have two phases. The first is the creation of fragments. This requires sculpting or chopping. The second phase is the removal of the fragments in a controlled approach. Occlusion is mandatory to move fragments to the iris plane. Fragment removal is assisted by partial-occlusion phaco.

All phaco techniques are preceded by capsulorhexis, cortical cleaving hydrodissection, and removal of the superior cortex and epinucleus to expose the endonucleus.

**Divide and Conquer Phaco**

**Sculpting**

To focus cavitation energy into the nucleus, a 0-degree tip or a 15- or 30-degree tip turned bevel down ought to be utilized. Zero or low vacuum (depending on the manufacturer’s recommendation) is mandatory for bevel-down phaco. This will prevent occlusion. Occlusion, at best, will cause excessive movement of the nucleus during sculpting. At worst, occlusion occurring near the equator, or deep within the nucleus, may capture nucleus, adherent cortex, capsule, and vitreous. This is an origin of tears in the equatorial or posterior bag early in the phaco procedure. Once the groove is judged to be adequately deep (about 3 phaco tip diameters deep), the bevel of the tip should be rotated to the bevel-up position and vacuum can be increased. This will improve visibility and prevent the risk of phaco through the posterior nucleus and posterior capsule. Sculpting is assisted by the use of panel control continuous phaco. This is because the nucleus is held in place by the capsular bag. Therefore, pressure against the nucleus will allow the jackhammer effect to take over and emulsify a groove.

If micro-pulse phaco is used for sculpting, duty cycles with longer power on than off should be selected. This will allow phaco to proceed with clean emulsification and avoid pushing the nucleus ahead of the phaco tip, potentially damaging zonules.

Nonlongitudinal phaco is generally not as effective as longitudinal phaco for sculpting.

When the initial groove is judged adequate, the nucleus is rotated 90 degrees and another groove is created. Next a 180-degree rotation allows access for creation of the final groove.

**Quadrant and Fragment Removal**

The grooves are expanded cracking a fragment, which is then mobilized to the level of the iris. The tip selected, as noted previously, is retained. Vacuum and flow are increased to reasonable limits governed by the machine being used. The limiting factor to these levels is the development of surge. Therefore, the use of micro-pulse phaco or nonlongitudinal phaco is best used at this stage. The bevel of the tip is turned toward the quadrant or fragment. Low pulsed or burst power...
is applied at a level high enough to emulsify the fragment without driving it away from the phaco tip.

“Chatter” is defined as a fragment bouncing away from the phaco tip due to excessively aggressive application of phaco energy.

**Epinucleus and Cortex Removal**

If cortical cleaving hydrodissection has been performed, the endonucleus is removed first as noted above. The result is a shell of epinucleus and cortex. For removal of epinucleus and cortex, the vacuum is decreased while flow is maintained. This will allow for grasping of the epinucleus just deep to the anterior capsule. The low vacuum will help the tip hold the epinucleus on the phaco tip without breaking off chunks. High vacuum results in breaking off pieces of epinucleus and cortex, making it more difficult to remove. With the fluid parameters balanced, the epinucleus/cortex scrolls around the equator and can be pulled to the level of the iris. There, low power pulsed or hyper pulse phaco is employed for emulsification.

**Stop and Chop Phaco**

Groove creation is performed as noted above under divide and conquer sculpting techniques. Once a single deep groove is adequate vacuum and flow are increased to improve holding capability of the phaco tip. The nucleus is rotated 90 degrees and the phaco tip is driven into the mass of one heminucleus using pulsed linear phaco. The sleeve should be 1 mm from the base of the bevel of the phaco tip to create adequate exposed needle length for sufficient holding power. Excessive phaco energy application is to be avoided, as this will cause nucleus immediately adjacent to the tip to be emulsified. The gap thus created in the vicinity of the tip is responsible for interfering with the seal around the tip and therefore the capability of vacuum to hold the nucleus. The nucleus will then pop off the phaco tip, making chopping more difficult. With a good seal, the heminucleus can be drawn toward the incision and the chopper can be inserted at the endonucleus-epinucleus junction. The chopper is then drawn down and left, while the phaco tip is pushed up and right. This will result in chopping of the heminucleus.

After the first chop, a second similar chop is performed so the heminucleus is divided into three pieces. One pie-shaped piece of nucleus thus created is elevated to the iris plane (occlusion is utilized to move fragments) and removed with low power hyper-pulsed phaco or nonlongitudinal phaco as discussed in the divide and conquer section. Each fragment and the remaining heminucleus are removed in turn. Epinucleus and cortex removal are also performed as noted above.

**Phaco Chop**

Phaco chop requires no sculpting. Therefore, the procedure is initiated with high vacuum and flow and linear pulsed or micro-pulse phaco power. Nonlongitudinal phaco does not work well for the actual chopping as the shaving movement of the phaco tip prevents an adequate vacuum seal to assist chopping and fragment mobilization. For a 0-degree tip, especially when emulsifying a hard nucleus, a small trough may be required to create adequate room for the phaco tip to push deep into the nucleus. For a 15- or a 30-degree tip, the tip should be rotated bevel down to engage the nucleus. The phaco tip should be encased within the endonucleus with the minimal amount of power necessary. All chopping procedures require 1 mm of exposed phaco tip to create adequate holding power for chopping. If the phaco tip is inserted into the nucleus with excess power, the adjacent nucleus will be emulsified, creating a poor seal between nucleus and tip. This will make it impossible to remove fragments, as the tip will just “let go” of the nuclear material. Additionally, the bevel should be turned toward the fragment to create a seal between tip and fragment, allowing vacuum to build and create holding power.

**Horizontal Chop**

A few bursts or pulses of phaco energy will allow the tip to be encased within the nucleus. It then can be drawn toward the incision to allow the chopper access to the epi-endo nuclear junction. The chopping instrument is passed over the nucleus and under the anterior capsule into this junction. It may be helpful to rotate the chopper to horizontal as it passes below the anterior capsule. If the nucleus comes off the phaco tip, excessive power has produced a space around the tip, impeding vacuum holding power as noted above. Pulling the chopper down and left and pushing the phaco tip up and right will generate the first chop. Minimal rotation of the nucleus will allow for creation of the second chop. The first pie-shaped piece of nucleus is mobilized with high vacuum and elevated to the iris plane. There it is emulsified with low linear hyper-pulse or nonlongitudinal power, high vacuum, and moderate flow.
**Vertical Chop**

Once the phaco tip is embedded within the nucleus as previously described, a sharp chopper (Nichamin, Katena, Denville, NJ) is pushed down into the mass of the nucleus at the same time the phaco tip is elevated. The chopper is then drawn down and left and the phaco tip up and right. This creates a cleavage plane in the nucleus. With a second chop the fragment created is mobilized to the iris plane and removed as noted above. When the nucleus is noted to be hard, the process of rotation and vertical chopping is repeated until the entire nucleus is chopped. Usually, at this point, the nucleus loses its rigidity, allowing the segments to be mobilized without difficulty.

**Microincisional Phaco**

The development of micro-pulse and nonlongitudinal phaco (‘cold phaco’) has led to the performance of phaco through increasingly small incisions with tighter irrigation sleeves, no irrigation sleeves, and decreased inflow.

**Bimanual Microincisional Phaco**

Two incisions are created 90 degrees apart. Their size is dependent on the instrumentation. Twenty-gauge instruments require 1.4-mm incisions while 21-gauge instruments require 1.2-mm incisions. There is no irrigating sleeve on the phaco tip. The instrumentation for this procedure is important and the relationship between the instrument and incision size is essential. If the wound is too tight, it is difficult to manipulate the instruments. If the wound is too large, excessive outflow permits chamber shallowing with an unstable anterior segment. The instruments can be moved forward and backward through the incisions without creating corneal distortion. If the instruments are angled in the incision, sufficient corneal distortion occurs that the procedure is appreciably more difficult. The irrigating chopper should be parallel to the iris and above it. The inflow current thus created tends to wash fragments toward the unsleeved phaco tip. The small incisions cause less disruption of the blood-aqueous barrier and are more stable and secure. Presently a new incision is created for intraocular lens (IOL) implantation. In the future, with insertion of an IOL through the 1.4-mm incision, there should be less disruption of ocular integrity, immediate return to full activities, and less risk of postoperative wound complications.

**Microincisional Coaxial Phaco**

A thin-walled, flared 21-gauge phaco tip and thinner irrigation sleeve is available for Infinity (Alcon) machines and now permits phaco through a 2.2-mm incision. Despite the smaller incision, inflow is adequate to maintain a deep anterior chamber. The procedure is no more difficult than when performed through a 2.8-mm incision. Alcon also manufactures a one-piece acrylic IOL and injector that is capable of implanting the IOL through the 2.2-mm unenlarged incision.

**Irrigation and Aspiration**

Similar to phaco, anterior chamber stability during irrigation and aspiration (I/A) is due to an equilibrium of inflow and outflow. Wound outflow can be minimized by employing a soft sleeve around the I/A tip. Combined with a small incision (2.8 to 3 mm), a deep and stable anterior chamber will result. Generally, a 0.3-mm I/A tip is used. With this orifice, a vacuum of 500 mmHg and flow of 20 cc/min is excellent to tease cortex from the capsular fornices. Linear vacuum allows the cortex to be grasped under the anterior capsule with low vacuum and drawn into the center of the pupil at the iris plane. There, in the safety of a deep anterior chamber, vacuum can be increased and the cortex aspirated.

Bimanual I/A is also a viable procedure. A 21-gauge irrigating cannula provides inflow through one paracentesis while an unsleeved 21-gauge aspiration cannula is used through the opposite paracentesis. The instruments can be easily switched, making removal of stubborn cortex considerably easier.

**Vitrectomy**

Most phaco machines are equipped with a vitreous cutter that is activated by compressed air or by electric motor. As noted previously, preservation of a deep anterior chamber is contingent upon an equilibrium of inflow and outflow. For vitrectomy, a 23-gauge cannula, or chamber maintainer, inserted through a paracentesis, provides inflow. Bottle height should be adequate to prevent chamber collapse. The vitrector should be inserted through another paracentesis. If equipped with a Charles Sleeve, this should be removed and discarded. Utilizing a flow of 20 cc/min, vacuum of 250 mmHg, and a cutting rate of 450 or more cuts/min, the vitrector should be placed through the tear in the posterior capsule, orifice facing upward, pulling vitreous out of the anterior chamber and back to the plane of the posterior capsule.
Alternatively, the vitrector can be inserted through a pars plana incision 3 mm posterior to the limbus. Recently, 25-gauge vitrectomy instruments have been introduced. Their ultimate utility, however, is not yet clear. In an effort to better visualize the vitreous for thorough vitrectomy, unpreserved sterile prednisone acetate (Kenalog), previously purchased from a formulating pharmacy, can be injected into the vitreous. The prednisone particles adhere to the vitreous strands, making the invisible visible.

**SUMMARY**

The phaco process is a balance of technology and technique. Awareness of the principles that influence phaco machine settings is a prerequisite for the performance of a proficient and safe operation. Additionally, often during the procedure, there is a demand for modification of the initial parameters. A thorough understanding of fundamental principles will enhance the capability of the surgeon for appropriate response to this requirement. It is this crucial attitude that through relentless evaluation of the interaction of the machine, and the phaco procedure, the skillful surgeon will find innovative methods to enhance technique.
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Chapter 9

Setting Phaco Parameters

Mark Packer, MD, FACS; I. Howard Fine, MD; and Richard S. Hoffman, MD

DEFINING PARAMETERS

Phaco parameters represent a group of numbers that control the various functions of a phaco machine. Although all phaco machines obey the same general principles, each model of machine is unique; therefore, the parameters do not transfer identically from machine to machine. Each surgeon should adjust to best effect, or optimize, his or her parameters for each machine he or she uses. While surgical facility or ease of use and absence of complications represent intraoperative criteria for optimization, early postoperative outcomes best reflect the impact of phaco on the eye.

Recording and evaluating outcomes on a consistent basis allows ongoing improvement in all facets of surgery, including phaco parameters. The clarity of the cornea and aqueous vary directly with the optimization of phaco parameters; they can be measured quickly at the slit lamp and more precisely with optical coherence tomography, specular microscopy, and laser flare photometry. The uncorrected visual acuity at the first postoperative examination may also be used to assess phaco parameters (as long as surgical technique, intraocular lens power calculations, and correction of pre-existing keratometric astigmatism, among other factors, are held constant or at least taken into account).

Programming phaco parameters varies with surgical technique. An understanding of the actions of aspiration, vacuum, and power allows the surgeon to begin with a rational selection and make changes on the fly to improve qualities such as sculpting, followability, holding power, chamber stability, and evacuation of material. A sample of parameters for a variety of machines is given at the end of this section as a starting point for each surgeon’s customization process.

IRRIGATION: GRAVITY AND PRESSURE

The anterior segment of the eye exhibits elasticity, which means that the cornea, limbus, and zonulocapsular complex respond to pressure by allowing an increase in volume. The response of the cornea measured on an artificial anterior chamber is in the range of 0.34 to 1.6 mmHg/microliter, while the response of the anterior chamber measured during cataract surgery is 0.0126 mmHg/microliter. Because the amount of ocular elasticity is low, the intraocular pressure (IOP) during phaco is essentially determined by the height of the irrigation fluid above the eye and the rate of leakage of fluid out of the eye. The fluid pressure at the base of a column of water can be calculated (in mmHg,
at standard atmospheric pressure) using the following equation:

\[ \text{Pressure (mmHg)} = \frac{\text{Column height (cm)}}{10/13.6} \]

where the density of mercury is 13.6 g/cm\(^3\) and the density of water is 1 g/cm\(^3\).

The measured IOP closely agrees with the calculated IOP unless there is significant incisional leakage.\(^5\)

Chamber stability means the maintenance of volume in the working space of the aqueous environment, from the apex of the corneal endothelium to the central posterior capsule. The balance between irrigation on the one hand and aspiration plus leakage on the other hand determines this volume. Leakage can be minimized by proper incision construction.

However, the aspiration flow rate of fluid exiting the eye can increase suddenly but predictably during surgery due to the phenomenon known as surge flow. Surge flow means the loss of aqueous volume in the working space of the anterior segment that can occur when material that has occluded the phaco tip is suddenly evacuated from the chamber. The surge occurs because the high vacuum reached during occlusion actually exerts its force throughout the aspiration tubing and creates a pinching or narrowing of the tubing. When the vacuum is released, the pinched tubing expands and fluid rushes in to fill the void.

Phaco machine innovations such as low compliance tubing and rigid cassettes minimize the elasticity in the system and reduce surge flow. Other designs intended to reduce surge include the aspiration bypass system (a small aperture on the side of the phaco tip that allows fluid flow into the handpiece despite an occlusion on the front of the tip) and in-line filters (mesh to trap material upstream from a small aperture, which poses a size restriction to flow).\(^6\)

Regardless of specific phaco machine technology, irrigation must be adequate to at least balance aspiration plus leakage. We depend on gravity and atmospheric pressure to provide irrigation; however, pressurization of the irrigation bottle with forced gas may also be employed. In general, the intraoperative response of the surgeon to an unstable chamber should first be to raise the irrigation bottle. If the instability is occurring due to surge, then reducing the vacuum level makes sense. If the instability is unrelated to occlusion or surge, then it is time to reduce the aspiration flow rate. In the postoperative analysis of an unstable chamber, the surgeon should also examine the incision construction and watch for leakage.

**Aspiration and Peristaltic Pumps**

In a peristaltic pump system, depression of the foot pedal in position 2 directly controls the rate at which the pinch roller rotates. Machines offer fixed rates of flow or linear control of flow, as well as alterations in the flow rate when the machine senses an occlusion (ie, in the face of rising vacuum). No vacuum is present in peristaltic systems until the tip begins to become occluded and resistance to flow is sensed. Vacuum pressure rises as flow is reduced by material on the tip. Aspiration flow ceases at occlusion and the maximum vacuum is reached. The maximum vacuum level is set by the surgeon as one of the parameters of a peristaltic system, but in fact this setting specifies the vacuum level at which the pump stops. One mechanism for reducing surge involves an occlusion mode setting with reduction of maximum vacuum, so that when the occlusion breaks (as the material is emulsified and evacuated), the fall in vacuum is reduced (the fall is reduced because the vacuum level falls from a lesser height). Ultrasound power is usually necessary at the point of occlusion to emulsify material and allow evacuation.

In general, the higher the flow rate, the faster fluid and material will move toward the phaco tip and the faster vacuum will rise when material occludes the tip. Machines offer independent control of vacuum rise time or ramp, essentially changing the pump speed as the machine first senses resistance to flow, in order to either speed up or slow down the process of reaching full occlusion (get a firm hold on material more quickly or less quickly).

The concept of followability means the facility with which nuclear material flows toward, is held by, and evacuated through the phaco tip. One antonym of followability is chatter, which means that material repeatedly bounces off the phaco tip without following the aspiration flow up the tube. The metaphor of magnetism is sometimes used to describe the attraction of material to the tip; in fact, it is the aspiration flow that brings the material toward the tip. In coaxial phaco (with the irrigation sleeve on the phaco tip), the irrigation stream tends to push material away so that aspiration must overcome irrigation for magnetic attraction to occur. In both coaxial and biaxial phaco, longitudinal ultrasonic vibration of the phaco tip also acts as a repulsive force that must be overcome by aspiration flow and, during occlusion, by vacuum pressure, to bring material and hold it on the tip as it
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is mobilized and emulsified. Alleviating the repulsive force of longitudinal tip motion has been the impetus behind the development of nonlongitudinal sonic and ultrasonic energy delivery systems, such as oscillatory, torsional, or transverse tip motions. The balancing of these competing forces at the phaco tip underlies much of the logic of setting parameters for efficient surgery.

**Vacuum and Venturi Pumps**

In a Venturi pump (named for the Italian physicist Giovanni Battista Venturi), the foot pedal directly controls the application of vacuum; aspiration flow occurs in response to vacuum pressure. According to the classic Venturi principle, it is the flow of pressurized gas through a narrowed tube that creates the vacuum. Unlike a peristaltic pump, with which vacuum does not exist until there is resistance to flow, with a Venturi pump vacuum is always present. The surgeon sets the maximum vacuum level as one of the parameters. There is no setting for aspiration flow. The vacuum increases in a linear fashion as the foot pedal is depressed in foot position 2. Machines that feature a bidirectional foot pedal also allow control of vacuum with yaw (ie, movement of the foot pedal in a direction parallel [rather than perpendicular] to the floor). This feature permits greater flexibility in separately controlling the application of vacuum and ultrasound power.

Conventional wisdom regards Venturi pumps as more aggressive than peristaltic pumps. This perception comes about primarily because of surge. Vacuum increases as the surgeon depresses (or yaws) the foot pedal in order to evacuate material, and the vacuum remains high even after the material is evacuated unless the surgeon actively reduces the vacuum by moving the foot pedal. This process is in contradistinction to a peristaltic pump in which the vacuum will drop to zero once the occlusion has passed regardless of foot pedal action. Of course, surge can still occur with a peristaltic pump because of stored energy in the tubing and cassette (low compliance systems are designed to reduce this problem). Nevertheless, with an appropriate initial Venturi vacuum setting and a good foot pedal control, one can maintain a stable chamber. Therefore, not only do Venturi pumps have a reputation for being more aggressive, they also have a reputation for allowing exceptionally rapid clearing of material, excellent followability, and fast surgery.

One of the technological advances that has made Venturi pumps safer involves the insertion of a filter and flow restriction device in the aspiration line. The capacious filter element traps emulsate so that it will not clog the small diameter flow restrictor, which is placed just up the aspiration line. The inner diameter of the flow restrictor is about the same as the aperture on an aspiration tip used for removing cortex and viscoelastic (0.2 mm). This device has the effect of greatly reducing or eliminating surge because it limits the rate at which fluid can move up the line. Fortunately, the flow restriction does not impact flow at the usual rates applied during phaco. In this light, it is interesting to note that one of the situations where Venturi is most safe and efficient is during irrigation/aspiration.

**Power and Power Modulations**

The ability to variably control the application of ultrasound power to within a period of several milliseconds has revolutionized phaco technology. The first generation of phaco machines only allowed application of continuous power at a fixed level. Following the development of linear power control, the first power modulations were developed, pulse and burst modes. In 2001, we showed how application of these modulations reduces the use of ultrasound energy and permits rapid visual rehabilitation after surgery. We also showed in that reduction of effective phaco time correlates with improved uncorrected visual acuity at the first visit after surgery. Subsequently, the introduction of millisecond level control and variable duty cycle applications has permitted further reduction of ultrasound energy and eliminated the risk of thermal injury to the cornea, paving the way for the adoption of biaxial microincision cataract surgery. Surgeons should try a variety of power settings, including pulse and burst modes, variable duty cycles, and percentage power ceilings, in order to develop parameters best suited to their individual techniques. Machines also feature standard longitudinal, torsional, and transverse tip motions that can be customized in amplitude to suit a variety of techniques.

Intraoperative awareness and moment-to-moment assessment of surgical success offer the best opportunity to alter settings and improve results. The surgeon should recognize that insufficient holding implies a need for greater vacuum, whereas an uncomfortable amount of surge calls for a reduction in vacuum. Poor followability may require increased aspiration flow or vacuum if the problem is bringing material to the tip, or higher power if material comes to the tip but then
bounces off when ultrasound is applied. A shallow chamber indicates a need to check the irrigation bottle height and the continuity and patency of the irrigation tubing from the bottle to the eye. Understanding the roles of flow, vacuum, and power will allow the surgeon to make machine adjustments that vastly improve the surgical experience.
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Perhaps one of the simplest steps in the phacoemulsification procedure is the insertion of the intraocular lens (IOL). The transition from single-piece all polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) IOLs to foldable acrylic and silicone IOLs has allowed for lens insertion through smaller incisions with less surgically induced astigmatism and faster visual recovery. At the time of introduction of foldable IOLs, insertion was accomplished with folding forceps and inserters and these eventually were replaced with cartridge injectors that further simplified the IOL insertion technique. Adjunctive capsular bag prostheses, such as the capsular tension ring (CTR), added an additional tool for facilitating phacoemulsification in difficult and challenging cases and ensuring adequate IOL centration following these procedures. Even with the best techniques, complications may develop requiring alternatives for traditional capsular bag implantation of IOLs. In this chapter, we will review the techniques for loading and implanting foldable IOLs utilizing folding forceps and cartridge injectors. In addition, a review of the utility of CTRs and techniques for in-the-bag and sulcus implantation of foldable IOLs will guarantee that the ideal postoperative result will be achieved in both routine and complicated cases.

Folding and Insertion Forceps for Three-Piece Foldable Intraocular Lenses

Although for the most part folding forceps have been supplanted by cartridge injector systems, knowledge of their utilization is important. On occasion, folding forceps are utilized for implantation and positioning of foldable IOLs for iris fixation or when cartridge injector systems fail or are not available.

A greater amount of energy is required to fold an IOL than to hold it in its folded configuration. By creating two separate instruments to fold and insert IOLs, folders could be made with special features that allowed for more precise and consistent folding, and the insertion forceps could be designed more finely for insertion through smaller incisions. A host of folding forceps and inserters have been created including the Nichamin III Loader and Nichamin II Inserter (Rhein Medical, Tampa, FL) (Figure 10-1), Nordan Unifold folding forceps (ASICO, Westmont, IL), and the Buratto Silicone and Acrylic IOL Implantation Forceps (ASICO), just to name a few. Most three-piece foldable lenses are being manufactured with PMMA haptics to increase haptic stability and decrease the rate of lens decentration. Older lens insertion techniques for use with...
prolene haptics employed tucking the haptics between the folded halves of the lens before insertion through the incision. This technique does not work well with PMMA haptics, which may snap permanently or kink when being tucked.

**STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH TO FOLDING AND IMPLANTING THREE-PIECE INTRAOCULAR LENSES**

**Step 1.** Place IOL in Folder, Held in Nondominant Hand. The lens is purchased with the insertion forceps held in the dominant hand, then placed into the folder or on the surface from which it can be purchased by the folder in the nondominant hand.

**Step 2.** Fold the IOL and Then Grasp the IOL With the Insertion Device in the Dominant Hand. The lens is folded, and then the insertion device, in the dominant hand, holds the folded lens, which is now ready for insertion. When lenses are folded across the 12 and 6 o’clock axis, they are oriented in the holding or insertion instrument with a leading and trailing haptic (Figure 10-2). This orientation is extremely useful for implantation of an IOL into the ciliary sulcus in the presence of a compromised capsular bag. In contrast, folding across the 10 and 4 o’clock axis (oblique axis) (Figure 10-3) or across the 9 and 3 o’clock axis (Figure 10-4) yields a folded configuration with both haptics pointed inferiorly with the fold superiorly (see DVD).

**Step 3.** Insert the IOL. In general, folded lenses should be inserted through the incision with the fold to the right unless they are folded across the 12 and 6 o’clock axis, in which case they should be inserted with the fold to the left. This special consideration ensures that lenses folded with a leading and trailing haptic (6 and 12 o’clock fold) do not flip upside down because of the orientation of the leading haptic under the capsulorrhexis or under the iris for sulcus implantation. The hand is then brought into a proper position so that the fold is superior.
After the leading haptic has been delivered under the distal capsulorrhexis, the forceps are slowly opened (direct-acting forceps) or closed (reverse-acting forceps), allowing the lens to unfold. The trailing haptic is then usually dialed into the capsular bag to the left. Using the folded orientation with both haptics directed inferiorly negates the need for dialing in the trailing haptic because both haptics unfold into the capsular bag, pulling the optic through the capsulorrhexis.

### Cartridge Injector Systems

In general, cartridge injector systems are now the standard for foldable IOL implantation. There are many advantages of implanting foldable IOLs with injector systems as compared to folding forceps. These advantages include the possibility of greater sterility, ease of folding and insertion, and implantation through smaller incisions. Every ophthalmic company that produces IOLs has its own injector system. Each injector system has its own nuances for loading and implanting the lens within the capsular bag, but for the most part the systems are more similar than dissimilar. The DVD and Appendix (see page 88) contain detailed instructions for loading each of the current popular IOL models.

The AMO (Santa Ana, CA) Silver Series Unfolder (Figure 10-5) for three-piece silicone IOLs and the Emerald Series Unfolder (Figure 10-6) for three-piece acrylic IOLs have a cartridge with a 45-degree bevel-down configuration, which can implant foldable IOLs into the capsular bag with ease. The tip of the Silver Series insertion rod has a Teflon cap so that tearing of the lens is avoided.

---

**Step-by-Step Approach to Implantation of Three-Piece Intraocular Lenses Using the AMO Silver and Emerald Unfolder**

**Step 1. Load IOL in Cartridge With Viscoelastic Material.** Line the cartridge with viscoelastic, fold the IOL in the cartridge, and load the IOL into the injector.

**Step 2. Insert Injector Tip Into Incision.** The injector tip is inserted through the incision into the anterior chamber with the bevel down. The bevel is then rotated slightly to the surgeon’s left so that the leading haptic is pointing to the surgeon’s left as the optic is advanced with the handpiece rod. The leading loop of the IOL should always point to the surgeon’s left throughout the entire procedure.

**Step 3. Insert IOL, Gradually Rotating the Tip Bevel Counterclockwise as the Leading Haptic and IOL Enter the Capsular Bag.** As the optic is advanced, the bevel needs to be rotated down and then to the surgeon’s right to keep the lens in the proper orientation. The leading haptic is placed in the bag as the IOL is released. Once the optic is completely out of the cartridge, the handpiece rod is retracted proximal to the end of the trailing haptic, then advanced with the
bevel down to place the trailing haptic within the bag (Figure 10-7). Placing the bevel completely within the capsulorrhexis at this stage of insertion keeps the optic in place and ensures placement of the trailing loop.

**Step 4. Place the Trailing Haptic in Capsular Bag.** Placement of the trailing loop of a foldable acrylic IOL usually requires implantation utilizing a Lester hook to dial in the trailing haptic. This is easily accomplished by removing the injector cartridge from the incision and placing a hook at the junction of the trailing haptic and the lens optic (Figure 10-8). With slight downward pressure, the hook is pushed distally and under the anterior capsulorrhexis until the end of the trailing haptic is seen to pass under the rhexis. A 1 to 3 clock hour clockwise rotation of the hook will usually facilitate placement of the trailing haptic.

An intact capsular bag with compromised zonules can be easily addressed with a CTR and in-the-bag IOL implantation (Figures 10-9A through 10-9C). Utilizing a three-piece IOL with rigid haptics offers the advantage of positioning the IOL haptics in the meridian of zonular weakness or dehiscence in order to support this region of the capsular bag and prevent further lens decentration during postoperative capsule fibrosis. In instances of moderate zonular weakness, implantation of a single-piece acrylic IOL offers the advantage of inducing less zonular stress during implantation of the IOL but little capsular support from the acrylic haptics. When severe or complete zonular dehiscence is present, it is best to implant a three-piece IOL in the sulcus with concurrent iris or scleral fixation to ensure centration.

When the posterior capsule is intact, but a rent or tear in the anterior capsule may compromise IOL insertion, implantation of a single-piece acrylic IOL will ensure that the anterior rhexis tear does not extend out to the posterior capsule. These lenses typically unfold after implantation in a very slow, controlled manner that places little if any stress on the capsule. A three-piece IOL can also be implanted in these compromised capsular bags; however, care should be taken to not stress the capsule in the location of the anterior tear. Dialing in of these IOLs should be accomplished with all forces directed in a location distant from the tear.

When the posterior capsule is torn, IOLs can be placed within the capsular bag if the tear is small or

**Figure 10-7.** Following injection of the optic into the capsular bag, the injector rod is withdrawn proximal to the trailing haptic and then inserted into the eye carrying the trailing haptic through the anterior rhexis and into the capsular bag.

**Figure 10-8.** Dialing in of the trailing haptic is accomplished by placing a hook at the junction of the lens optic and the trailing haptic and pushing downward slightly with a 1 to 3 clock hour clockwise rotation.
converted to a continuous posterior capsulorrhexis. However, under most circumstances it is safer to implant the IOL in the ciliary sulcus to prevent lens decentration or subluxation into the posterior chamber. Single-piece acrylic IOLs have been reported to cause pigment dispersion and glaucoma secondary to iris chaffing from the sharp anterior edges of the haptics.\(^1,2\) For this reason, it is preferred to implant three-piece IOLs with a rounded anterior optic edge in the ciliary sulcus. In addition, if the anterior rhesis is intact and smaller than 6 mm, the optic can be captured behind the rhesis after sulcus implantation by pressing down on one edge of the optic until it prolapses behind the rhesis and then pressing the other edge, 180 degrees away from the first location, until the entire optic is posterior to the anterior rhesis (Figure 10-10). Implantation of an IOL into the sulcus in the presence of a torn posterior capsule is a simple procedure and can be accomplished with standard cartridge injector systems.
Step-by-Step Approach to Sulcus Implantation of Three-Piece Intraocular Lens in the Presence of a Torn Capsule

Step 1. Manage Vitreous and Create Space for Sulcus Placement of IOL With Dispersive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices. After appropriate vitreous clean-up (if needed), a dispersive viscoelastic is injected into the capsular bag to tamponade the posterior capsule and prevent further vitreous prolapse. Additional viscoelastic is injected between the anterior capsule and the iris, distal to the incision site and in the subincisional location (Figure 10-11). It is best to create an incision slightly larger than ordinarily utilized for routine lens insertion to place less stress on the globe during cartridge insertion and reduce the chances of prolapsing additional vitreous into the anterior chamber.

Step 2. Place Leading Haptic and Optic Under the Distal Iris Margin. The cartridge injector is inserted into the eye, bevel down, and the IOL is gently injected with the leading haptic pointing to the left in its proper orientation. Before the optic exits the cartridge, the leading haptic is placed behind the iris and the optic is also pushed under the iris before it completely unfolds. Placing the optic under the distal iris margin will prevent the optic from flipping into the wrong orientation as it unfolds (Figure 10-12).

Step 3. Dial the Trailing Haptic Into the Sulcus. The optic and trailing haptic are then ejected from the cartridge and the trailing haptic is dialed into the ciliary sulcus utilizing a Lester hook placed at the trailing haptic optic junction (see DVD). The optic is then centered and prolapsed behind the rhexis, miocoll is injected into the anterior chamber to constrict the pupil, and residual viscoelastic is removed utilizing the irrigation/aspiration handpiece with a low bottle height and low aspiration settings.

Final Comments

The advent of foldable IOLs and cartridge injector systems has simplified IOL insertion to the point that it is rarely thought of as difficult or challenging. Although most surgeons utilize an assistant to load their lenses prior to insertion, it is important for each surgeon to be aware of the loading and folding techniques for each IOL he or she will be using in case his or her assistant is not available or the IOL has been loaded incorrectly.

Challenging IOL insertion scenarios will occasional present themselves during a procedure. Knowledge of the use of folding forceps and inserters is important for those rare cases requiring IOL implantation with iris fixation or when cartridge injector systems are not
available. In addition, when capsular bags are compromised from posterior or anterior tears, or from zonular dehiscences, the lens implant technique needs to be modified to ensure a good postoperative result with an adequately centered IOL. Adjunctive capsular devices such as the CTR have improved our ability to address zonular weakness prior to IOL insertion within the capsular bag but even in the best of circumstances and with the best surgical technique, IOLs may need to be implanted within the ciliary sulcus. Understanding the limitations and risks inherent in various clinical settings preoperatively and as they are developing intraoperatively, in addition to a thorough knowledge of the options for IOL implantation, will ensure the best possible surgical result in both routine and challenging cases.
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Chapter 10

Appendix

Lens Loading Steps

AMO THREE-PIECE SILICONES
Clariflex, SA40, Z9002
Silver Series Unfolder “pscst” Cartridge and Injector

1. Fill cartridge barrel and two channels with viscoelastic, adding a dollop on the central ridge.
2. Using a smooth lens loading forceps, lift the lens from its packaging and transfer it to the center of the two channels.
3. Initially holding the wings of the two channels spread wide, depress the sides of the optic under the ledges of the two channels, then bring the wings partially together to hold them there (Figure 10-13).
4. Place the leading haptic inside the barrel, trapping it in an extended position.
5. Check that the trailing haptic exits the rear of the cartridge.
6. Insert the cartridge firmly into the injector, ensuring that the trailing haptic rests to the side of the injector, out of the way of the plunger.
7. Advance the plunger, moving the lens forward toward the tip of the cartridge, stopping before the leading haptic exits the tip. The action should be very smooth which is characteristic of the silicone lenses.

AMO THREE-PIECE ACRYLICS
ZA9003, AR40e, NXG1
Emerald Series Unfolder Cartridge and Injector

1. Fill cartridge barrel and two channels with viscoelastic, adding a dollop on the central ridge.
2. Using a smooth lens loading forceps, lift the lens from its packaging and transfer it to the center of the two channels.
3. Initially holding the wings of the two channels spread wide, depress the sides of the optic under the ledges of the two channels, then bring the wings partially together to hold them there. There may be a need to depress the optic centrally with the lens loading forceps to help it fold center downward.
4. Place the leading haptic inside the barrel, trapping it in an extended position.
5. Check that the trailing haptic exits the rear of the cartridge.
6. Insert the cartridge firmly into the injector, ensuring that the trailing haptic rests to the outside of the injector, out of the way of the plunger (Figure 10-14).
7. Depress the plunger, moving the lens forward toward the tip of the cartridge. The action will be very stiff due to the lens material being acrylic. As always, stop before the leading haptic exits the tip.

Figure 10-13. AMO Silver Series Cartridge. Depress the sides of the optic under the ledges of the two channels, then bring the wings partially together to hold the optic edges in place.

Figure 10-14. AMO Emerald Series Cartridge. After inserting the cartridge firmly into the injector, ensure that the trailing haptic rests to the outside of the injector, out of the way of the plunger.
ALCON SINGLE-PIECE ACRYLICS
SA60AT et al
Green Monarch C Cartridge and Injector

1. Orient the C cartridge with lens outline upward, tail on bottom side.
2. Fill the cartridge approximately two-thirds full with viscoelastic.
3. Place dots of viscoelastic on each haptic and centrally on the optic.
4. With a smooth forceps, lift the lens from its packaging, avoiding the center of the optic.
5. Using the top edge of the entry port of the cartridge, fold the leading haptic over its optic (Figure 10-15A) as the optic is slid forward into the cartridge (Figure 10-15B).
6. Releasing the lens from the forceps can be tricky at this point.
7. Grasp the trailing haptic and fold it over its optic while sliding the entire lens fully into the cartridge (Figure 10-15C).
8. Snap the cartridge firmly into the injector.
9. Advance the lens (twist action) within the cartridge until it is visible near the tip.

Figures 10-15A through 10-15C. SA60 loading into the Alcon Green Monarch C Cartridge. (A) Using the top edge of the entry port of the cartridge, fold the leading haptic over its optic as the optic is slid forward into the cartridge. (B) Grasp the trailing haptic and fold it over its optic (C) while sliding the entire lens fully into the cartridge.
Chapter 10

Alcon Three-Piece Acrylcs
MA30AC, MN60D3
Purple Monarch B Cartridge
“Bird Perch” Technique

1. Fill B cartridge two-thirds full of viscoelastic.
2. With a smooth forceps, lift the lens from its packaging and place the leading haptic and optic into the entry port of the cartridge.
3. Press down on the center of the optic with the smooth forceps, sliding the lens forward until only enough of the trailing haptic is left out to hook onto the plastic prong at the rear of the cartridge (the bird perch) (Figure 10-16).
4. Snap the cartridge firmly into the injector.
5. Advance the plunger and lens (twist action) until the leading haptic is seen nearing the cartridge tip.

BAUSCH & LOMB LI61
EZ-28 Disposable Injector/Cartridge Unit

1. Start with a generous bed of viscoelastic.
2. Ensure that the plunger and leading haptic puller are immediately adjacent to where the optic will be placed in the injector.
3. Remove the cover to the “preloaded” lens (slight rocking motion).
4. Attach the preloaded lens to the injector (white diopter label faces to the right of the tip).
5. Push in the lens folder side tab until it stops.
6. Remove the plastic that had the lens preloaded into it (again, with a rocking motion), leaving the lens in proper position in the injector.
7. Ensure that the two haptics are each overlying (above) the plunger tip and the leading haptic puller (Figure 10-17).
8. Finish depressing the lens folder side tab, thereby folding the lens.
9. Advance the plunger, moving the lens forward toward the tip of the injector, watching that both haptics are moving forward with the lens, stopping when there is still space to unfurl the leading haptic inside the tip of the injector.
10. Remove the leading haptic puller, unfurling that haptic still inside the injector tip.
11. Fill tip with additional viscoelastic as needed.
Ophthalmic viscoelastic devices (OVDs) are fundamental tools in modern cataract surgery. These materials coat and protect delicate intraocular tissues, maintain the relationships of ocular structures, create space, and improve visualization. The successful outcome of a difficult or complex cataract procedure often hinges on a surgeon’s knowledge of OVDs, and his or her ability to select the OVD or combination of OVDs that best meets the specific challenges of the case.

Understanding the clinical behavior of OVDs is actually quite simple. There are two key points. The first is that the physical properties and characteristics of OVDs are defined primarily by the molecular chain length of the material. The second is that these properties and characteristics change in a predictable fashion under different conditions of fluid movement within the eye. With a little basic knowledge, one can quickly learn to look at the package insert of any OVD and predict with a great deal of confidence how the material is likely to perform clinically.

In clinical terms, OVDs generally may be classified either as “cohesive” or “dispersive” in character. Molecular chain length is the primary determinant of “cohesive” or “dispersive” clinical behavior.

**Cohesive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices**

Cohesive OVDs such as Healon and Healon GV (AMO, Santa Ana, CA), Provisc (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX), Amvisc (Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY), and Staarvisc II (STAAR Surgical, Monrovia, CA) are high molecular weight, long-chained sodium hyaluronate OVDs (range of molecular weight 1,000,000 to 7,000,000 Daltons). These high molecular weight OVDs are referred to as “cohesive” because their long molecular chains tend to interlock and intertwine. This causes the molecules of these OVDs to become entangled and behave intraocularly as a cohesive unit.

**Dispersive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices**

Dispersive OVDs such as Healon D (AMO) and Viscoat (Alcon) are low molecular weight, short-chained sodium hyaluronate OVDs. The molecular weight of sodium hyaluronate for both Healon D and Viscoat is approximately 500,000 Daltons. Viscoat has an additional material, chondroitin sulfate, which has a molecular weight of approximately 25,000 Daltons. These low molecular weight OVDs are referred to as...
“dispersive” because their short molecular chains do not interlink or become entangled easily. This causes the molecules of these OVDs to separate from one another and behave in a dispersive manner.

**Defining Zero Shear vs High Shear Conditions**

Cohesive and dispersive OVDs behave predictably under different conditions of fluid movement within the eye. Zero shear is a term used to describe a condition when there is no fluid movement within the eye. Capsulorrhexis performed in an anterior chamber filled with an OVD is an example of a zero shear condition. High shear describes a condition when there is a high rate of fluid movement within the eye. High shear conditions exist during phacoemulsification and during aspiration/irrigation.

**Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Device Behaviors at Zero Shear**

**Cohesive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices**

During conditions of zero shear, the long-chained molecules of cohesive OVDs tend to intertwine and “lock in position.” This creates a scaffolding effect intraocularly that helps these OVDs to maintain space very effectively. This quality makes cohesive OVDs more retentive when there is no fluid movement in the eye, and ideal for surgical challenges that require difficult intraocular maneuvers such as intraocular lens (IOL) exchanges. Higher molecular weight cohesive OVDs such as Healon (AMO) and Healon GV are more retentive than lower molecular weight cohesive OVDs such as Provisc (Figure 11-1A).

**Dispersive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices**

The short-chained molecules of dispersive OVDs tend to slide over one another and create a puddle under conditions of zero shear. The concentrations of dispersive low molecular weight OVDs are generally higher (range ~3% to 4%) than that of cohesive longer chained OVDs (range ~1% to 2.3%). The concentration is increased in an effort to increase the zero shear viscosity of these shorter chained materials. An increase in concentration increases to some degree the retentiveness of short-chained OVDs and prevents these materials from being excessively “runny.” In general, however, dispersive OVDs are not as effective as cohesive materials at maintaining surgical space under conditions of zero shear (Figure 11-1B).
Understanding the Clinical Behavior of Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices

Cohesive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices

The long-chained molecules of cohesive OVDs, under conditions of high shear, tend to entangle and leave the eye as a bolus. This makes cohesive materials much easier to remove at the conclusion of a procedure, but less protective than dispersive OVDs during phacoemulsification (Figure 11-2A).

Dispersive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices

Dispersive OVDs of sodium hyaluronate provide superior endothelial protection during phacoemulsification. The short-chained molecules tend to slide over themselves and coat intraocular structures in a honey-like fashion. In addition, because the short-chained molecules do not tend to interlink, dispersive OVDs tend to stay in the anterior chamber much more effectively during phacoemulsification than cohesive OVDs. This dispersive quality, however, ceases to be an asset when it is time to remove the viscoelastic material at the end of a case. Complete removal of sodium hyaluronate dispersive OVDs is difficult because the molecules do not tend to join together and do not aspirate as a unit (Figure 11-2B).

The Advantages of Using Dispersive and Cohesive Ophthalmic Viscoelastic Devices Together

Many surgeons, in order to obtain the best qualities of both dispersive and cohesive OVDs, use the two types of OVDs in combination. A dispersive OVD, such as Healon D, may be used at the beginning of a case to provide maximum endothelial protection during phacoemulsification. A cohesive OVD, such as Healon, may then be used at the time of IOL implantation both to provide excellent chamber maintenance and easy removal of the OVD, thereby reducing the chances of elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) postoperatively.

The Special Qualities of Healon 5

Healon 5 is an unusual OVD that cannot be described adequately as either a cohesive or a dispersive agent. Depending on conditions of flow, it has qualities of both. Healon 5 has both a high molecular weight (4,000,000 Daltons) and a relatively high molecular concentration (2.3%). At zero shear, the long-chained molecules of Healon 5 lock together readily and act as a unit once
they are injected into the anterior chamber. The linkage of the long-chained molecules is enhanced by increased concentration of the material. As a result, Healon 5 is the most highly retentive of all OVDs at zero shear, allowing this material not only to maintain anterior chamber volume extraordinarily well but to move tissue and enlarge poorly dilating pupils as well.

Under conditions of low shear, when phacoemulsification parameters are set to low flow and low vacuum, the Healon 5 material can be fractured and compartmentalized. An arching dome of Healon 5 can be left above the pupillary plane which provides both endothelial protection and pupillary dilatation, while nucleus removal is accomplished in the posterior chamber.

During irrigation/aspiration, high shear conditions may be created by increasing both flow and vacuum, and Healon 5 becomes a super cohesive material that leaves the anterior chamber readily in a bolus. Special care must also be taken at the end of the case to remove all of the high molecular weight Healon 5 from beneath the IOL in order to prevent an elevation of IOP. Because of its unique clinical features, Healon 5 is very useful in the management of some of the most difficult challenges in cataract surgery, including small pupils unresponsive to mydriatics, iris prolapse, floppy iris syndrome, and the mature intumescent cataract. To understand the clinical applications of Healon 5 more completely, see Chapter 7 for a detailed description of its uses and indications.
Several different factors come into play when it comes to choosing an intraocular lens (IOL) for cataract surgery. On the one hand, materials and design should result in a low degree of postoperative inflammation by being as inert as possible and have a good track record concerning long-term complications such as posterior capsule opacification (PCO), and on the other hand, also be easy to handle concerning folding and implantation. Also, the production process for the manufacturer should be relatively simple to make it affordable. In special cases, such as those with incomplete capsule support, high myopia, or with a history of uveitis, the IOL choice may differ from the usual one. Additionally, in eyes with a cornea that either has astigmatism and/or spherical aberrations (SA), special IOLs may be indicated. Last but not least, patients who want to be less dependent on spectacles for near work or intermediate distance vision after surgery may be candidates for multifocal IOL designs.

This chapter will first focus on the different materials and designs available, then on the clinical outcomes relevant to IOLs, such as postoperative inflammation and PCO, and some of the criteria important for choosing an IOL for the individual patient.

**Intraocular Lens Materials**

The earliest IOLs were made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), the plastic that IOL inventor Harold Ridley had noticed to be inert in eyes of World War II aviators struck by flying plastic during combat. With the introduction of phacoemulsification and the possibility to remove the cataract through smaller incisions, foldable materials were developed for IOLs such as hydrophobic acrylic, hydrophilic acrylic (or hydrogel), and hydrophobic silicone, the three main material groups in use today (Figure 12-1).

**Hydrophobic Acrylic**

**Polymethylmethacrylate**

Even though the use of nonfoldable PMMA for cataract surgery today plays little role in the United States and Europe mainly because of large wound size, it still plays an important role in countries where extracapsular cataract extraction (ECCE) with manual expression of the nucleus is the technique of choice. PMMA IOLs with a sharp optic edge have been shown to result in relatively low PCO rates, and heparin-surface modified PMMA IOLs have been used in uveitis patients with good results. Currently, PMMA is still used for sulcus-placed IOLs due to their overall rigidity, which
results in good centration and resistance to tilt, as well as in sulcus-sutured IOLs for the same reasons. Anterior chamber IOLs as well as iris-fixated IOLs are also made of PMMA and known to be very inert concerning the uveal inflammatory reaction.

**Foldable Hydrophobic Acrylic**

Currently the most commonly used material group, these polymers of acrylate are foldable under room temperature. The materials have very low water content, a high refractive index, and usually a high memory, which also makes the material suitable for the haptics of a monobloc open-loop IOL. This group of material unfolds in a controlled fashion and has been shown to have a good uveal and excellent capsular biocompatibility (see more below). The two main representatives of this group are AMO Acrylic (Santa Ana, CA) and Acrysof (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX).

One of the drawbacks of this material group has been intralenticular changes. Small water inclusions in the optic material called glistenings can occur in hydrophobic materials, predominantly seen with the Acrysof material. Over time, the glistenings can increase, but evidence to this date does not indicate any effect on visual function.

The other drawback has been dysphotopsias reported with this high refractive index material. The most common positive dysphotopsia was edge glare, which was due to internal reflections at the rectangular edge of the Acrysof IOL under mesopic conditions with a large pupil, typically induced by a light source from the side and reported as a peripheral arc of light by patients. As a result of changes in optic geometry, these dysphotopsias have been reduced significantly with newer hydrophobic acrylic models. A smaller proportion of patients report negative dysphotopsias, which are perceived as a scotoma in the temporal peripheral visual field and are also found more frequently with materials of high refractive index.

**Hydrophilic Acrylic**

Hydrophilic acrylic is a quite heterogeneous material group and has a high water content. These lenses are cut in the dehydrated state and then hydrated and stored in solution. The water content between IOLs varies widely and can be as high as 38%. A recent meta-analysis on PCO showed that the hydrophilic acrylic lenses are more prone to develop PCO than hydrophobic acrylic lenses or silicone lenses. This may be due to the high water content being more “inviting” to lens epithelial cells (LEC) ingrowth or the fact that the optic edge of IOLs in this group is never as sharp as with the hydrophobic materials, therefore inducing a less sharp bend of the capsule at the edge and being a less effective barrier to regenerating LECs.

One major problem with some hydrophilic acrylic lenses of different companies was opacification of the optic material due to calcification. These cases needed subsequent explanation due to the poor optical quality. It must be said, however, that the majority of hydrophilic lenses of other companies have never shown such problems in the past.

**Silicone**

Silicone was the first material available for foldable IOLs. In the past decade, we have been seeing a continuous decline in the use of silicone IOLs. While silicone is a very good IOL material, especially concerning its PCO blocking effect, it cannot be used for a monobloc open-loop lens. This lens design is the preferred choice for use with preloaded injectors that allow implantation through incisions smaller than 2.8 mm, which appears to be the current trend. When using an injector for small incisions, there is a risk of tearing of the optic at the optic-haptic junction or kinking of the haptics during injection with multipiece open-loop IOLs.

**Light Filtering**

All IOL materials used today include ultraviolet (UV) light-blocking chromophores to filter the UV light. From in vitro and animal experiments, blue light was considered harmful due to short wavelength high
energy light causing retinal damage by inducing more oxidative stress at the retinal level. Even though this has not been shown or proven in humans, some manufacturers have introduced yellow-tinted IOLs to filter the short wavelength light. A yellow lens has two potential drawbacks: one is a reduction in color contrast sensitivity, especially under mesopic conditions, and another is that the melatonin production in the brain may be altered, causing a change in the circadian rhythms that are steered by blue light levels in the eye.\textsuperscript{12}

Although to date no study has shown that a yellow lens causes a significant loss in color contrast sensitivity, this may also be due to the lack of sensitivity of the psychophysical tests used. From my own experience, I have two patients who could clearly identify the eye with the yellow lens from the eye that had a standard fully transparent non-yellow lens. They described the vision with the yellow lens eye as a little “dirtier” than the other. Clinically, yellow lenses have not been shown to be protective, and the possible drawbacks may contribute to surgeons being somewhat hesitant to implant yellow lenses on a routine basis in patients with no increased risk to develop macula problems.

**Intraocular Lens Design**

Design options for IOLs currently are manifold: multipiece or monobloc; plate or open-loop style; angulated or planar haptics; special haptics for certain indications such as sulcus, anterior chamber angle, or iris fixation; optic shape and edge design; and optic geometry for certain indications such as toric, aspheric, or multifocal IOLs (Figure 12-2).

**Plate Haptic**

One of the first foldable IOLs was a silicone plate haptic IOL (see Figure 12-2). Today, several manufacturers of hydrophilic IOLs still use a plate-style design, usually combined with small loop-like haptics at the four corners to allow better adaptation to capsule bag size. One major drawback of the plate-style design is the incomplete fusion of the anterior and posterior capsule leaves along the plate haptic axis and, therefore, the lack of capsule bending at the optic edge. This allows LECs to migrate centrally onto the posterior capsule and cause the most common long-term problem after cataract surgery—PCO.

Some manufacturers have designed a cross-over between plate haptic and open-loop haptic design (see Figure 12-2). This allows better adaptability to capsule bag size variations and also reduces the zone of missing capsule bend.

**Open-Loop**

**Multipiece**

Open-loop IOLs are held in place in the capsule bag by exerting a centripetal pressure on the capsule bag fornix and sometimes also the ciliary body, or in case of sulcus placement the ciliary sulcus. The haptics of an IOL should maintain their original configuration during the implantation procedure. The haptic rigidity, which is the resistance of the haptic to forces that bend the loops centrally, and the haptic memory, which is the ability of the haptic to go back to its original configuration after having been bent, are the two factors that determine whether an IOL will center well in an eye after implantation. Additionally, the contractive forces of the shrinking capsule bag due to fibrosis, especially in cases with zonule weakness or asymmetric shrinking, will need counteracting pressure from the haptics to ensure good centration.

Haptic materials are most commonly PMMA, and then polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polyimide (elastimide), and polypropylene (prolene) (Figure 12-3). The prolene haptic material, however, has a lower memory than the other three materials\textsuperscript{13} and is used less frequently due to recurrent problems of decentration.

Concerning haptic shape, the j-loop design results in pinpointed contact with the capsule bag equator. This may lead to stress folds of the posterior capsule, which usually disappear within the first months after surgery concomitant with the decrease in memory of the haptic material. This type of loop is the preferred type for IOLs dedicated for sulcus placement.

**Single-Piece**

New manufacturing methods led to the introduction of single-piece open-loop IOLs some years ago. Unlike three-piece IOLs, which usually consist of two different materials (optic and haptics) and need to be assembled by hand, these IOLs are produced in a single step from one material. Single-piece IOLs tend to be more resistant to damage when used with injectors and the production process is cheaper since less staff intensive. However, most single-piece designs feature broad haptic shoulders at the transition to the IOL optic for stability reasons (see Figure 12-3). This raises the question whether these lenses may have less of a PCO-inhibiting effect because of the incomplete sharp posterior optic rim. Nevertheless, clinical trials (some of them still ongoing) did not show significant differences in PCO rates between single-piece and multipiece IOLs (Figure 12-4).\textsuperscript{14,15} However, the
interrupted sharp optic rim might lead to problems in new ultrathin single-piece IOLs developed for microincisional surgery. Next-generation one-piece IOLs, such as the Tecnis 1-Piece IOL, incorporate a 360-degree square-edge design.

**Haptic Angulation**

The PCO preventative effect of sharp-edge optics suggests that it might be useful to maximize the barrier effect to migrating LECs at the posterior optic edge by pushing the IOL backward against the posterior capsule. This can be achieved with angulated...

---

**Figure 12-2.**

[Diagram depicting different types of IOL designs including open loop, multi-piece, single-piece, C-loop, J-loop, modified J-loop, Tecnis 1 Piece, haptic angulation, monobloc-plate style, angulated, planar, offset haptics, plate, plate loop, angle supported AC IOL, iris-fixated IOL, sulcus IOL.]
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haptic designs (see Figure 12-2). They were originally introduced because an angulation reduced iris shave in cases where the lens was placed in the sulcus. Consequently, such posterior vaulting characteristics can be found in many modern three-piece IOLs, with angulation of 5 to 10 degrees. However, studies showed that these designs do not lead to a smaller IOL to posterior capsule distance and do not seem to have a better PCO-inhibiting effect than IOLs with little or no haptic angulation.

Intraocular Lens Overall Length

Even though the average capsule bag only has a diameter of about 10.4 mm, the variability is quite large with size ranging from 9.8 to 10.9 mm. For this reason and the fact that the bag ovalizes after lens implantation, especially in the case of weak zonules, most IOLs are oversized for the bag. This is especially true for the multipiece IOLs from the major manufacturers, which usually have an overall length of 13 mm. It appears that the main reason for such oversizing is the need for the IOL to also be suitable for sulcus placement, even though a larger diameter would be preferable for this occasion.

Figure 12-3. Fusion of capsule at haptic-optic junction for different haptic designs. (Left) Acrysof multipiece with nearly complete fusion. (Middle) Acrysof single-piece with incomplete fusion which may serve as one entry site (arrows) for regenerating LECs and no sharp edge at junction. (Right) The Tecnis 1-Piece IOL incorporates a new feature of the ProTec 360-degree barrier edge.

Figure 12-4. Both eyes of same patient 3 years after surgery. (Left) Single-piece Acrysof IOL with ingrowth of LECs mainly at optic-haptic junction. (Right) Multipiece Acrysof IOL with little ingrowth of LECs at similar location.

Some IOLs are oversized for the bag. This is especially true for the multipiece IOLs from the major manufacturers, which usually have an overall length of 13 mm. It appears that the main reason for such oversizing is the need for the IOL to also be suitable for sulcus placement, even though a larger diameter would be preferable for this occasion.

Intraocular Lenses for Insufficient Capsule Support

In the case of capsule complications where a bag placement of an IOL is no longer possible, but the anterior capsule is intact, the IOL can be placed with the haptics in the sulcus. However, in order to ensure centration and axial stability of the IOL, an overall length (haptic to haptic) of at least 13 mm should be chosen. Optimally, especially in eyes with a larger sulcus diameter such as myopic eyes, 13.5 or 14 mm would be more appropriate. There are some dedicated sulcus IOLs with such overall length often combined with a larger optic diameter of 6.5 or even 7 mm, both available as nonfoldable PMMA or foldable IOLs (see Figure 12-2). Foldable single-piece IOLs should be avoided for these situations as their relatively thick haptics can cause rubbing on the posterior aspect of the iris with pigment dispersion.

In cases where the rhexis is still fully intact, a positioning of the optic through the rhexis and behind the anterior capsule (posterior buttonholing) ensures a good centration of the IOL and results in an axial position of the optic close to that of bag placement, therefore, only requiring a small to no adjustment.
of IOL power. Should buttonholing not be possible, about 0.5 diopters should be deducted from the calculated power since the IOL will be more anteriorly placed in the eye.

In cases where no capsule support is given, apart from the classical angle-supported anterior chamber IOL, iris-supported IOLs and scleral-sutured IOLs are the most popular options (see Figure 12-2). In the case of the iris-supported IOL with lobster-claw haptics that are “clipped” onto iris stroma, they can be clipped onto the iris from the anterior side or from the posterior side—so-called retropupillary fixation. This IOL style has a long track record in aphakic eyes and appears to have a low rate of endothelial cell loss, but do require a 6-mm incision since the aphakic style is currently only available in PMMA.

In the case of scleral suturing of a posterior chamber IOL, both foldable and rigid IOLs can be used. However, there have been several reports of long-term knot erosion resulting in decentration or even subluxation of these IOLs as well as late endophthalmitis. Apart from lacking evidence of their function, these IOL designs have had significant amounts of PCO with most patients needing Nd:YAG capsulotomies within the first 2 years after surgery (Figure 12-5).22

### Special Haptics—Accommodating Intraocular Lenses

Currently available accommodating IOLs are supposed to work according to the optic shift principle. Ciliary muscle contraction should result in an anterior shift of the optic, resulting in an overall increase in refractive power of the eye. A 0.7-mm shift would be predicted to achieve 1 diopter of accommodation in an eye of normal dimensions. Accordingly, in a short eye, such a shift would cause more refractive change. These IOLs have in common a hinge-like junction of haptics to optic that should allow the shifting of the optic when the haptics are compressed. Measurements of IOL shift with current models have shown only very small amounts of IOL movement and to be very variable among eyes, both when stimulated with a near target or pilocarpine-induced ciliary muscle contraction.19-21 Apart from lacking evidence of their function, these IOL designs have had significant amounts of PCO with most patients needing Nd:YAG capsulotomies within the first 2 years after surgery (Figure 12-5).22

### Intraocular Lens Optic Design

#### Edge Design

During the past decade it has become clear that optic edge design plays an important role in the prevention of PCO. When the Acrysof lens (Alcon) was introduced in the early 1990s, several studies showed that PCO development was significantly less than with other IOLs.23-25 This first was attributed to the acrylic material and to the surface properties of the IOL.26 Later it could be shown that the sharp-edge design of the lens seemed to be the key factor for this effect.27 The sharp IOL edge was a result of the manufacturing process, and its blocking effect on LEC migration, therefore, rather coincidental. Further studies confirmed that the rectangular shape of the IOL rim with its sharp edges, in combination with the acrylic material, was in fact the main reason for the reduced PCO in these lenses.28-30

![Figure 12-5. Problems with accommodating IOLs. Infolding of haptics due to capsule constriction with 1CU (left); early PCO due to missing barrier along broad haptic-optic junctions for 1CU (middle) and Crystalens AT-4S (right).](image)
formation of PCO. Studies by Nishi revealed that the discontinuous capsular bend seems to be a key factor for the preventative effect of a sharp-edge optic. The capsular bend at the posterior optic edge causes mechanical pressure and/or contact inhibition of LEC growth on the posterior capsule (Figure 12-6).

As a result of these findings, several new IOLs with a sharp optic edge design were introduced in the past years and compared in clinical trials. In a meta-analysis of the randomized controlled trials comparing round and sharp-edge IOLs there was a clear beneficial effect of sharp-edge IOLs concerning inhibition of PCO. This also confirmed that the sole modification of the posterior optic edge from a round edge to a sharp edge leads to a significant reduction of PCO by inducing a discontinuous bend at the posterior capsule (Figure 12-7).

Unfortunately, sharp optic edges of IOLs may also have disadvantages. As described previously, in some cases with implantation of lenses with a rectangular edge shape combined with a high refractive index, such as found with the Acrysof lens, an increased incidence of persistent edge-glare phenomena was reported. Sharp-edge IOL designs cause the light rays that are refracted through the peripheral IOL to be more intense on the peripheral retina. Round-edge IOL designs disperse the rays of light over a larger surface area of the retina, leading to less glare. However, the half-rounded edge profile of some newly developed IOLs with a round anterior and sharp posterior optic edge seems to avoid this disturbing side effect.

**Optic Geometry**

**Biconvexity**

Most IOLs on the market have a symmetrically biconvex optic, meaning that the radius of curvature of the front and back surface are identical. Some manufacturers have an asymmetric biconvex optic, where the back surface curvature is relatively flat and constant throughout most of the power range and the anterior curvature is varied for IOL power. This causes a slight shift of the principal optical plane of the IOL and also implies that the lens should not be implanted front to back in the eye, apart from the angulation of the haptics being backward as well. In a symmetrically biconvex lens with no angulation, the IOL could be implanted front to back without a change in optical power.

**Optical Zone**

Most IOLs have a full-size effective optical zone of 6 mm in the main range of IOL powers. Therefore, the higher powered IOLs will have a thicker optic than the lower powers. This has the advantage of a full optic zone, but can make folding of the IOL or injecting with a shooter variable depending on IOL power. Some IOLs keep a constant center thickness of the optic and vary the effective optical zone, thereby varying the curvature of the optic and, therefore, optic power. To my knowledge, there was only one manufacturer (Dr. Schmidt) that actually varied refractive index of the silicone material used for different powers, thereby keeping a constant effective optical zone and center thickness.

**Special Optics**

**Aspherical Intraocular Lenses**

This topic is covered extensively in Chapter 13. In short, these IOLs are either neutral concerning SA, therefore not adding SA to the eye, or like most models currently on the market have a prolate surface inducing negative SA, which should neutralize
the positive SA of the average cornea. The aim is to increase contrast sensitivity under mesopic conditions where the pupil is dilated. The IOLs have little to no effect when the pupil is small.

**Toric Intraocular Lenses**

With cataract surgery we can attempt to reduce preexisting corneal astigmatism using incisional techniques, such as placing the corneal incision on the steep axis, adding an opposite clear cornea incision (OCCI) on the same axis, or making limbal relaxing incisions (LRIs) on the steep axis. Most surgeons will use a 600-micron knife to perform LRIs. LRIs are able to reduce corneal astigmatism by as much as 3 diopters. This topic is covered at length in Chapter 16. The variability of the outcome is mainly due to interpatient differences in scarring of the corneal tissue, corneal rigidity, and corneal thickness.

**Figure 12-7.** PCO 1 year (upper) and 3 years (lower) after surgery for round (left) and sharp (right) edge optic design for a hydrophobic acrylic IOL.
An effective and quite predictable method of neutralizing corneal astigmatism is the use of toric IOLs. The steep axis of the eye needs to be marked in the sitting position before surgery since the eye will undergo some cyclotorsion in the supine position. The mean cyclotorsion was reported to be 2 degrees, however, can vary between patients and be up to 10 degrees in individual cases. Accurate axis placement of the toric IOL is critical to the outcome since 3% of the toric correction is lost for every degree off axis. Toric IOLs have marks on the IOL optic for alignment (Figure 12-8). Being 10 degrees off the desired axis results in about one-third of the toric correction lost. Being 30 degrees off results in no toric correction and a shift of the axis, and errors beyond that result in an increase in astigmatism of the eye, being more than preoperatively and at a completely different axis (axis-flip). Since it is crucial that the IOL does not rotate inside the capsule bag during capsule shrinkage, there are several different special haptic designs that should ensure stability. Clinical outcomes with modern toric IOLs have been very promising and rotational stability appears to be within 2 degrees. Good planning and precision during surgery seem to be key to the success with these IOLs.

Multifocal Intraocular Lenses

Multifocal IOLs (mIOL) are designed to overcome the postoperative lack of accommodation by dividing the incoming light onto two or more focal points. One of these is used for distance vision, the other for near or intermediate vision. These IOLs have shown to reduce the need for spectacle correction in daily life. However, good refractive outcome and low residual astigmatism after surgery are key to success. Therefore, meticulous biometry and power calculation are needed. Additionally, since the light is divided and also some light (about 20%) is lost to higher orders of diffraction, patients have reduced contrast sensitivity. Small amounts of PCO may cause substantial loss in visual functions and Nd:YAG capsulotomy may need to be performed earlier than usual. Additionally, the blurred nonfocused image will overlay the focused image and can cause the photic phenomenon of halos seen around light sources especially at night with a larger pupil. These can be disturbing to patients and are the main reason for explantation of mIOLs.

There are two types of mIOLs: diffractive and refractive. Diffractive mIOLs (Figure 12-9) use the entire optical zone for the creation of two foci and are, therefore, bifocal mIOLs. The focal points are created using constructive and destructive interference of light rays. These phase differences are induced by small steps that are about one-half of the incident light wavelength. In refractive mIOLs, several foci are created by zones of different surface curvatures of the lens. These IOL models will differ according to the distribution of the zones on the optic surface, and the light distribution onto the different foci is pupil size dependent.

In general, diffractive mIOLs usually have very good near vision outcomes, however, intermediate vision is poor. In contrast, refractive mIOLs usually have good intermediate vision but relatively poor near vision. In an attempt to get the best of both worlds, a strategy called “mix-and-match” with implantation of a refractive mIOL into one eye and a diffractive mIOL into the contralateral eye has been developed. To date there are little published data available, but this strategy appears promising in some patients.

Another strategy to avoid mIOLs and their potential drawbacks as mentioned above is monovision where both eyes receive standard monofocal IOLs. The dominant eye receives an IOL power to achieve good distance vision and the contralateral eye is made about 1.25 diopters more myopic to allow intermediate vision. With both eyes open, the patients usually have satisfactory near vision, at least under good lighting conditions.

Whether using mIOLs or monovision, patient selection and extensive preoperative counseling are key factors for a good outcome. It appears that patient motivation to achieve spectacle independence may be the critical deciding factor for success.
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE OF AN INTRAOCULAR LENS

Biocompatibility

Phacoemulsification and foldable IOL technology have permitted the use of small incisions, which results in less trauma caused by cataract surgery. Immediate postoperative inflammation is mainly attributed to surgical irritation of the anterior uvea, which causes changes in the blood-aqueous barrier. Long-term postoperative inflammation is caused by other factors such as immunological reactions.

The performance of an IOL is determined by several factors such as the surgical technique, the perioperative treatment, the IOL biomaterial and design, and the host reaction to the lens.

The cellular reaction seen on an IOL is an important indicator of the IOL’s biocompatibility. On the one hand, it consists of macrophages in the form of small, round cells and foreign body giant cell on the IOL surface. On the other hand, the cells are LECs after the capsule comes into contact with the foreign body IOL. Accordingly, the biocompatibility of an IOL can be divided into two parts—the uveal and the capsular reaction, as described by Amon.

Uveal biocompatibility is defined as the reaction of the uvea to the IOL. As a result to the surgical trauma and the IOL, monocytes and macrophages migrate through the uvea’s vessel walls into the aqueous and then onto the IOL surface. Monocytes transform into small, round cells and macrophages transform into epithelioid and foreign body giant cells that are responsible for the phagocytosis of debris. These cells constitute the natural immunological process in a foreign body reaction.

Capsular biocompatibility is defined as the reaction of LECs and the capsule to the IOL material and design. This encompasses LEC ongrowth, anterior capsule opacification, and PCO. The LECs residing on the posterior side of the anterior capsule (Figure 12-10), the so-called A-cells, can proliferate onto the IOL optic from the anterior capsular rim (ongrowth) and lay down collagen which results in whitening of the capsule as well as contraction of the capsule, which in turn may cause rhexis contraction or even phimosis, decentration of the IOL, or buttonholing of the IOL (Figure 12-11).

LECs also express cytokines, such as interleukin-1, interleukin-6, and transforming growth factor β, that are responsible for LEC proliferation and transdifferentiation into myofibroblasts and the synthesis of collagen fibers. These cytokines may act in an autocrine and paracrine fashion, influencing the postoperative proliferation of LECs in the capsular bag. Thus, Nishi and coauthors postulated that fibrous proliferation of LECs with anterior capsule fibrosis is often associated with blood-aqueous barrier disruption, clinically visible as flare in the anterior chamber.

Figure 12-9. Diffractive mIOL with PCO.

POSTERIOR CAPSULE OPAIFICATION

PCO (or after cataract) remains a common problem after cataract surgery with implantation of an IOL. It resulted from the transition from intracapsular cataract extraction (ICCE) to ECCE, where the posterior lens capsule is left intact during surgery. Patients with PCO suffer from decreased visual acuity, impaired contrast sensitivity, and glare disability.

Clinically, two different components of PCO can be differentiated, namely a regeneratory and a fibrotic component (Figure 12-12). Regeneratory PCO is much more common; it is caused by residual LECs from the lens equator region, the so-called E-cells, migrating and proliferating into the space between the posterior capsule and the IOL, forming layers of lens material and Elschnig pearls. Fibrotic PCO is caused by LECs from the anterior capsule that undergo transformation to myofibroblasts and gain access to the posterior capsule, causing whitening and wrinkling of the
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capsule. As described above, this can lead to decen-
tration of the IOL and hinder visualization of the
peripheral retina. Both components of PCO lead to a
decrease in visual function when they affect the cen-
tral region around the visual axis.

PCO can easily be treated by Nd:YAG laser capsu-
lotomy, however, this may lead to other complications,
including a short-term increase in intraocular pressure,
ocular inflammation, cystoid macular edema, and reti-

tinal detachment. Besides, Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy
does not improve visualization of the peripheral retina,

There is ongoing research to better understand
the development of PCO and its changes over time
and whether it can be modulated by pharmaceutical
means. This knowledge would have implications for
the ultimate cataract treatment, namely lens refilling
(or phakoersatz), where the lens substance is replaced
with an elastic polymer to allow full accommodation
after surgery. The main hurdle for lens refilling has
been after cataract with loss of bag elasticity due to
fibrosis of the capsule and opacification of the capsule
due to the regenerative PCO. Regeneratory PCO has
been shown to be a very dynamic and always chang-

ing process, whereas Elschnig pearls have a life span of
several weeks to a few months only (Figure 12-13).

Intraocular Lens Material and Posterior Capsule
Opacification

While the PCO-inhibiting effect of a sharp pos-
terior optic edge has been clearly demonstrated in
several trials, the role of different IOL optic materials
(i.e., PMMA, hydrophobic acrylic, hydrophilic acrylic
[hydrogel], silicone) in reducing PCO remains uncer-
tain. Although many studies comparing different IOL
materials have been performed, significantly higher
PCO rates have only been shown for hydrophilic
acrylic30,44,45 in comparison to other materials (i.e,
acrylic and silicone IOLs). A few studies comparing
hydrophobic acrylic and silicone lenses did not find
significant differences between the two materials.30

Intraocular Lens Material and Biocompatibility

Concerning uveal and capsular biocompatibility,
hydrophilic acrylic (hydrogel) materials show a good
uveal biocompatibility with less flare and less uveal
cells on the IOL optic surface, but a poorer capsular
biocompatibility than hydrophobic materials.46 This
is clinically visible as a stronger tendency for LEC
ongrowth onto the IOL optic surface and especially
higher PCO rates. The higher incidence of PCO with
hydrophilic materials may also be due to the fact that
the optic edge with hydrophilic materials is not as
sharp as with hydrophobic materials.7

Hydrophobic acrylic IOLs show a low rate of
PCO, but a higher incidence of giant cell reaction on
the surface. Despite the good capsular biocompat-
ibility, the uveal biocompatibility seems worse than
with silicone IOLs. Modern silicone lenses with a
sharp-edge optic have shown both excellent uveal and
capsular biocompatibility.46
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How to Achieve a Low Posterior Capsule Opacification Rate

Meticulous surgical technique is a prerequisite for low PCO rates. A well-centered capsulorrhexis where the rhexis edge overlaps the IOL optic edge around the entire circumference is necessary to ensure a bending effect on the posterior capsule to act as a barrier to invading LECs. Concerning IOL design, the concept of a sharp posterior optic edge has been proven to be the most effective method to reduce PCO up to now.

As a result, round-edge IOLs have practically disappeared from the market. However, although drastically reduced, the problem of PCO has not been eliminated. The role of IOL optic material remains unclear, while hydrogel lenses have been shown to have a high PCO incidence, there is still an ongoing debate about which of the hydrophobic material—hydrophobic acrylic or silicone—should be preferred with respect to PCO inhibition. Single-piece IOLs with an incomplete sharp optic rim have not shown significantly higher PCO.

Figure 12-11. Complications of extensive fibrotic reaction of capsule: rhexis contraction (left), IOL decentration (middle), partial buttonholing with IOL tilt (right). Arrows indicate location where the rhexis has “slipped” behind the optic.

Figure 12-12. Regeneratory (left) and fibrotic (right) PCO.
rates than multipiece IOL designs. However, new ultrathin IOLs that are currently being developed for microincision surgery might perform worse concerning PCO inhibition, due to their thin optic rim and therefore possibly weaker barrier effect at the optic edge.
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With continued improvements in surgical techniques, biometry, and intraocular lens (IOL) technology, cataract surgeons have for some time been capable of consistently achieving highly accurate quantitative refractive results following cataract/lens replacement surgery. We know we can improve an individual’s vision from 20/400 to 20/20, for example.

The modern cataract surgeon, however, is now embarking on the quest for “perfect vision” beyond a simple 20/20 standard. This does not necessarily mean getting the patient to 20/10. Rather, it means that we have started paying attention to other aspects of vision beyond Snellen acuity, such as contrast sensitivity and wavefront error, in order to achieve the highest possible quality of vision. Cataract surgeons are becoming refractive surgeons, and IOL manufacturers are beginning to incorporate advanced refractive technology toward the same objective.

Aspheric IOLs are the first new technology IOLs to reflect the refractive shift in cataract surgery.

**The Importance of Asphericity**

A decade ago, Jack Holladay introduced us to the importance of asphericity in his famous discussion of the vision of frogs and eagles. Glasser and Campbell had shown that spherical aberration (SA) of the crystalline lens changes considerably with age, moving from a negative SA value to a positive one.¹ Jack Holladay further demonstrated that side effects of myopic LASIK were likely due to the fact that the procedure turned a prolate human eye into an oblate one, with a sphericity or Q-value more akin to that of a frog than of a predator eagle.² The role of SA in the aging eye suddenly became much more interesting.

The average sphericity of the normal human cornea is positive and remains stable throughout life, but the lens SA changes with age. In the young eye, the negative SA of the crystalline lens balances the positive SA of the cornea, resulting in zero or very low total ocular SA.³ Light is sharply focused on the retina, producing a quality image and good functional vision (Figure 13-1). But in older eyes, the crystalline lens loses the ability to compensate for corneal SA, total ocular SA becomes increasingly positive, and the resulting aberrations cause blurred vision and reduced contrast sensitivity, affecting functional vision (Figure 13-2).

We also know that with age, contrast sensitivity decreases, first at the higher spatial frequencies, then at all the spatial frequencies⁴ (Figure 13-3).
The loss of functional vision can decrease quality of life and compromise driving safety even with continued good Snellen acuity. And of course, the onset of cataract exacerbates any pre-existing functional vision problems. Traditional spherical IOLs typically add positive SA, keeping total SA similar to that found in the aging natural lens.

Some people have argued that an advantage of positive SA in the aging eye is an increased depth of focus. The corollary to that, of course, would be that sharpening distance vision by correcting SA with an aspheric IOL might worsen near and intermediate vision. Certainly, this is a concern for anyone who wants his or her patients to be satisfied with their entire visual experience after IOL surgery.

However, several recent publications refute this argument. Jack Holladay points out that spherical and aspheric lenses do not differ at all in the depth of focus, but only in the clarity of best focus. Additionally, he says that slightly negative SA may actually have an accommodative effect when the pupil constricts for near tasks, depending on the lens that is used. Nishi also shows a significant negative correlation between range of accommodation and SA. In other words, lower SA is correlated with better accommodation. Finally, Wang and Koch recently demonstrated that when all aberrations are corrected, eyes with zero SA have the best depth of focus. If SA was not zero, they also found that slightly negative SA, rather than slightly positive SA, provided better depth of focus.

The Young Eye

- Negative spherical aberration of the young crystalline lens balances positive spherical aberration of the cornea.
- The eye is sharply focused on the retina, producing a quality image and good functional vision.

The Aging Eye

- Functional vision is reduced as the aging crystalline lens loses the ability to compensate for corneal spherical aberration.
- The aging eye has positive spherical aberration.
- Aberrations cause blurred vision and reduce contrast sensitivity and functional vision.
- Onset of a cataract exacerbates the problem.

| Figure 13-1. The young eye has essentially zero spherical aberration at age 19. |
| Figure 13-2. The aging eye has positive spherical aberration reducing functional visual acuity. |
| Figure 13-3. Contrast sensitivity decreases with age. |

INTRODUCTION OF THE FIRST ASPHERIC INTRAOCULAR LENS

Recognizing that a reduction in total ocular SA could potentially improve contrast sensitivity in the aging eye, optical scientists set out to create an IOL that could rebalance total ocular SA.

Corneal topography measurements on 71 cataract patients showed that the average SA of the human cornea was +0.27 microns. This was subsequently confirmed in several other studies. A model cornea based on these measurements was used to design IOLs having a fixed amount of negative SA to compensate for the positive SA of the average human cornea.

From these modeling experiments, the Tecnis Z9000 wavefront-designed IOL (AMO, Santa Ana, CA) was born. In testing of 25 patients aged 60 and
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older implanted with the Tecnis aspheric IOL, total ocular SA was not significantly different from zero, so the lens is effective in reaching the intended target.

A prospective randomized study showed a nearly 78% gain in peak contrast sensitivity with the new lens, with mesopic contrast sensitivity approximately equivalent to photopic contrast sensitivity with a spherical lens\(^1\)\(^1\) (Figure 13-4). Early European studies also showed that it could improve visual quality.\(^1\)\(^2\),\(^1\)\(^3\)

In controlled, multicenter, US clinical trials (\(n=78\)), SA was significantly less 3 months post-implantation of the Tecnis lens than after implantation of a spherical acrylic IOL. The benefit was independent of age\(^1\)\(^4\) (Figure 13-5).

Driving simulations were also conducted as part of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clinical trials to determine the impact of the lens on functional vision. Patients viewing a simulated nighttime rural road through a Tecnis aspheric lens identified a pedestrian in the road significantly faster than patients viewing through a spherical lens.\(^1\)\(^4\) On average, patients with Tecnis lenses saw the pedestrian 0.50 seconds sooner than the spherical IOL patients, which gave them a 45-foot advantage to react to the hazard in the road. Many recent vehicular safety improvements that are now standard on automobiles improve braking time by just 0.11 to 0.35 seconds.

The FDA approved the Tecnis lens in 2004, with the unprecedented claim that it was likely to offer a meaningful safety benefit for elderly drivers and others with whom they share the road. Moreover, the improvement in functional vision may improve patient safety for other situations in which visibility is low.

Since then, it has been shown that this lens provides uncorrected and distance-corrected near visual acuity similar to that obtained with standard spherical monofocal lenses, so there does not appear to be any loss of depth of focus from correction of the positive SA.\(^1\)\(^5\)

**An Evolving Market**

Since 2004, other lens manufacturers have introduced other concepts of asphericity, with new aspheric lenses of their own.

The Acrysof IQ IOL (SN60WF, Alcon, Fort Worth, TX) was designed to partially compensate for the SA of a model eye. The lens has an aspheric posterior optic design with a thinner center. It induces -0.15 microns of SA, compared to the -0.27 microns induced by the Tecnis lens, leaving approximately 0.1 microns of positive SA in the average cornea.

Some studies have shown that Navy aviators with excellent visual abilities have small amounts of SA, so in theory, leaving a small amount of residual SA might be a good thing. However, Steve Schallhorn, who conducted the pilot studies, continues to believe that striving for zero SA remains the most effective target. In his aviator studies, those subjects with SA closer to zero had better mesopic contrast acuity than their fellow pilots with higher SA.\(^1\)\(^6\)

Other human studies have also shown that superior youthful vision is associated with zero SA. Pablo Artal
presented a study at the 2006 European Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgeons showing that young subjects with naturally occurring supernormal vision of 20/15 or better have zero SA (average 0.02 microns). Doug Koch recently reported that even though optimal ocular and IOL SA varies widely among eyes, most emmetropic eyes achieved the best image quality with a 6.0-mm pupil when total ocular SA is between -0.10 to 0.00 microns.7

McCulley and colleagues showed that the Acrysof IQ aspheric lens reduces the positive ocular spherical aberration observed in pseudophakic and elderly eyes, especially at larger pupillary diameters (6 mm), with no notable increase in coma.17 With a 6.0-mm pupil, total SA post-implantation was very close to predicted levels, at 0.09 ± 0.04 microns, compared to 0.43 ± 0.12 microns for patients implanted with Acrysof spherical IOLs (p<0.0001).

In a recent prospective study, the aspheric IQ lens provided significantly better contrast sensitivity at all spatial frequencies during mesopic testing, with and without glare, than two other spherical Acrysof lenses.18

A third aspheric IOL, the Sofport AO (L61AO, Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, NY) was designed to be SA neutral, not adding to or subtracting from the corneal SA.

Because the AO lens has no relationship to the average or actual SA in the eye, it may be less dependent on centration. Nichamin and colleagues found that the optical performance of a model eye was not affected by decentration of the AO, even when the lens was decentered by as much as 1.00 mm.19 In this decenteration model, the lens performed better than both a spherical IOL and an aspheric IOL designed to offset SA (Tecnis).

Tolerance levels for the Tecnis aspheric lens require that it be decentered less than 0.4 mm and tilted less than 7 degrees in order to provide optical performance superior to that of a spherical lens. Newer studies have shown that the above values applied to monochromatic light only. In a more real-world situation where polychromatic light is present, the above values nearly double, with about 0.8 mm of decentration and more than 10 degrees of tilt being tolerated.20 A number of published studies over the past decade or more have shown that with a continuous curvilinear capsulorhexis and in-the-bag IOL placement, modern cataract surgery is typically well within such tolerance limits.21-23

**Comparison Study**

I am conducting a monocular, randomized, double-masked, parallel group study comparing the three aspheric IOLs in our practice. To date, 79 subjects have been enrolled and randomized to the SofPort AO, the Acrysof IQ, or the Tecnis IOL, without regard to preoperative corneal SA. Enrollment and follow-up are ongoing.

Thus far, Snellen visual acuity outcomes have been uniformly excellent, with an average postoperative best corrected visual acuity better than 20/20 in all three lens groups.

Of course, we are very interested in what happens to SA in these eyes. At 3 months postoperative, with a 5.0-mm pupil, patients with the Tecnis (0.01) and Acrysof IQ (0.04) lenses had statistically significantly less SA than patients with the SofPort AO (0.11). The Tecnis aspheric—and, to a lesser degree, the IQ lens—effectively compensates for the SA in the average eye.

We are also interested in measures of the quality of vision under low contrast or low light conditions where we would expect SA to be problematic. There are significant differences in contrast sensitivity at 3 and 18 cycles per degree favoring the Tecnis lens, under both mesopic (Figure 13-6) and photopic (Figure 13-7) conditions.

**Surgical Pearls**

In almost all situations in which a monofocal lens is to be implanted, an aspheric lens will provide the
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highest quality vision—and may even improve Snellen visual acuity, as our anecdotal experience seems to suggest. The one exception to this rule is the patient who has had previous hyperopic laser refractive surgery. If the correction was for significant hyperopia (+2.0 diopters or greater), the cornea will already have low or negative SA, and an aspheric lens implant can actually increase the total negative SA of the ocular system.

Some surgeons may prefer to measure corneal SA preoperatively and base their lens decision on which of the three aspheric lenses is the most likely to bring the patient’s total SA back into balance at zero. For the majority of patients, the Tecnis IOL is the most likely to achieve the zero SA target.

Of course, in addition to choosing an appropriate aspheric IOL, surgeons should also take care to maximize visual function with these lenses by fully correcting lower order aberrations. This requires the use of optimized IOL constants for biometry and correction of preoperative astigmatism at the time of surgery, as well as accounting for any potential residual astigmatism.

A good surgical technique with appropriate capsulorrhexis and in-the-bag positioning is important. One-piece and three-piece aspheric lenses are available. To maintain adequate centration during a complicated case, such as one in which there is a break in the capsular bag that requires sulcus placement, a three-piece lens is necessary.

Because these lenses have aspheric surfaces on only one side, I have often been asked what would happen if the lens is implanted upside down. The answer is that the patient will still benefit from the asphericity of the lens, although the refraction may be off.

**CONCLUSION**

Aspheric IOLs are here to stay and are rapidly becoming the standard of care because they can potentially provide superior optical quality, especially in low light and low contrast situations. I believe that aspheric IOLs represent the first truly refractive IOLs. They offer an easy way for the general cataract surgeon to begin the transition to refractive cataract surgery. Once one has implemented the steps necessary for implanting aspheric lenses (eg, precision biometry, correction of preoperative astigmatism at the time of surgery), one can more easily consider other premium IOLs, including those with multifocal or accommodating surfaces.

As we develop better ways of measuring preoperative corneal SA, we may find ourselves customizing the IOL to not only the axial length, but also to the patient’s individual corneal SA, in an attempt to optimize vision. And, farther in the future, we may be customizing IOLs to a whole range of quality of vision factors as the quest for “perfect vision” evolves.
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**Figure 13-7.** Photopic contrast sensitivity results from our clinical comparison of three different aspheric lenses.
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Capsular Tension Rings

Patrick J. Riedel, MD, and Thomas W. Samuelson, MD

Cataract surgery in an eye with absent or weak zonules presents unique challenges for the anterior segment surgeon. With the introduction of the capsular tension ring (CTR), and its several modified versions, the ability to perform safe cataract extraction with the implantation of a stable and well-centered intraocular lens (IOL) within the capsular bag has increased substantially. In order to use CTMs safely and effectively, the modern cataract surgeon must have a thorough understanding of their design, indications, methods of insertion, and limitations.

Although there were descriptions of endocapsular ring devices made in the 1980s (initially intended to decrease capsular fibrosis), it was not until 1991 that the idea of the use of an endocapsular device solely for the purpose of maintaining a circular bag was published.1 In 1993, Leger and Witschel introduced the first iteration of the modern open-ringed polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) CTR and demonstrated its placement in a human eye during cataract surgery.2 Multiple studies and variations have followed, but the simple design and concept behind this revolutionary device has remained.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE

The CTR is a PMMA open-ring device with blunt-tipped eyelets at either end (Figure 14-1). The CTR is designed to be implanted into the capsular bag and left permanently in place. CTRs work by imparting a centrifugal force to the equator of the capsular bag. This force is equalized throughout the entire zonular-capsular apparatus, thereby transmitting the tension from intact and normal zonules to those areas of zonule laxity or absence. By increasing overall bag stability, the risk of intraoperative complication is reduced.3,4 In addition, the tension imparted to the entire bag with a CTR decreases postoperative capsular contraction (phimosis) and posterior capsular opacification5,6 and improves IOL centration.7 CTRs appear to have no effect on the refractive results from cataract surgery.8 Whether or not a CTR will decrease the rate of late IOL/bag subluxation is still being evaluated and debated.9,10

In order to be most effective, the CTR should be larger in diameter than the capsular bag diameter and an appropriately sized ring should have its ends overlap slightly.11 Ultrasound biomicroscopy has shown that a correctly placed CTR lies between the IOL haptic and the ciliary body with no iris touch, and that its position is stable, safe, and consistent.12
Presently in the United States there are two Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved CTRs. One is made by Morcher GmbH (Stuttgart, Germany) and the other by Ophtec (Groningen, The Netherlands). The Morcher ring (marketed in the United States as the Reform Ring and distributed exclusively by FCI Ophthalmics of Marshfield Hills, Mass) is available in three different sizes. The Type 14 CTR has an uncompressed diameter of 12.3 mm and can be compressed to a diameter of 10 mm. The Type 14C has an uncompressed diameter of 13 mm and can be compressed to 11 mm. The Type 14A has an uncompressed diameter of 14.5 mm with a compressible diameter of 12 mm. The Ophtec CTR is distributed by AMO (Santa Ana, CA) and marketed under the name StabilEyes. It is available in uncompressed diameters of 12 mm and 13 mm (compressed diameters of 10 mm and 11 mm respectively). Both the Reform Ring and the StabilEyes can be implanted using a universal injector made by Ophtec (Figure 14-2) or bimanually with forceps.

In order to get maximum zonular support for 360 degrees, the ends of a CTR should overlap slightly after being inserted. Since the CTR cannot be visualized once it is inserted, some surgeons advocate white-to-white measurements or axial eye length to predict the diameter of the capsular bag. There appears to be no disadvantage to having too large a CTR in an eye, so many surgeons opt for placing the largest available CTR in all cases (author's preference).

INDICATIONS

Although zonular laxity can be encountered in any patient, there are common conditions that should be recognized preoperatively as having a higher risk for bag instability. Pseudoexfoliation is by far the most common of these conditions. Other conditions include uveitis, Marfan syndrome, homocystinuria, hypermature cataracts, microspherophakia, iatrogenic or traumatic zonular laxity, retinitis pigmentosa, myotonic dystrophy, and eyes that have previously undergone vitrectomy or filtering surgery.

Careful attention during the preoperative examination can often identify mild iridodonesis or phacodonesis. With the judicious use of a CTR, such cases often proceed without complication and result in a well-centered and stable capsular bag and IOL. Moderate or severe irido or phacodonesis (or frank lens subluxation) are signs of significant zonule compromise and alternative methods of cataract removal and lens implantation should be considered. In cases of severe bag/lens instability, the capsular tension segment (CTS) and the modified capsular tension ring (M-CTR) may be utilized. Descriptions and use of these devices will be discussed later in this chapter.

In cataract surgeries requiring a CTR, the device can be implanted at any point after the capsulorrhexis is made. To facilitate the remaining steps in the surgery, the CTR should be implanted as late as possible but as soon as necessary during a case with compromised zonules. A CTR should never be used if there is a tear in the anterior or posterior capsule, as the tear will almost certainly extend given the force placed on the capsular bag during insertion. Although there is no consensus, most surgeons believe that a CTR should not be utilized if there are more than 4 clock hours of zonulysis or more than mild diffuse zonular laxity. Generally, a standard CTR will have no beneficial effect in an eye with severe laxity or significant loss of zonules.
SURGICAL ISSUES

Ideally, zonular compromise is identified preoperatively, but may go unnoticed until surgery commences. During surgery, the first sign of compromised zonules usually occurs while performing the capsulorrhexis. Wrinkling of the capsular bag and quivering of the underlying lens during the creation of the rhexis are signs of zonular instability. Zonular weakness may also be present if a circular rhexis takes on an oval or ellipsoidal shape after its completion. During phacoemulsification, zonular laxity can manifest as significant lens and bag movement, or difficulty in rotating the lens in the bag. While performing irrigation and aspiration (I/A), the surgeon should watch carefully for any evidence of the equator of the bag coming into view during cortex stripping. Effective cortex removal requires that the capsular bag be well supported to provide countertraction for cortical stripping. Therefore, if there is difficulty in stripping cortex it may be due to zonular weakness and a lack of countertraction. If I/A is not proceeding easily due to difficulty stripping cortex from an area of bag weakness, then the CTR should be placed at that time. As mentioned, the CTR can be placed at any time during cataract surgery once a continuous curvilinear capsulorrhexis is made, but placement of the CTR with nucleus or significant cortex still remaining will make the removal of those structures much more difficult. If a CTR is required prior to the nucleus being removed, copious viscodissection under the anterior capsule and into the fornices of the bag should be attempted. This will make placement of the CTR easier and produce less capture of lens and cortex material between the bag and the ring. If the CTR is placed after the nucleus is removed but prior to cortical aspiration, the surgeon needs to be prepared for a more tedious and time-consuming I/A as the cortical material is often trapped by the CTR against the bag.

INSERTION TECHNIQUES

There are several techniques described for CTR insertion, but the authors have found the universal CTR injector (Ophtec) to be a simple and predictable means of CTR placement.

Step-by-Step Approach to Capsular Tension Ring Insertion Using the Universal CTR Injector

Step 1. Load the Injector. To use this device, the hook on the extended arm of the injector captures one eyelet of the CTR and the CTR is withdrawn into the injector by releasing the spring-loaded plunger.

Step 2. Introduce the CTR Into the Capsular Bag. After adequate viscoelastic fill of the anterior chamber and capsular bag, the injector is introduced into the eye through the cataract incision. A slow and controlled depression of the plunger on the injector allows the CTR to slowly emerge (Figure 14-3). Initially, the leading eyelet of the CTR can be seen entering the capsular bag but the remainder of the insertion maneuver is done with a somewhat blind approach. In most cases, it is impossible to see the CTR as it makes its way circumferentially around the fornix of the bag.

Step 3. Disengage the CTR From the Injector. When the CTR is nearly implanted, the trailing eyelet, hooked on the tip of the plunger arm, will come into view. The trailing eyelet can usually be easily disengaged by a slight twisting motion of the injector, or by brushing the ring against the capsular edge. Occasionally a second instrument is required to dislodge the trailing eyelet. Although this method of CTR insertion places some stress on the bag, it rarely will tear the capsule due to the smooth PMMA material and the ski-tip-like eyelet, which reduces snagging.

Some surgeons prefer to place the CTR bimanually without the use of an injector, but to the beginning surgeon this method will seem less controlled and more difficult to master.
Step-by-Step Approach to Manual Insertion of the Capsular Tension Ring

Step 1. Grasp the CTR. Non-toothed forceps are used to grasp the CTR and direct the leading eyelet into the capsular bag.

Step 2. Introduce and Dial the CTR Into the Capsular Bag. The ring is then slowly pushed and dialed into the capsule. The trailing eyelet is placed into the bag with a Sinskey hook or a forceps. The manual technique is a bit more difficult since the CTR remains in its circular shape during insertion and requires a two-handed approach to not only dial the CTR into the bag, but also to dial it into the eye; an injector system eliminates this difficulty. One advantage of the bimanual technique is that it may reduce shearing and tangential forces placed on the bag and zonules during insertion by allowing the surgeon to direct the angle of the insertion more easily. In effect, the manual approach allows the surgeon to assist the CTR in curving around the bag circumference. A technique that requires no dialing of the CTR has also been recently described and is called the fishtail technique.16

More Complex Cases

A standard CTR can be placed at anytime during surgery after the capsulorrhexis is made, yet it provides no advantage in cases of moderate to severe generalized zonular laxity or in cases with greater than 4 clock hours of zonule dialysis.15 For these cases, several new devices and techniques have been described.11

In cases of severe zonular inadequacy, supporting the capsular bag to allow phacoemulsification and placement of an intracapsular IOL can be very challenging. Iris hooks have been employed to act as artificial zonules in such cases, but they cannot be left permanently in place.17 In addition, standard iris hooks may cause a tear in an otherwise intact capsular bag. Richard Mackool, MD, has invented a capsular support system using hooks that have a 2.5-mm hook return and an angle that allows more direct and level capsular tension. The reusable Mackool titanium hooks are available from Duckworth and Kent (Baldock, Hertfordshire, England), and similar disposable hooks are available from Impex Surgical (Staten Island, NY).

The need to create permanent artificial zonules led to the development of two revolutionary products.

Cionni conceived of the modified CTR (M-CTR or Cionni ring) in 199818 and FDA approval was granted in 2005. The M-CTR is essentially a CTR with the addition of suturing eyelets to allow the entire ring to be fixed permanently to the sclera with sutures (Figure 14-4). The suturing eyelets are positioned slightly anterior to the ring, allowing the ring to be placed into the capsular bag but allowing the eyelets to remain anterior to the capsule. This configuration allows suturing of the ring, via the eyelet, to the scleral wall without compromising the integrity of the capsular bag. Different models of the Cionni ring were produced to provide more versatility in placement of scleral fixation depending on the amount and area of zonular weakness. The M-CTR can have one eyelet to the left (model 1-L) or the right (model 1-R) or two eyelets 180 degrees apart (model 2-L) (Figure 14-5).

A standard CTR cannot be used in cases with severe zonular instability, but the Cionni ring can be used in any case as long as the capsular bag is intact.

One downside of the Cionni ring is that its insertion can be difficult. Not only is the bag usually very loose when this ring is to be used, but the ring also has to be dialed into the bag while positioning and maintaining the suturing eyelets in front of the anterior capsule. This configuration can be challenging to
Capsular Tension Rings

Capsular Tension Rings (CTRs) are devices used in ophthalmic surgery to help stabilize the lens and prevent complications. Achieving this stabilization can be challenging, especially when the capsular bag is weak or absent. The sutures intended to affix the ring to the sclera often have to be preplaced and can easily become tangled during the process of dialing the ring into the eye. Another product, the CTS, was designed to circumvent some of the difficulties inherent with the Cionni ring.

The CTS, invented by Ahmed in 2002, is essentially a small segment of a CTR with a suturing eyelet. This device requires no dialing maneuvers for insertion and it can be placed relatively simply in the bag supporting any area of zonular weakness or absence. Another advantage of this device is that it can be utilized in cases with a non-curvilinear capsulorrhexis, or frank capsular tear (absolute contraindications for the use of a CTR or M-CTR). Additionally, since the CTS can be removed from the eye, it can be utilized anytime during surgery without concern that it will trap nuclear or cortical material. Three sizes are available: 4.75 mm (model 6D), 5.00 mm (model 6E), and 5.5 mm (model 6C). The most commonly used is the 6D because its small size allows for easier intraocular manipulation. Presently, the CTR is not approved for use in the United States.

**Additional Ring Devices**

Expanding on the basic design of the CTR, other ring-like devices have also been developed. One of these is the artificial iris ring from Morcher and Ophtec. These PMMA rings are much like a CTR with segmented colored wing-like flanges that produce an artificial iris in cases of aniridia (Figure 14-6). In order to create a complete artificial iris, two rings need to be placed in the capsular bag and the wings offset slightly. Different models are available to produce different artificial pupil diameters and to try to match iris color for a cosmetic result. In cases with only a sector of iris missing (coloboma or trauma), a ring with only one large wing-like flange has been developed (Figure 14-7). Although these rings are not yet FDA approved, they can be obtained and used on a compassionate care basis.

**Complications**

Generally, the insertion of a CTR is straightforward with an immediate and beneficial effect. Complications can arise, however, either during surgery or in the postoperative period. Reports have been
published of CTRs being inadvertently inserted into the anterior chamber angle instead of the capsular bag and not identified until postoperatively. Insertion into the vitreous has also occurred either through an iatrogenic capsule tear from ring insertion or through an occult bag laceration. It is also possible for the ring to be placed in the ciliary sulcus. Great care must be taken to confirm that the capsular bag is intact before placing a CTR. If there is any question as to the status of the bag, the ring should not be inserted. Again, a CTS can be used in cases in which the bag integrity is questionable or already violated.

If a CTR is placed completely inside an intact capsular bag, and there is no inadvertent capsular tear after the ring is in position, there is little that could happen postoperatively except for possible subluxation of the entire IOL/CTR/capsular bag complex. In cases of progressive zonular weakening such as pseudoexfoliation and Marfan syndrome, a significant subluxation of the entire complex has been described. This can occur years after the initial surgery. To prevent late subluxation, some surgeons advocate the placement of a CTR in all patients with a progressive zonular weakening condition such as pseudoexfoliation. However, no evidence yet exists that such a maneuver would reduce or prevent IOL/CTR/capsular bag subluxation. Cases of subluxation of the entire bag and its contents (including a CTR) have already been reported, so the widespread use of a standard CTR in such cases may have little impact on long-term results. In cases with obvious significant zonular absence or laxity, a device that can be suture fixated to the scleral wall (such as the M-CTR or a CTS) is more logically employed.

Several techniques have been described to reposition the IOL/CTR/capsular bag complex when it has subluxed. The CTR can be directly sutured to the sclera, but this requires placing one end of the suture through the capsular bag (and under the CTR), thereby lacerating it. A CTS or M-CTR could be utilized to reposition the bag and suture it to the sclera without disruption of the capsular bag if the ring or segment could be appropriately positioned.

Removing a CTR from the vitreous space can be accomplished in several ways including directly removing the ring through a sclerostomy, cutting the ring into pieces and removing it, or removing it by capturing it and retracting it into a ring injector. Cases of ring dislocation or inadvertent insertion into the vitreous are often best handled by posterior segment surgeons.

**Summary**

CTRs increase the safety of anterior segment surgery in the face of zonular weakness. A modern phacoemulsification surgeon must be adept at utilizing these devices to provide for a more stable capsular bag during and after cataract surgery. By mastering the use of these devices in cases of zonular instability, the rate of capsular tears, vitreous loss, IOL decentration, and capsular phimosis may be significantly reduced.

**References**

Preventing Postoperative Infection and Inflammation

Preventing Postoperative Infection

Postoperative endophthalmitis is a rare but potentially devastating complication of cataract surgery. The incidence of postoperative endophthalmitis is small and most recent studies have found that in the United States, the rate is approximately 0.07%.\(^1\)\(^3\) With an ever-aging population, the number of patients requiring cataract surgery is growing each year. Therefore, potential cases of postoperative endophthalmitis will increase in the future. Given the potential for a poor visual outcome following endophthalmitis, it is critically important that all possible methods for the prevention of endophthalmitis be employed. These methods of prophylaxis include preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative techniques and medications that will help lower the overall incidence of endophthalmitis.

Preoperative

The first step in the prevention of endophthalmitis is the recognition and treatment of any preexisting conditions that may predispose the patient to the development of endophthalmitis. This should begin with the initial evaluation of the patient with a surgical cataract in the clinic. Careful history should be taken regarding any preexisting diseases and/or history of previous ocular infections. Conditions that may lead to increased bacteria periocularly should be recognized with careful evaluation of the patient at the slit lamp. Dacryocystitis or any abnormalities of the lacrimal drainage system, which may predispose to infections, should be carefully documented. It is important that these aforementioned conditions be treated prior to cataract surgery to decrease the incidence of bacteria periocularly. Any preexisting dacryocystitis should be completely treated well before cataract surgery. Similarly, aggressive treatment of blepharitis and meibomian gland dysfunction should be undertaken prior to contemplating cataract surgery with aggressive lid soaks and scrubs, periocular antibiotics, as well as a course of oral antibiotics such as doxycycline if necessary prior to surgery. The patient should be evaluated following treatment of these conditions to ensure that he or she is under control prior to undergoing surgery.

Use of preoperative antibiotics is also important to obtain a high level of antibiotics in the cornea and anterior chamber prior to the first incision for cataract surgery.\(^4\) There are several ways to provide this preoperative antibiotic coverage. Studies have shown that antibiotics begun four times per day 3 days prior to surgery or even 1 day prior to surgery\(^5\) provide
a high level of antibiotics in the cornea and anterior chamber. The use of preoperative antibiotics in a loading fashion prior to surgery may also provide high levels of antibiotics. Patients may receive four sets of antibiotic drops during their preoperative preparation for surgery at the time that dilating drops are given to the patient.

Topical fourth-generation fluoroquinolones have low ocular toxicity, superior penetration through the cornea, and higher minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) levels in aqueous compared with third-generation fluoroquinolones. In addition, the broad-spectrum coverage provided by these agents against both gram-positive and gram-negative organisms make them theoretically ideal for prevention of postoperative endophthalmitis. Fourth-generation fluoroquinolones such as moxifloxacin (Vigamox, Alcon, Fort Worth, TX) and gatifloxacin (Zymar, Allergan, Irvine, CA) have been shown to provide excellent prophylaxis for most bacteria that are responsible for postoperative endophthalmitis and can rapidly attain high levels within the cornea and the anterior chamber prior to surgery.

Preoperative preparation of the patients for surgery is also very important as reports have shown that normal ocular flora from the eyelids or conjunctiva are the most common bacteria causing endophthalmitis. Skin preparation should be undertaken with 10% Betadine on the lid skin and lashes surrounding the eye. Vigorous scrubbing of the lashes should not be undertaken immediately before cataract surgery as this may actually liberate bacteria from the eyelashes. One of the most important factors in the preoperative sterilization of the surface of the eye is the use of 5% Betadine on the cornea and conjunctiva during preparation of the eye for surgery. This preoperative povidone-iodine antisepsis (when combined with preoperative topical antibiotics therapy) has been shown to markedly decrease the bacteria that are present on the surface of the eye prior to cataract surgery.

Great care should be taken during the draping of the patient prior to surgery to ensure that there is a barrier between the lid margin and lashes and the surgical field. There are many plastic drapes that are available that can perform this important function. With the use of topical anesthesia, the patient is instructed to widely open his or her eyes and the sticky plastic drape is then placed over the eyelids and lashes. A sharp scissors can then be used to make an opening through the center of the drape overlying the cornea. Either an open- or closed-loop speculum may then be used to “tuck” the plastic drape around the lid margin and lashes. This way, there will be no direct contact of potentially contaminated eyelid margin or lashes with the surgical field.

**Intraoperative**

It is critical to maintain antiseptic techniques throughout the entire procedure. Instruments that are used within the eye should be carefully sterilized and care should be taken not to break the sterility of the surgical field or the instrument tray at any time during the surgery.

The construction of the clear corneal wound used for the majority of cataract surgeries is critical. Several relatively recent studies have raised a concern that postoperative endophthalmitis following cataract surgery is more likely with clear corneal incisions. This concern is also backed by evidence of an increased rate of post-cataract endophthalmitis since 1994, which coincides with the timeline for widespread use of unsutured clear corneal cataract incisions. Proper construction of the clear corneal wound is important to ensure a water-tight closure at the conclusion of the case. Studies by Ernest and co-authors have shown that the clear corneal cataract wounds that are square or nearly square in architecture are significantly more resistant to external deformation than those that are more rectangular. In addition, Masket has shown that the design and length of the clear corneal incision is critical to ensure that the incision seals at the conclusion of the case. Meticulous construction of a clear corneal incision to ensure adequate sealing of the incision at the conclusion of the case should have an acceptably low risk of postoperative endophthalmitis. Newer methods of evaluating the clear corneal incision architecture have been developed using optical coherence tomography. This imaging technology allows evaluation of the architectural features of the clear corneal wound in patients postoperatively. Endothelial gapping and loss of coaptation postoperatively has been shown in some patients. This can be potentially important at times immediately following cataract surgery when the intraocular pressure (IOP) is low, which would significantly increase the risk for endophthalmitis.

The role of antibiotics in the irrigating solution to try and prevent endophthalmitis during the procedure is quite controversial. Surgeons have advocated the use of antibiotics in the irrigating solution for prevention of endophthalmitis in the past. Gentamicin sulfate as
well as vancomycin in the irrigating solution has been advocated. However, antibiotics within the irrigating solution provide a relatively low dose of antibiotics for a short period of time, which would not render a bacteriostatic antibiotic useful in the killing of bacteria during cataract surgery. There is also a concern about the possibility of toxicity from intraocular gentamicin use. In addition, the misdosing of the antibiotic within the irrigating solution has the potential for causing postoperative inflammation or toxic anterior segment syndrome (TASS). Therefore, antibiotics within the irrigating solution during cataract surgery are not recommended.

Another way of attaining a high dose of antibiotics at the immediate conclusion of cataract surgery is the use of intracameral antibiotics. Intracameral cefuroxime has been evaluated for endophthalmitis prophylaxis and has gained widespread acceptance in countries such as Sweden. Montan and coauthors have shown that a 1.0 mL dose of intracameral cefuroxime apparently has no signs of toxicity on the corneal endothelium or on the anterior segment. The decreased rates of postoperative endophthalmitis in Sweden since the adaptation of cefuroxime helped stimulate the European Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ESCRS) to perform a prospective, investigator-masked, placebo-controlled multicenter clinical trial to evaluate the use of cefuroxime intracamerally in the prevention of endophthalmitis. The ESCR trial was a large multicenter study that eventually included greater than 16,000 patients. They found that risk for presumed infectious endophthalmitis postoperatively was increased nearly five-fold in patients who did not receive intracameral cefuroxime (0.30%) compared to those receiving the intracameral antibiotic (0.06%). However, there have been several questions raised about the limitations of the ESCR study following publication. First of all, levofloxacin was used for the topical antibiotic prophylaxis. Since that study began, the fourth-generation fluoroquinolones moxifloxacin and gatifloxacin have gained widespread use in the United States and there is evidence to support the fact that these fourth-generation fluoroquinolones are a better choice for topical antibiotic prophylaxis to prevent endophthalmitis. Other methods of providing intracameral antibiotic prophylaxis are being evaluated at the moment. Fourth-generation fluoroquinolones such as moxifloxacin, which have potent and rapid bactericidal activity against common gram-positive pathogens, have been evaluated. There are theoretic advantages to the use of these fourth-generation fluoroquinolones as an agent for intracameral prophylaxis of endophthalmitis.

An additional concern at this time is that no commercially available, Food and Drug Administration approved antibiotics are available to the ophthalmic surgeon in a unit dose delivery device for the use of these antibiotics intracameral. These antibiotics have to be custom mixed for injection into the anterior chamber at the conclusion of the case. This raises the potential for problems regarding the administering of "homemade" intracameral antibiotics. Possible dilution errors, bacterial contamination, or even the creation of TASS is a concern. A recent survey of members of the American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS) found that this was a significant concern to 45% of surgeons currently not using intracameral antibiotics. At present, more than 80% of ASCRS members expressed a need for a commercially approved preparation at a reasonable cost that would lead to routine injection of intracameral antibiotics.

Postoperative

Use of postoperative antibiotics for the prevention of endophthalmitis following cataract surgery has now become routine and some may argue that this is the standard of care. However, there is very limited and often indirect evidence regarding the efficacy of the use of postoperative antibiotics in the prevention of endophthalmitis. The huge numbers necessary to perform a study as well as the ethical issues involved with the use of a placebo make randomized, prospective, controlled studies very difficult to perform to confirm the efficacy of postoperative antibiotics in the prevention of endophthalmitis. When postoperative antibiotics are used, it is very important that they be used in a proper manner. There has been a marked increase in resistance to second generation fluoroquinolones noted over the past decade. The rapid increase in resistance to so-called second-generation fluoroquinolones has rendered these drugs much less useful in the prophylaxis of postoperative endophthalmitis. The most common bacteria implicated in endophthalmitis are coagulase-negative staph, Staph aureus, and strep species. The availability of fourth-generation fluoroquinolones gatifloxacin and moxifloxacin has lead to their widespread use for postoperative prophylaxis of endophthalmitis. The incidence of resistance to these new fluoroquinolones is much decreased compared to older generations. However, resistance even to fourth-generation fluoroquinolones is now being reported.
At the conclusion of the surgical procedure, two drops of fourth-generation fluoroquinolone should be placed onto the cornea while the patient is still in the operating room. The patient should then be instructed to use this antibiotic every 2 hours for the first day following surgery. The fourth-generation fluoroquinolone antibiotic should then be used four times per day for 7 days following surgery and should be abruptly discontinued in routine cases. There is no place for the tapering of antibiotics in the postoperative period as this may increase the risk of formation of resistance to these antibiotics.

The prevention of postoperative endophthalmitis following cataract surgery is a multi-faceted procedure. This begins with a thorough preoperative evaluation of the patient including treatment of any preexisting dacryocystitis and blepharitis. Preoperative preparation of the patient including the use of antibiotics and povidone-iodine is essential. Careful attention to draping and preparing of the patient’s eye with adherence to aseptic techniques is important. The design and construction of a clear corneal wound is critical to allow sealing of the wound at the conclusion of the case to decrease the potential risk of ingress of bacteria. Lastly, the use of antibiotics intracamerally at the conclusion of the surgery as well as postoperatively should help to decrease the risk for postoperative endophthalmitis.

**PREVENTING POSTOPERATIVE INFLAMMATION**

Control of postoperative inflammation following cataract surgery is important to prevent sequelae of chronic inflammation such as corneal decompensation, glaucoma, synechiae formation, and cystoid macular edema (CME). Control of postoperative inflammation becomes even more important in patients with conditions that predispose them to breakdown of the blood aqueous barrier such as diabetes, and a history of preexisting iritis or uveitis. As with the prevention of infection, the prevention of postoperative inflammation begins in the preoperative period and extends through the surgery to the postoperative period.

**Preoperative**

Patients with a history of uveitis, iritis, or any inflammatory condition should be carefully evaluated in the clinic prior to consideration of cataract surgery. It is essential that there is no active uveitis present at the time of cataract surgery. The patient’s eye should be quiet preoperatively for a minimum of 6 weeks prior to contemplating cataract surgery. In patients with a history of uveitis, it is recommended that anti-inflammatory drops be started at least 1 week prior to surgery. Prednisolone acetate (Pred Forte [Allergan, Irvine, CA]) as well as a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) should be used four times per day for the week prior to surgery. In patients with a history of severe uveitis, oral prednisone in a moderate dose of 40 to 50 mg per day may also be started during this period of time.

In a routine cataract patient without a history of preexisting uveitis, it is unclear how soon prior to surgery that NSAID use should be started. There are advantages in beginning NSAID therapy prior to surgery so that there is adequate blockage of prostaglandins release at the time of surgery. In addition, use of NSAIDs preoperatively will help to prevent progressive pupil miosis during the surgical procedure. Preoperative NSAID regimens for the treatment of anterior segment inflammation vary from beginning treatment 1 to 3 days prior to surgery to starting with a dose immediately before surgery. This is quite similar to the use of preoperative antibiotics for the prevention of endophthalmitis. It is reasonable to begin NSAID treatment when the patient is in the preoperative holding area with three drops of NSAID given at the same time as the antibiotic and dilating drops. Some would argue that preoperative treatment with NSAIDs followed by combination therapy with NSAIDs and corticosteroids postoperatively has become the standard of care in cataract surgery.33,34

**Postoperative**

The most common postoperative regimen for the treatment of inflammation in a routine cataract patient is the use of 1% prednisolone acetate four times per day for 2 weeks with tapering depending on the condition of the patient and any preexisting conditions that would cause a breakdown of the blood-aqueous barrier postoperatively. This can be supplemented by NSAID treatments, which are once again used four times per day with a similar tapering dose. Postoperative use of anti-inflammatory medications such as corticosteroids or NSAIDs may help reduce inflammation and prevent possible postoperative complications.35 The use of NSAIDs in addition to corticosteroids or used by themselves prophylactically may help prevent postoperative inflammation and sequelae such as CME.36

There are many different NSAIDs available for the prevention of postoperative inflammation as well
as to help minimize pain in the postoperative period. These include such NSAIDs as ketorolac tromethamine (Acular, Acular LS, Allergan) and diclofenac sodium 0.1% (Voltaren ophthalmic, Novartis, Duluth, GA). In addition, there are some newly available NSAIDs that may require less frequent dosages and have some potential advantages regarding regeneration and onset of anti-inflammatory effect. Nepafenac ophthalmic suspension 0.1% (Nevanac, Alcon, Fort Worth, Texas) is a very effective NSAID with inhibition of cyclooxygenase 1 and 2. It also has a relatively long duration of action. Nevanac crosses the cornea rapidly and then undergoes bioactivation within ocular tissue to amfenac. The dosing regimen of nepafenac 0.1% three times a day starting 1 day prior to surgery and continuing for 14 days after surgery used as a sole postoperative treatment was found to prevent as well as treat ocular inflammation and pain associated with cataract surgery in a large multicenter study.37 Another newer NSAID is bromfenac ophthalmic solution 0.09% (Xibrom, ISTA Pharmaceuticals, Irvine, CA), which similarly acts to prevent inflammation in the arachidonic acid cascade through the inhibition of cyclooxygenase. Bromfenac sodium is available in a 0.09% solution and may be dosed two or three times per day postoperatively for the treatment and prevention of anterior segment inflammation and reduction of ocular pain following cataract surgery. Two large phase-three studies confirmed that bromfenac effectively and rapidly cleared ocular inflammation as well as reduced ocular pain following cataract surgery with no serious ocular adverse events.38 The use of NSAIDs and prednisolone acetate are essential in the prevention of postoperative inflammation and pain following cataract surgery. These medications may help to decrease the potential for postoperative inflammatory complications following cataract surgery such as CME. NSAIDs may also be helpful for the prevention of intraoperative miosis.

**Toxic Anterior Segment Syndrome**

TASS is an acute, sterile anterior segment inflammation following any anterior segment surgery. The most common hallmark of TASS is markedly blurred vision, which patients often note almost immediately after cataract surgery with many signs and symptoms appearing within 12 to 48 hours of surgery. The most common clinical findings include diffuse corneal edema, which has been called “limbus-to-limbus” secondary to widespread endothelial damage, as well as marked anterior segment inflammation with hypopyon and fibrin formation. Finally, TASS can cause diffuse iris damage as well as damage to the trabecular meshwork leading to glaucoma.39,40

Potential etiologic factors involved in TASS are extremely broad and include problems with intraocular irrigating solutions such as balanced saline solution (BSS). This includes abnormalities of pH, osmolarity, ionic composition, problems with contaminants, medications added to the solution, or potential endotoxin contamination. Any medications that are used intraocularly including analgesics and antibiotics have the potential to cause inflammation. It is important that any medications used have the proper concentration and be preservative free if they are injected into the eye. Problems with ophthalmic viscosurgical devices (OVDs) can cause postoperative inflammation and TASS. An emerging issue that is of critical importance in the causation of TASS is the cleaning and sterilization of ophthalmic instruments.

The most important factor in the prevention of TASS is the recognition of possible factors that may be involved in causing postoperative inflammation and elimination of as many factors as possible. The corneal endothelium as well as the trabecular meshwork and cells within the iris are very sensitive to any toxic insult. This may lead to corneal edema due to acute breakdown of endothelial junction and loss of barrier function. In addition, there may be a broad based breakdown of the blood-aqueous barrier leading to increased inflammation in the anterior segment. It is important that any solution used during cataract surgery, especially the BSS, be of the proper composition chemically. Incorrect pH as well as incorrect osmolarity or problems with additives may cause postoperative inflammation and TASS.

Preservatives in ophthalmic medicines that are used either intraocularly or at the conclusion of the case postoperatively are potentially toxic, especially to the corneal endothelium. There have been reports of medications with preservatives inadvertently injected into the eye during the anterior segment surgery, which may cause TASS.41 Many ophthalmic medications are preserved with benzalkonium chloride (BAK). The corneal endothelium is quite sensitive to any medications that have BAK preservatives within them. In addition, it is important to recognize that some medications do not necessarily have a preservative but have a stabilizing agent added to them that may be toxic. The epinephrine that is used in BSS during the procedure to
help prevent pupil miosis needs to be preservative free. This includes bisulphites and metabisulphites, which are technically stabilizers rather than preservatives, but may still be toxic to the corneal endothelium.

Intraocular anesthetics that are used during cataract surgery once again need to be preservative free. In addition, any intraocular anesthetic should be of the proper concentration. Preservative free lidocaine at a 1% dose appears to be safe for cataract surgery. However, dosages higher than 2% have been found to cause significant corneal thickening and opacification postoperatively.\(^4\) Therefore, intraocular anesthetics should not only be preservative free but of the proper concentration.

The use of intraocular antibiotics has been discussed previously. The use of gentamicin and vancomycin in irrigating solutions has been discouraged due to potential problems with toxicity, especially involving gentamicin. While intracameral antibiotics such as cefturoxime have been shown to be safe when properly mixed, concerns have been raised with potential problems involving “kitchen pharmacies.” Incorrect dosage, problems with sterility, and other issues with the customer mixing of intracameral antibiotics may potentially lead to issues with TASS.

OVDs are a potential source of TASS. It is essential that the OVDs be completely removed at the conclusion of the surgical procedure and that large amounts of OVDs are not left within the capsular bag or the posterior chamber. This could lead to increased postoperative inflammation and difficult to control IOP. In addition, OVD residues on reusable cannulas and irrigation/aspiration tips that are not properly flushed following cataract surgery may be associated with TASS. This retained OVD may become broken down or altered during sterilization, which can cause toxic inflammation when this is subsequently flushed into the eye.\(^4\)

Another potential source of TASS that may occur either acutely or on a delayed onset basis is the ingress of topical ophthalmic ointment, used postoperatively, into the anterior segment of the eye. Many ophthalmic ointments are petroleum based and deposition of hydrocarbon material within the vehicle of these postoperative ointments may cause toxicity within the eye.\(^4\) This ingress of ointment is only possible through a clear corneal wound that is not water tight or incompetent at the conclusion of the surgery and once again brings forth the importance of a well-constructed clear corneal wound.

The cleaning and sterilization of ophthalmic instruments has become a very important factor when analyzing outbreaks of TASS. Many centers are using enzymes and detergents in the cleaning of reusable ocular instruments between cases. Any residue of detergent or enzyme on the instruments is potentially inflamagenic. Enzymes or active ingredients in these detergents are often not deactivated in standard autoclaves and may cause significant inflammation when flushed into the eye when the instruments are used again.\(^4\) Detergent residues left on ophthalmic instruments can cause toxicity to the corneal endothelium. Breebaart and coauthors described severe toxic endothelial cell destruction following surgery with detergent residues found on reusable cannulas.\(^4\)

In addition to possible residues of detergent or enzymes, outbreaks of TASS have been found to be related to endotoxin contamination of the instruments that occurs during sterilization. Ultrasounds or water baths that are used for the treatment of instruments following surgery may grow gram-negative bacteria. Although the bacteria are destroyed during heat sterilization in autoclaving, heat stable lipopolysaccharide endotoxins from the gram-negative bacteria cell wall remain active and may be attached to the instruments following stabilization. Injection of the endotoxin into the eye during the surgery may cause significant anterior segment inflammation.\(^4\)

The potential etiologic factors involved in an outbreak of TASS are extremely broad. Analysis of TASS outbreaks often reveals multiple potential sources rather than a single point source associated with the outbreak.\(^4\) The increased incidence of TASS over the past 2 years has lead to the formation of an ASCRS-sponsored TASS task force to evaluate outbreaks of TASS. Educational materials from the task force are available including a video symposium involving members of the task force with input from nursing organizations involved in ophthalmology (www.tassfacts.com). In addition, reports from the task force are available on the ASCRS Web site (www.ascrs.org) as well as on the American Academy of Ophthalmology Web site (www.aao.org). A complete guideline for the cleaning and sterilization of ophthalmic instruments is also available on the ASCRS Web site and has been published recently.\(^4\) The prevention of TASS is a team effort involving not only the surgeon but the entire operating room staff including nurses and those involved in the cleaning and sterilization of instruments as well as the ordering of ophthalmic medications.
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Chapter 15


Modern cataract surgery replaces the natural lens of the eye with an intraocular lens (IOL). After surgery, the optical system of the eye will consist of two major refractive elements, the cornea and the newly inserted IOL. This two-lens system is at the basis of IOL power calculation. To facilitate calculations, both the cornea and the IOL are considered thin lenses. Although there are multiple IOL power formulas, most are similar in nature. They all require measurements of the axial length and of the corneal power. However, all these formulas require knowledge of the distance separating the two thin lenses, also known as the estimated lens position (ELP).

\[
P = \frac{n}{L - c} - \frac{n}{(n/K) - c}
\]

In this vergence formula, \( P \) is the power of the IOL needed for emmetropia in diopters, \( L \) is the axial length in meters (all formulas adjust the equation to allow the axial length to be entered in millimeters), \( K \) is the corneal power in diopters, \( c \) is the ELP, and \( n \) is the index of refraction of the aqueous and vitreous, which is known to be 1.336.

All formulas will require measurement of the axial length and of the corneal curvature. ELP is the distance between the anterior corneal surface and the implant’s optical center. This value cannot be measured before surgery and thus has to be estimated. The difference between the different formulas lies in the estimation of ELP.

Original Theoretical Formulas

The original theoretical formulas, published between 1975 and 1980, considered ELP to be a constant value, referring to it as the postoperative anterior chamber depth (c). The accuracy of these original formulas was mediocre. It was immediately noticed that ELP was not a constant and varied mainly with the axial length. Three main formulas emerged in the 1980s to address this issue. These were the Hoffer formula, the Shammas’ formula, and Binkhorst’s adjusted formula.
Regression Formulas

During the same period, Sanders, Retzlaff, and Kraff reviewed their results and thought that they could get better results with a regression equation. Their equation became known as the SRK formula:

\[ P = A - 2.5L - 0.9K \]

where \( P \) is the power for emmetropia, \( L \) is the axial length in mm, \( K \) the corneal power in diopters, with \( A \) being a constant.

In 1988, the authors of the SRK formula realized that their regression equation did not perform well in very long and very short eyes. They modified it by fudging the calculations in these very long and very short eyes, and calling it the SRK II formula. The results improved but they were still not satisfactory.

Modern Theoretical Formulas

After 1988, three modern theoretical formulas were introduced. These are the Holladay formula (1988), the SRK/T formula (1990), and the Hoffer Q formula (1993). In all three formulas, ELP varies not only with axial length but also with the corneal curvature. However, each formula uses a different constant: SF (surgeon factor) for the Holladay formula, \( A \) for the SRK/T formula, and ACD (anterior chamber depth) for the Hoffer Q formula.

The last decade saw the introduction of some advanced theoretical formulas, mainly the Holladay II and the Haigis formulas. In the Holladay II formula, ELP varies with the axial length, corneal curvature, white-to-white measurement, anterior chamber depth, lens thickness, and age. This formula requires the purchase of a special software program to run it. The Haigis formula is widely available on the IOLMaster (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA).

Clinical Pearl

For your IOL power calculations, only use a modern or advanced theoretical formula. Avoid the SRK and SRK II formulas.

Clinical Pearl

The \( A \) constant has become a value characterizing each IOL, and every manufacturer prints an \( A \) constant on the box holding the IOL. Although this \( A \) constant has to be personalized for each surgeon and for each lens model, the value given by the manufacturer is often very close.

Please note that \( P \), the IOL power for emmetropia, varies on a one-to-one ratio with \( A \). This can be very helpful when switching between implants. For example, an IOL with an \( A \) constant of 118.9 will require a 0.50 D stronger power than an IOL with an \( A \) constant of only 118.4.

Please also note that the \( A \) constant, among other things, relates to the position of the IOL within the eye. This can be very helpful if the surgeon encounters complications during surgery. Let us suppose that the surgeon is planning to insert a one-piece IOL in the capsular bag and that implant has an \( A \) constant of 118.9. If the posterior capsule is compromised, a three-piece IOL has to be inserted in the sulcus; the \( A \) constant drops to 117.5 requiring a 1 to 1.5 diopters weaker IOL. If vitreous is lost, and an anterior chamber IOL is to be used, the \( A \) constant drops to 115.3 requiring a 3.5 diopters weaker IOL.

Measuring the Axial Length

A-Scan Biometry

The axial length is conventionally measured with ultrasonography, using a biometry unit. An immersion technique is recommended where the ultrasound probe remains 5 to 8 mm away from the cornea.

It is important to recognize the A-scan pattern of a normal phakic eye examined with an immersion technique. The following echospikes are displayed from left to right (Figure 16-1):

- The initial spike is produced at the tip of the probe. It has no clinical significance.
- The corneal spike is double peaked representing the anterior and posterior surfaces of the cornea.
- The anterior lens spike is generated from the anterior surface of the lens.
- The posterior lens spike is generated from the posterior surface of the lens.
- The retinal spike is generated from the anterior surface of the retina. It is straight, highly reflective, and tall whenever the ultrasound beam is perpendicular to the retina, as it should be during axial length measurement.
- The scleral spike is another highly reflective spike generated from the scleral surface, right behind the retinal spike, and should not be confused with it.
- The orbital spikes are low reflective behind the scleral spike.
Most modern biometers use separate sound velocities for the different eye components. The biometer provides an anterior chamber depth, the lens thickness, and the total axial length. The anterior chamber depth is measured between the anterior corneal surface and the anterior lens surface using a velocity of 1532 m/s. The lens thickness is measured between the anterior lens surface and the posterior lens surface using a velocity of 1641 m/s. The instrument also gives the total axial length measurement in mm.

Immersion A-scan biometry produces consistent and reproducible axial length measurements. In comparison, the contact method for axial length measurement does not yield the same results as high precision immersion A-scan biometry. When measuring the same eye, the contact technique yields a 0.20 to 0.24 mm shorter measurement than the immersion technique, most probably due to corneal compression during examination.

**Optical Coherence Biometry**

Optical coherence biometry (OCB) has gained popularity because of the ease of its use. The IOLMaster is extremely accurate and very easy to use. It also has the added advantage of measuring the central corneal power and the corneal white-to-white. Unfortunately, the use of OCB is limited in the presence of a dense cataract. Ophthalmologists who choose to use the OCB must also have a biometer for those patients with moderate to severe cataracts, because the OCB cannot measure them.

**Recommendations to Avoid Errors in Axial Length Measurement**

There is no foolproof method to avoid an error in axial length measurement, but I would like to share a protocol that has proven to be very effective.

- Bilateral axial length measurements are performed. Optical coherence or immersion A-scan biometry is strongly recommended for reproducible measurements.
- The measurements are correlated with the clinical data and an implant is chosen. In most cases, both eyes are within 0.5 mm of each other and the measurements correlate with the clinical data; hypermetropes usually measure less than 23 mm, emmetropes between 23 mm and 24 mm, and true myopes over 24 mm. However, discrepancies will be encountered in some cases. The surgeon should then use his or her clinical judgment in analyzing the data. If the surgeon is not satisfied with the calculations or suspects a possible error, he or she should have the measurements repeated, either under his or her supervision or by an outside consultant. When needed, a B-scan examination will rule out intraocular pathology.

**Clinical Pearl**

Review your measurements and compare to preoperative refraction if the axial length is less than 22 mm or over 25 mm, and if there is a difference between the two eyes of over 0.30 mm.

**Clinical Pearl**

More and more ophthalmologists are now using the IOLMaster. However, in the presence of a dense cataract, they have to use A-scan biometry. The IOLMaster is calibrated to yield similar results as the immersion A-scan biometry (Figure 16-2). However, if contact biometry is used, it might yield a shorter axial length measurement, calling for the use of a stronger power IOL. In these cases measured by contact biometry, the A constant should be decreased by at least 0.5 to avoid any postoperative myopia.

**Measuring the Corneal Power**

The corneal power is expressed in diopters. However, current instruments only measure the radius of curvature ($r$) of the anterior corneal surface in
meters and convert it to diopters using an average index of refraction of 1.3375, and where:

\[ K = (1.3375 - 1) \div r \]

Keratometers, including the one within the IOLMaster, measure 4 to 6 points within the central 2 to 4 mm of the cornea. The average K readings are used for IOL power calculations. Corneal topography units produce a simulated K value (SimK) that averages the readings within the central 3-mm circumference.

Newer units such as the Pentacam (Oculus, Lynnwood, WA) measure the anterior and the posterior radius of curvature. The true power of the cornea equals the power at its anterior surface minus the power at its posterior surface.

**Clinical Pearl**

Review your measurements and reevaluate with corneal topography if there is a difference between the two eyes of over 1 diopter in the average corneal power, or if the average K is less than 40 D or over 47 D. The same holds true if the cornea is irregular, in the presence of keratoconus, or following refractive surgery.

**THE POST-LASIK CATARACTOUS EYE**

More and more patients who have undergone refractive surgery are developing cataracts. These patients are usually more demanding and they will be expecting clear distance vision post-cataract surgery just like they had after LASIK. Accurate calculations become more critical if the patient is having a premium IOL for clear distance and reading vision.

If no adjustment is made to the calculations, the patient will end up with an unexpected postoperative hyperopia.

After refractive surgery, two errors are introduced in the IOL power formulas.

First, the refractive surgery produces an error in the evaluation of the correct K value. After LASIK, the measurements taken by keratometry or by topography are not correct and should not be used. LASIK alters the anterior corneal surface and the relationship between the anterior and posterior corneal curvature is no longer the same, and this changes the index of refraction. The correct K is usually lower than the measured one. There are multiple methods that have been developed to perform these calculations. The Clinical History Method is recommended if the pre-LASIK K readings and the amount of LASIK correction are available. The corrected K readings are calculated by subtracting the amount of LASIK correction obtained at the corneal plane from the pre-LASIK K readings.

The Shammas No-History method is recommended if the pre-LASIK K readings and the amount of LASIK correction are not available. The corrected K (Kc) is calculated from the measured post-LASIK K (Kpost), and where:

\[ Kc = 1.14 \times Kpost - 6.8 \]

and the second error is in the evaluation of the postoperative ELP by the commonly used IOL power formulas (SRK/T, Holladay 1, and Hoffer Q). These formulas use the K readings to estimate how far the implant used in surgery will be from the cornea. After myopic LASIK, the central cornea is flattened. In these formulas, ELP is mathematically linked to the corneal curvature; the steeper the cornea, the deeper the ELP, and vice versa. In other words, in the presence of the flattened cornea, the formula calculates a smaller ELP (shallower anterior chamber depth) that is used in the IOL power calculations. This anomaly can be corrected by using the Double-K method, where the corrected post-LASIK K is used for the corneal power and the pre-LASIK K for ELP measurement. The other way would be to use a formula where ELP does not vary with the corneal curvature, such as the Shammas or the Haigis formula. Multiple computer programs are now available to perform these complex calculations.
Clinical Pearl

Eyes that had refractive surgery require special calculations to avoid postoperative hyperopia. The easiest way to do so is to use one of these available computer programs:

- The ASC online IOL calculator, available at www.ascrs.org
- The Haigis L formula, available on the IOL-Master
- The Holladay II formula, available on the Holladay IOL consultant software
- The "No History" post-LASIK Shammas formula, available as a PDF file
- The Hoffer computer programs

INTRAOCULAR POWER SELECTION

In the process of IOL power selection, some surgeons routinely aim toward emmetropia. In some cases, consideration should be made for the patient's expectations and needs.

Patient Expectations

It is important for the surgeon to understand the patient's expectations and select the IOL power accordingly, especially if a conventional IOL is being used.

- Most patients want good distance vision and accept wearing reading glasses.
- Some patients might want monovision with one eye focused for distance and one eye focused for near.
- Hyperopic patients are used to wearing glasses for distance and for reading. They will enjoy clear distance vision and will have no problems wearing reading glasses.
- Moderately myopic patients are used to reading with no glasses and have difficulties understanding why they have to wear reading glasses after the surgery, especially if they are promised clear distance vision.

- With the advent of premium IOLs, patients are often promised a perfect result with perfect vision, and patients are now expecting this. In these cases, the surgeon has to aim toward “bull’s eye” emmetropia.

Patient Needs

The surgeon should not recommend postoperative emmetropia for every patient. The decision on whether to aim for emmetropia or what the target postoperative refraction should be depends on the condition and the refraction of the fellow eye. In most cases, the patient has bilateral cataracts requiring surgery on both eyes.

The problem arises in very long and very short eyes and when surgery is not contemplated on the fellow eye because it has no cataract or because the patient refuses to have it. In these cases, the surgeon should avoid anisometropia and/or aniseikonia. Anisometropia is the difference in refraction between the two eyes and patients can tolerate a difference of 1.5 to 2.0 diopters with no risk of asthenopia and/or diplopia. Aniseikonia is the difference of retinal image size between the two eyes and patients can ignore aniseikonia of up to 5%, which reflects a refractive error variation of around 2.5-diopter difference between the two eyes.

Clinical Pearl

To optimize the refractive outcome, you should perform accurate biometry and accurate keratometry, use a modern or advanced theoretical IOL power formula, and personalize its constant (the A constant for the SRK/T formula, the SF for the Holladay formula, and the ACD for the Hoffer Q formula).
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Part B: Limbal Relaxing Incisions

Eric Donnenfeld, MD, and Renée Solomon, MD

While the absence of operative complications is the traditional benchmark by which most of us evaluate the success of our surgical efforts, our patients tend to measure the success of their cataract procedures by the quality of their uncorrected visual acuity. Meeting the needs and heightened expectations of our patients today is a challenge that we cannot ignore and, like it or not, each of us must now view cataract surgery as a refractive procedure. Achieving an optimal refractive outcome requires attention to detail and necessitates both precise biometry and careful management of astigmatic errors.

Regular corneal astigmatism decreases uncorrected visual acuity through meridional blur as one axis of the cornea, steeper than the other, causes image distortion (Figure 16-3). Astigmatism of as little as 0.50 diopters may result in glare, symptomatic blur, ghosting, and halos. Regular astigmatism in most instances is associated with a 90-degree angle between the steep and flat meridians. Regular astigmatism may be characterized as with-the-rule (Figure 16-4A), against-the-rule (Figure 16-4B), and oblique (Figure 16-4C). In general, irregular astigmatism (Figure 16-4D) should not be treated with limbal relaxing incisions (LRIs). There are several different corneal-based options for treating astigmatism including LRIs, excimer laser photoablation, and conductive keratoplasty. In general, the reduction of corneal astigmatism with LRIs at the time of surgery is the most cost-effective and convenient approach. IOL patients are often highly sensitive even to minor refractive errors, and in order to achieve the best possible refractive outcome, surgeons must be willing and able to treat small astigmatic errors.

LRIs are corneal incisions placed adjacent to the limbus that are used to relax the steep axis of regular corneal astigmatism while steepening the flat axis. The procedure allows the eye to heal into a more spherical shape (Figure 16-5). There are several advantages of LRIs over astigmatic keratotomy (AK), a similar incisional procedure that is performed more centrally toward the visual axis. The advantages of LRIs over AK includes a reduced tendency to cause axis shift, less irregular astigmatism, a 1:1 coupling ratio, and a reduced likelihood of perforation.

For regular astigmatic errors ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 diopters, LRIs work very well. Patients with more than 1.5 diopters of astigmatism may benefit from LRIs but there is an increased risk of inducing irregular astigmatism. For patients with higher levels of astigmatism, a LRI may be performed to "debulk" the astigmatic error and an excimer laser photoablation can be performed after IOL implantation for the reduction of the residual refractive error.

LRIs are usually performed during cataract surgery for the treatment of pre-existing astigmatism (Figure 16-6). In experienced hands, LRIs may also be performed postoperatively at the slit lamp (Figure 16-7), although the use of an operating microscope is advised for less experienced surgeons.

A number of LRI nomograms are available, and many studies evaluating LRIs have been performed. LRIs have been shown to result in an average reduction of cylinder by 60%, with 79% of patients corrected to less than 1 diopter of cylinder and 59% corrected to less than 0.5 diopter of cylinder. The 60% reduction in cylinder compares favorably with the results achieved using toric IOLs, which result in 58.4% mean reduction in cylinder.

Many LRI nomograms are adjusted for age and cylinder axis, making them detailed and complex, and giving the impression that the procedure is extremely precise and unforgiving. However, in our experience, this simply is not the case. LRIs are as much an art as a science. For this reason, we have developed a very simple nomogram that works extremely well (Tables 16-1 and 16-2) and is ideal for the novice LRI surgeon. The Donnenfeld nomogram (DONO) is available on the Internet at www.lricalculator.com (Figure 16-8). The online LRI calculator uses vector analysis to calculate where to make LRI incisions based on preoperative patient keratometry and the surgeon’s induced astigmatism. The LRI calculator employs the Donnenfeld...
Figure 16-4. In with-the-rule astigmatism, the steep axis is vertical (A). In against-the-rule astigmatism, the steep axis is horizontal (B). Oblique astigmatism occurs when the steep axis is neither vertical or horizontal (C). Irregular astigmatism occurs when the steep and flat axis are not at a 90-degree angle (D).

Figure 16-5. LRs relax the steep axis of the astigmatism and allow the eye to heal into a more spherical shape.
nomogram and provides a visual map of the axis and length of incisions that should be performed. A printout of the LRI calculator can be brought to the operating room and used as a guide when marking the cornea and performing LRIs.

The operating room is the best place to start doing LRIs and they can be done with routine cataract surgery. LRIs should be done at the beginning of the cataract surgery while the eye is firm and when the cornea has not been thinned by dehydration under the operating microscope. A preset diamond knife is employed, and the arc is made in clear cornea 0.5 mm central to the limbus and centered on the axis as determined by vector analysis of residual cylinder. There are several companies that make preset diamond knives. I prefer to use a preset depth of 0.6 mm. While in the operating room, the LRI calculator printout or the preoperative corneal topography can be used to locate the axis of the intended LRI incisions. The topography may be turned upside down and held near the patient's eye. When the topography is held upside down, the top of the topography correlates with 12 o'clock on the patient's eye. The episclera is grasped at the limbus with a 0.12 calibri forceps, 180 degrees away from the incision's intended site. An incision is made into clear cornea 0.5 mm from the limbus with the diamond knife held perpendicular to the cornea. Once the diamond knife has been placed into the cornea, it is held in position for a full second before advancing to make sure that the full depth of the blade is achieved. The incision is then extended to its desired length. We prefer to draw the diamond knife toward the surgeon to increase control. For most patients, a preset diamond knife with a depth of 0.6 mm is used for the LRIs. For 0.75 diopters of cylinder or less I do not mark the cornea. For larger cylindrical errors, an astigmatism marker can be placed on the cornea and the cornea can be marked (Figure 16-9). One of the most common mistakes novice LRI surgeons make is to not press the LRI blade firmly against the cornea, which results in a shallow ineffective incision.

An LRI is performed on all patients who, judging from their topography and surgical incision, are likely to end up with 0.50 diopter or more of residual cylin-
For example, surgeons who make their incisions superiorly need to be aware that additional against-the-rule cylinder will be induced. For a patient who has against-the-rule cylinder of 0.5 diopter, it would be appropriate to perform a LRI at 180 degrees preoperatively. On the other hand, for a patient who has pre-existing 0.5 diopter of cylinder with-the-rule, this astigmatism will be corrected by the surgical technique of a superior incision. For oblique astigmatism, a vector analysis of the preoperative astigmatism and incision will yield the correct axis and magnitude of cylinder to be corrected.

As with any surgical procedure, there are potential complications associated with LRIs, but most are either temporary or correctable. The procedure is generally not associated with glare or starburst as may be seen with radial keratotomy or AK. The possible problems with LRIs include overcorrection, undercorrection, infection, perforation of the cornea, decreased corneal sensation, induced irregular astigmatism, and discomfort. For patients with significant remaining astigmatism, it may be necessary to retreat by redeepening or extending the LRI. For overcorrections, we recommend waiting and then later cleaning out the wound with a Sinskey hook and then suturing the wound with 10-0 nylon if necessary. For smaller overcorrections, an excimer laser photoablation may be employed. We never recommend placing LRIs perpendicular to the original LRIs for consecutive cylinder as this may induce irregular astigmatism. If the cornea is perforated, it may be self-sealing or a suture may be needed.

**Table 16-1**

**Incidence of Astigmatism in Cataract Patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diopter Range</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1.0 D</td>
<td>20% to 32%, approximately 500,000 to 800,000 procedures per year in the United States²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1.5 D</td>
<td>15% to 20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 16-2**

**Nomogram for Limbal Relaxing Incisions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Astigmatism (in Diopters)</th>
<th>Incision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50 D</td>
<td>One incision, 1.5 clock hours (45 degrees each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 D</td>
<td>Two incisions, 1 clock hour (30 degrees each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50 D</td>
<td>Two incisions, 2 clock hours (60 degrees each)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00 D</td>
<td>Two incisions, 3 clock hours (90 degrees each)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Use 5 degrees more for against-the-rule astigmatism.
- Use 5 degrees more for younger patients.
- Use 5 degrees less for older patients.
Improving refractive outcomes is an important goal for cataract surgeons today and learning to perform LRs is a useful step in achieving this end. The good news is that LRs are not difficult to learn and, when performed properly, they are both predictable and uniformly successful.
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